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Preface to Second Edition

Engineering design concerns us all. It affects our everyday lives and increas
ingly affects the future of life on this planet. The time has gone when design
engineers were told what was required and did their best to come up with some
thing that worked. Competition is fierce, markets are international, and the con
sequences of poor design are felt globally. There is strong pressure for shorter
project timescales and higher quality design at lower cost. Designs must work,
they must be culturally and politically acceptable, and they must be safe, reli
able and environmentally sound. A failure in anyone of these aspects can result
in bankruptcy or disaster, and to avoid such debilitating situations the design
engineer needs the genuine support of all parties involved: management;
marketing; manufacturing; customers and users. It is no longer acceptable for
design engineers to work in isolation from everyone else, and it is no longer
acceptable for everyone else to plead ignorance of the design engineer's work.
We are all involved with design and we all have a responsibility to make sure
that design is done in the best possible way.

So what is the role of a design engineer? A design engineer is presented with
a technical problem or need, and the ultimate aim is the conversion of this into
the information from which something can be manufactured at high enough
quality and low enough cost to overcome the problem or to meet the need. This
may sound simple, but in fact so many factors influence the situation that it is
often difficult for one person to understand the problem fully, let alone produce
solutions that meet everyone's expectations. Design is a team activity. Commu
nication and information exchange are critical.

The manager responsible for engineering design must understand the
problem or need in its overall context, must be able to build up a strong working
team within that context, and must be able to steer the project through the
design process to the point where manufacture is in progress. From then on
there is a reduced, but important, responsibility to monitor the performance of
the design in practice and ensure that it continues to satisfy customer and user
needs throughout its life. Feedback of performance information is essential for
future development.

It is not possible to cope with all the issues using an "inventor" approach
to design, neither is it necessary. We now know enough about the design pro
cess, the working of teams, and the communication of information to be able
to tackle a design project in a systematic and confident manner. The rapid
advances in computing and communication technology during the decade since
the first edition of this book was published have enabled the implementation

v
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of approaches to engineering design that have long since been developed, but
which have lacked the practical means for delivery.The use of Web-based design
aids and geographically dispersed design teams has become a reality, and it is
now possible to work in ways that would not have been considered a few years
ago. There is little excuse for poor design.

This book brings together some guidelines for the management of engi
neering design projects within a Web-based framework that encourages a sys
tematic approach to design . It is based on the results of experience in industry
combined with the results of academic design research, and it includes a un
ique series of checklists and work sheets for direct application on projects. The
checklists pose a structured set of questions for the design manager to use
during each phase of the design process, and the work sheets provide a means
for summarizing the project status at any particular time. They can be used
before or during design review meetings to highlight action items and, when
collected together, they form a historical record of project progress .

Many people offered suggestions and encouragement during the original
development of this book, but there are two in particular whose invaluable help
must be especially acknowledged. Firstly there was Ken Wallace, Professor of
Engineering Design at Cambridge University in the UK. It was Ken who, in the
early 1980s, translated the systematic engineering design approach as presented
by Professor Pahl and Professor Beitz in Germany. This has become our cor
nerstone for both design teaching and design practice. Secondly there was Tom
Zabinski, of the Graphics Communication Department at Triodyne Inc. in the
USA. It was Tom who spent many long hours making the complicated diagrams
more understandable to the reader and laying out the checklists and work
sheets in a practicable form, which ultimately could be converted to a Web
based system.

We selected the Life chair, designed by Formway in New Zealand but manu
factured and marketed by Knoll in the USA, to provide a working example of
successful product design. The help of both companies is gratefully acknowl
edged, and in particular the enthusiastic involvement of Jon Prince, Design
Team Leader for the chair project. Wewould also like to thank Katherine Vyver
and Andrea Roberts from Formway Design for providing final images and
proofreading sections of the text. A detailed review of the project was under
taken, and its history was reconstructed chronologically by questioning accord
ing to the checklists. The checklists were used in the same order as presented
in this book, and the corresponding work sheets were filled out as the recon
struction took place. The result was a set of completed work sheets that have
been used as examples in sequence throughout this book.

The Triodyne Safety Information Center provided help with the research on
standards and codes, and a set of fivereference papers written by Triodyne staff
laid a foundation for the text. The help of Marna Sanders is acknowledged in
bringing together current information with regard to the sourcing of relevant
standards and codes for engineering design. Using the Triodyne facilities, she
was able to compile a useful bibliography on standardization and a compre-
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hensive international list of Website addresses for obtaining standards and
codes.

There are now many helpful books available on the management of projects,
on the engineering design process, product design, concurrent engineering and
specific design techniques. However, when it actually comes to managing an
engineering design project within a company, circumstances often make it dif
ficult to apply all but the simplest techniques. There are some subtle day-to
day issues that are time consuming, frustrating and difficult to handle, yet which
have not been addressed adequately in the literature. They are sometimes
referred to as the "hidden costs of design:' What has been attempted here is to
present a systematic and practical approach to handling such issues by consid
ering first the context within which the design work will take place, then the
nature of the project, the design team and the available tools, and then each
phase of the design process itself. As the book is intended to complement texts
on project management, design methods, and specific areas of design, refer
ences are given and further reading suggestions are provided in the Bibliogra
phy. The underlying idea is to help the design manager operate effectively and
efficiently by integrating multidisciplinary viewpoints and coordinating the
design process at every level within a company. If it helps to improve the quality
of our engineering design for the future then it will have done its job.

Crispin Hales and Shayne Gooch
Northbrook, IL, USA and

Christchurch, New Zealand
April 2004
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Introduction

0.1 Terminology
0.2 Examples

Toconvert an idea or a need into the information from which a new product or
system can be made requires a transformation from vague concepts to defined
objects, from abstract thoughts to the solution of detailed problems. It is
through the engineering design process that this transformation takes place.
Successful management of this process boils down to the effective handling of
three issues:

• Activitiesof the design team.
• Output from the design team.
• Influences on the design team.

The activities of the design team must be guided and monitored for per
formance . The design output must be continually reviewed and assessed for
quality. The effect of influencing factors must be forecast, monitored, and con
trolled where possible. Genuine management attention to these issues is crucial
to the development of high-quality and cost-competitive products. This means
clear understanding and observant monitoring of the design process, awareness
of potential problems, and skillful management of complex design situations.
From the design management point of view,the ultimate goal is to produce the
highest quality product that meets the user's expectations for the lowest cost in
the shortest time.

Part 1 of this book is concerned with the overall contextwithin which the
engineering design process takes place. It offers a way of mapping the context
for specific design situations so as to identify key influences and then to take
advantage of those that are positive, while minimizing the effect of negative
influences. Part 2 of this book is concerned with matching the design team
capabilities and its activities to the specific design task in order to maximize
the productivity and quality of the team output. Part 3 of this book presents a
Web-based and structured approach to managing engineering design projects,
which can be adapted readily to suit personal preferences within a particular
company or situation. Each part of the book includes checklists and worksheets
in a Web-based format, for use by the manager to understand better the status
of a project at any particular time and thereby to determine the best course of
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action. The checklists provide questions to be raised by the design manager, and
the work sheets record the current project status for use at project meetings and
as a permanent record for future reference.

This book is not intended as a technical engineering design text, nor as a busi
ness guide, but presents a way of looking at what design work involves, how
specific aspects can be monitored in practice, and how the results may be used
to improve the design management within a company. The approach is neces
sarilya hybrid of the quantitative and the qualitative. Aparticular difficulty with
the management of engineering design is that the critical issues are wide ranging
within the spectrum from "hard" to "soft": from the dimensional tolerance on a
component, to the user's satisfaction with a product in service.Another difficulty
is that the critical issues must be considered at different levels and from differ
ent points of view.A key management skill in engineering design is to have a
good grasp of the overall picture, but with the ability to window in rapidly on
the tiniest of technical details and understand the effect that such a seemingly
insignificant detail might have on the overall project. Many engineering disas
ters, such as the failure of the solid rocket booster on Space Shuttle Challenger,
have come about through a lack of management skill in this area.The checklists
and work sheets are provided to help in this "windowing" process, and each
chapter concludes with a set of useful tipsfor management.It becomes clear that
simple sets of questions, based on fundamental design principles, and asked at
the appropriate time by a manager with adequate technical understanding, can
highlight design weaknesses long before the road to disaster is inevitable.

0.1 Terminology
Many engineering design terms vary in meaning according to discipline,
context, and interpretation. Toovercome the problem in this book, simple terms
with generally accepted meanings are used wherever possible, and the number
of terms used has been minimized. When "design" is used it refers to "engi
neering design" unless stated otherwise, and both terms may refer occasionally
to the "field" of enquiry or of practice. "Design engineer:' "engineering
designer:' and "designer" have been treated as synonymous, but "design
engineer" is preferred. General terms such as "specification" are used with
qualifiers to clarify their meaning in a particular context; for example: "design
specification"; "materials specification"; and "test specification:' Sometimes, a
further qualifier might be added for more precision, such as in "product design
specification" or "system design specification."

There is often great discussion over what exactly is meant by the term
"engineering design". For the purposes of this book, the following definition
will be used:

Engineering design is the process of converting an idea or market need into the
detailed information from which a productor technical system can beproduced.
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0.2 Examples

Practical examples from personal experience are used to clarify the presenta
tion. Some are mentioned in passing to illustrate a certain point , some are
described in more detail to highlight important issues, and two have been used
as reference examples throughout the book. The two reference examples are
purposely quite different from each other: one involves a complex one-off high
pressure test system and the other involves a mass-produced office chair. The
first was a 3-year project in the UK, recorded and analyzed in great detail as
part of one author's doctoral research at Cambridge University. The other was
a 5-year collaborative project carried out by well-known companies in the USA
and in New Zealand. This resulted in a patented office chair, called "Life;' which
has been recognized for its innovative ergonomic and environmental features.
The Lifechair is a mass-produced product and is marketed worldwide. Each of
these two examples is described briefly below.

0.2.1 Gasifier Test Rig

The gasifier test-rig project involved the design of a high-pressure and high
temperature system for evaluation of materials in a simulated slagging coal
gasifier environment (Figure 0.1). The company considered the design task to
be challenging, because of the extreme test conditions. A slagging coal-gasifier
converts coal to natural gas at such high temperatures that the ash melts to form
a protectivebut corrosive slag,similar to that produced as a by-product in a blast
furnace . Very few metal alloys are capable of withstanding the combination of
temperature, pressure, and corrosive environment inherent in the slagging coal
gasification process; hence, the need for materials testing under laboratory con
ditions . In this particular materials test facility,or test rig, automatic control of
temperature, gas flows, liquid flows and coal flows at high pressure for continu
ous periods of up to 1000h was required. The main difficulty, and the novel
feature of the proposed system, lay in the handling of flowing coal on such a
small scale under such extremes of pressure and temperature.Although the need
for such equipment had been identified by the company, the requirements had
not been formally established and the ideas were vague; so, in engineering
design terms, the problem was "ill-defined:' The only unusual aspects of the
project itself from the company's viewpoint were: that a systematic approach
would be applied to the complete design effort; and that every activity related
to the project would be recorded in detail for analysis. It was never intended that
this particular project should be completed in the minimum possible time, but
rather that the design effort should be integrated with work on other projects
and should extend over 2years to fit in with annual budget constraints.

The project proposal, submitted to the materials research group within
one division of the company, was accepted and the design work started as soon
as a contract was signed. The first activity was to clarify the design task, by
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defining the problem more closelyand compiling a 20-page design specification
or requirements list. This document, listing 308 requirements, formalized the
input of everyone involved and recorded what had been agreed. Conceptual
design, which was completed during the next 4 months, went smoothly. Embodi
ment design, involving the development of the reactor concept, the subsystem
layouts, the control system design, and cost-justification documents, was com
pleted during the following 17months. Detail design of the seven subsystems,
including the steelwork, was completed during the final 14months. Six design
reports were prepared during the course of the project, detailing all the techni
cal design work involved. Field data recording the entire engineering design
process for research purposes were collected from the time of the original pro
posal to the end of month 34, when the drawings were almost finished.

All references to the gasifier test-rig project have been taken from the doc
toral thesis entitled Analysis of the engineering design process in an industrial
context, submitted to Cambridge University by Crispin Hales in 1987 and first
published by Gants Hill Publications in 1987,with a second edition in 1991.

0.2.2 The Life Chair

Repetitive strain injury (RSI) is a global work-related health problem. Disorders
associated with RSIaccount for almost half of all occupational illnesses and, for
example, have affected more than 5 million Americans to date. In 1991, a British
Court awarded damages to two data-processing workers who suffered from RSI.
Their employer, the British Telecom PLC,was ordered to pay UK£6600 to each
of the plaintiffs. The company was found liable because it provided old chairs,
which were difficult to adjust . The presiding Judge John Byrt concluded that
". . . the strain has been substantially added to by the strains which arose from
the work systems in place and poorposture due topoorergonomics of the work
station, unadjustable chairs and. . . :' There is a need for the development of
good ergonomic products for office work environments.

In 1956, a company was established in Petone, New Zealand, producing a
range of products, including steel-framed furniture. In the late 1970s they
designed and manufactured New Zealand 's first office chair with a height
adjustment. In the early 1980sthe company changed it's name to Formway Fur
niture Ltd. In the mid 1990s, Formway identified an opportunity in the office
furniture market for a more ergonomic chair. An eight-strong project team was
established for the project, consisting of representatives from industrial design,
engineering, marketing, management, and model making.

The Formway design team began by setting their task in context. Competi
tor products were evaluated and the influences on the project identified. This
led to the development of a design brief in the form of a detailed list of project
requirements. The crux of the problem was abstracted from the brief to be "a
supportsystemfor the human body, one that promotes movement rather than
constraining it." Formway realized that the human body is not designed to sit,
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and that any posture, no matter how comfortable, loses its merit over time.
Other key project goals included: environmentally sound design principles,
compliance with standards and cost competitive/value for money.

Throughout the design, a systematic process was followed. The design task
was divided into subsystems, and numerous concepts were evolved for each sub
system. Once the concept-generation process had been exhausted, the concepts
were evaluated and final selections made based on the potential for meeting the
requirements set out in the brief. The subsystem concepts were assembled to
make concept variants for full chair assemblies. Ten full chair assemblies were
prototyped and evaluated by the design team and by end users. "Blind" tests
were conducted, where blindfolded office workers ranked the function and
comfort of various prototypes and competitor products. This extensive testing
program led to the selection of a final conceptual design solution for the chair.

The final solution was refined by detailed calculations to determine optimal
structural properties, full consideration of available materials, and an in-depth
study of manufacturing processes .This resulted in a final prototype, built using
final materials and manufacturing processes (Figure 0.2).

Figure 0.2. The life chair.Courtesy ofFormway Design
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Having developed a working prototype that satisfied the brief, Formway
acquired patent protection for their novel ideas, while realizing that they did
not have the manufacturing facilities or distribution capability to sell to a world
market. For this, they would need the help of much larger company.

Knoll Inc. was established in New York in 1938 and is a worldwide leader in
the design and manufacture of office furniture. Knoll has a network of dealer
ships, showrooms, independently owned dealers, and licensees in North
America, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. They operate manufacturing sites in
North America and Italy. Annually, Knoll sells about US$1 billion of furniture
worldwide, with an 8.5% share of the North American market.

In October 2000,Formway signed a design license agreement with Knoll. The
two companies embarked on a collaborative design effort to produce the man
ufacturing information allowing "Life" to be mass produced by Knoll. In June
2002,"Life"won a BestofNeoCon Gold Awardfor seating (desk/workstation/task
chairs) at the prestigious NeoCon trade fair in Chicago.

The successful development of the Lifechair can, in part, be attributed to the
systematic design approach adopted, which exemplifies the approach advocated
in this book. The "Life"chair project was selected as a contemporary case study
for use as a common thread throughout the text.
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Chapter 1

Ways of Thinking about Engineering Design

1.1 Disasters and Failures
1.2 Engineering Excellence
1.3 New Innovations
1.4 Improving Engineering Design
1.5 Systematic Approaches toEngineering Design
1.6 Systematic Design inPractice
1.7 Tips for Management

1.1 Disasters and Failures
1.1.1 The Millennium Footbridge

Queen Elizabeth II officially inaugurated London's Millennium Footbridge
on 9 May 2000. The bridge crosses the River Thames, connecting St Paul's
Cathedral with the Tate Modern art gallery. Aesthetic design requirements
called for a particularly low height profile, and the resulting design was the
suspension bridge shown in Figure 1.1.

The bridge opened to the public on Saturday 10 June 2000. In the opening
ceremony, more than 1000 pedestrians crossed the bridge, led by a band. This
initiated a cyclic horizontal movement of the bridge deck with an amplitude of
about 38mm each way and a frequency of 1Hz, which caused the walkers to
stop as they tried to keep their balance. Following this harrowing event, pedes
trian numbers were restricted, but the amplitude of the lateral movement
was still considered a hazard to public safety. The bridge was closed on
Monday 12 June, just 3days after its public opening.

This raises the question: Should the design engineers have been able to foresee
and prevent the Millennium Footbridge vibration? People-induced movement
of bridges is not a new phenomenon. For example, in 1831,the 60th RifleCorps
were marching across the Broughton Suspension Bridge near Manchester, UK,
when the bridge collapsed.As a result, the "break step" command was created as
a safety procedure when marching soldiers across bridges .

A Millennium Footbridge research team was formed to solve what was com
monly known as the "wobbly bridge" syndrome. The bridge's aesthetic "low
height profile" requirement, together with its steel construction, resulted in a
structure with low transverse natural frequencies and low inherent damping.

11
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Figure 1.1. The london Millennium Footbridge

This combination of low frequencies and low damping made the bridge sus
ceptible to people-induced movement. Similar experiences have been described
in published literature, with explanations as to how medial/lateral body forces
are transmitted to the ground as a person walks. In the case of the Millennium
Footbridge, the frequency of this body force was close to the natural lateral
bridge frequency. Results of the Millennium Footbridge study showed that, as
the number of pedestrians increases, the group size reaches a critical value
where the majority of the walkers begin to synchronize their sideways move
ment instinctively with the motion of the bridge. This synchronization pro
motes an increase in the vibration amplitude of the bridge structure. The
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"wobbly bridge" problem was overcome by fitting a combination of viscous
dampers and tuned-mass vibration absorbers beneath the bridge deck. The
bridge reopened to the public on 22 February 2002, almost 2years after its
aborted first opening.

Given the geometry and construction of the Millennium Footbridge, it would
be surprising if a failure caused by people-induced vibration had not been con
sidered by the designers. The costly and embarrassing problem may have been
averted if lessons had been learned from the past. In the end, the detailed
research for this particular situation has generated new information, which will
allowbetter prediction of people-induced vibration for similar structures in the
future.

Youmust learn from the mistakes of others.Youcan't possibly live long enough to make
them all yourself. Sam Levenson (1911-1980)

1.1.2 The Twin Towers Collapse

On 11 September 2001, two hijacked commercial aircraft were used to attack
two of New York City's World Trade Center (WTC) buildings. One aircraft
was flown into each of the two 110-story towers, resulting in the loss of 2830
lives. The subsequent collapse of both the WTC twin towers was undoubtedly
one of the most costly engineering calamities of all time, and it raises questions
such as:

• What caused the ultimate collapse?
• Would other skyscrapers with differently configured structures have

collapsed?
• Could buildings be designed to prevent this type of catastrophic failure in the

future?
• Should buildings of this type be designed to survive such an onslaught?
• How does this affect other current issues such as energy efficiency and global

warming?

Each of the twin towers sustained substantial structural damage directly
from the aircraft impact; yet, initially, the buildings remained standing due to
the inherent robustness and redundancy of their steel framing system. This
allowed most of the buildings' occupants to evacuate safely.A study commis
sioned by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA, 2002) indi
cated that many buildings would have been more vulnerable to collapse and
that, in the absence of other severe loading conditions, the towers could have
remained standing.

Unfortunately, a second and more debilitating event occurred within each
building, due to the fires caused by the aircraft impacts. Each aircraft carried a
large quantity of fuel that ignited on impact, and much of this burnt off imme
diately in the form of fireballs exterior to the buildings. The FEMAreport indi
cates that the amount of fuel that entered each building was not sufficient to
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produce the heat needed to collapse the structures. However, the fuel ignited
the contents of the buildings, causing intense fires simultaneously on multiple
floors. The immense heat input raised the temperature of the already compro
mised steel frames beyond the level at which failure would occur under normal
loads, initiating the collapse of either the floor supports or the vertical columns
in the impact zone (Bazant and Zhou, 2002).

The floors in the impact zone collapsed onto the undamaged floors below,
under the weight of the undamaged superstructure above, as shown in Figure
1.2.The resulting impact load caused more undamaged columns to buckle, and
the potential energy of the superstructure was rapidly converted to kinetic
energy. A chain of progressive failures and a huge stress wave propagated down
the structure, resulting in the total catastrophic collapse of each tower.

The collapse of the two WTC towers highlights the importance of designing
buildings with sufficient strength and redundancy to provide extra strength
capacity and alternative load transmission paths for survival in the event of
significant building damage. It also highlights the dilemma faced by design
engineers trying to produce a cost-effective design at an acceptable level of
safety. Although the twin towers were designed with sufficient capability to
accept the impact of a jet aircraft, whether intentional or not, the simultaneous
ignition of officefires on multiple floors by burning fuel had not been perceived

Figure 1.2. The collapse of World Trade Center Tower 2.Courtesy ofThomas Nilsson/Getty Images
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as a critical failure mode .As a consequence of this event, fire-protection studies
are under way,and new resources for practicing fire-protection engineers may
be evolved. It is likely that the jet aircraft load case will be considered in the
design of buildings whose design or occupancy makes them susceptible to such
incidents. New solutions, whereby buildings are designed to absorb impact
energy, such as those proposed by Newland and Cebon (2002), if developed,
could introduce another level of redundancy protection for buildings.

1.2 Engineering Excellence

It is an unfortunate fact that while design disasters are highlighted and remem
bered, excellent designs tend to be readily accepted into everyday usage and
forgotten until something goes wrong. For example, consider the Crescents
Wrench, which was originally conceived in 1907by Karl Peterson and marketed
by the US Crescent Tool Company. It is a product that was so well designed orig
inally that it has been used allover the world for decades with almost no change
and has been copied by numerous manufacturers. Although it was developed
long before the advent of computers and systematic design methods, it embod
ies a remarkable set of design features, which can hardly be bettered today.

A more recent example in the appliance industry is Fisher & Paykel in
New Zealand, a company that has developed a series of technology platforms,
such as their Smart Drive® clothes washers, Active Smarts' refrigerators, and
Dishlirawere dishwashers (Figure 1.3). These innovative products, which take
full advantage of the microprocessor control of mechanical systems, are now
gaining ground against more traditional products. The design excellence
demanded by Fisher & Paykel has enabled the company to expand internation
ally from a strong Australian and New Zealand base.

1.3 New Innovations

Of course, the increasing speed of technological change opens the door to excit
ing new product innovations such as the Segway'" Human Transporter (HT), a
two-wheeled, single-person transportation device invented by Dean Kamen.
The Segway HT, shown in Figure 1.4,is self-balancing and features an intuitive
control system where the user simply leans forward to move forward, and leans
backward to move backward. To turn, the rider simply twists a turning grip on
the handlebars to steer right and left (Heilemann, 2001).

It uses sophisticated control-system technology to maintain the balance of
an inherently unstable device (an inverted pendulum). This is achieved using
solid-state gyroscopes, which provide a reference for levelbalance much like the
inner ear, and tilt sensors, which sense user input and acceleration. High-speed
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Figure 1.3. The Rsher &Paykel DishDrawer®.Courtesy of Fisher &Paykel

microprocessors interpret the information and control electric motors, which
provide a torque at the drive wheels that keeps the machine vertically stable.

The long-term commercial potential of the Segway HT remains to be seen,
but the device has created immense public interest and curiosity. Although all
new innovations are not always commercially successful, they inspire
confidence in designers and encourage them to investigate and implement new
technologies .
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Figure 1.4. Dean Kamen's Segway®. Courtesy ofSegway

1.4 Improving Engineering Design

Design is something that we all do one way or another, and we all think we could
have designed things better. So we talk about it, analyze it, criticize it, argue
about it and sue people over it. Much has been published on the subject, but it
is dispersed within a variety of disciplines. Many design "methods" and
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"methodologies" have been developed, together with conceptual models, as
techniques or aids for use in the activities of the design process, and more par
ticularly for the engineering design process. Early developments were based on
technical viewpoints that ignored many influences now regarded as important,
and the approaches varied from country to country. For example, in the UK
there was emphasis on innovative concepts, whereas in other European coun
tries, especially Germany, it was more on quality through design. In North
America the emphasis was more market orientated, with a systems or project
management approach to design. Historically, engineering design has not been
regarded as a major management concern. Managers tended to assume that
someone would do "the drawings :' The growth in international competition and
the demand by users for better quality and safer products has forced changes
in management thinking. In particular, this has been reinforced by the success
of Japanese companies in raising and meeting customer expectations for high
quality products. Engineering design is now understood to be a key manage
ment issue, but not one that can be handled by bottom-line tactics. It is far more
subtle than that.

1.5 Systematic Approaches to Engineering Design
In theory, the engineering design process is often described as a sequence of
phases beginning with a perceived need and finishing with the detailed descrip
tion of a particular technical system or product. Depending on the product, the
phases may be labeled in different ways and carried out in parallel with the
design of an appropriate manufacturing process. Each phase may be considered
as a design process in itself, consisting of an iterative set of steps. Overall, and
within each phase, however they are labeled, the engineering design process
may be considered as a special case of "problem solving:' Many design process
"models" in the form of block diagrams have been developed to try and char
acterize the design process and so provide the design engineer with a some
what defined procedure for applying available design techniques. However,until
recently, such models and the associated techniques have been all but ignored
in practice. Engineering design tended to be something that was just done by
somebody in the drawing office.

During the 1970s there was renewed interest in the human activity of engi
neering design, and some more complicated design activity models were devel
oped (Pugh, 1990).These represented a set of activities (such as marketing, task
clarification, conceptual design, embodiment design, detail design, and manu
facturing) within an overall management framework. In time, the use of terms
such as life-cycle engineering, concurrent engineering,simultaneous engineering
and integrated productdevelopment crept in, indicating a change of emphasis
towards the parallel development and cross-linking of marketing, design, and
manufacture. For the purposes of this book, the basic design process will be
modeled as shown in Figure 1.5. It starts with an idea, need, proposal or brief,
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Figure 1.S. Schematic of basic design and manufacturing process
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and progresses through the development, manufacture, and use of a product
until its disposal, represented by the boxes on the right-hand side of the
diagram. Each main phase in the life of the product may be regarded as the
output from an activityor set of activities, represented by the boxes on the left
hand side and which vary depending on the type of product being designed.
The broken lines on the far left represent necessary feedback loops between
activities. Although the outputs are likely to follow each other in the sequence
shown, the order and nature of the activities to achieve them may vary consid
erably from project to project. Iterations are common.

Note: it is assumed right from the start that the marketing, manufacturing,
and quality assurance functions are represented within any engineering design
team.

Two concepts that are of particular importance from the more holistic or
systems approaches and which have now become accepted are: the concept of
resolution level and the concept of viewpoint. Any system can be considered a
subsystem within some larger system and, in turn, an umbrella system to its
own subsystems. Whatever is defined to be "the system" at a particular time is
a choice of resolution level or level of detail at which the activities are described
at that particular time. At any particular level of resolution there are a number
of viewpoints to consider. A corporate director may see a project in terms of the
balance sheet for the company,whereas at another level of resolution the project
manager might see it as a chance to develop a new product line. At the same
level of resolution, but from a different viewpoint , the design manager for the
project might see it as the development of an idea worth patenting. The concept
of resolution level is illustrated in Figure 1.6. By mapping the context at differ
ent levels of resolution, it is possible to predict the likely influences on the
project and to prepare in advance for coping with them. Defining, understand
ing, and working with the factors influencing the course of a project is critical
to the successful management of engineering design.

1.6 Systematic Design in Practice
The justification for developing more systematic approaches to engineering
design is principally that they will improve the quality and speed of design in
practice. This development cannot occur in a vacuum. For them to be effective
in practice, systematic approaches must also become accepted for teaching,
training, researching, and the analysis of engineering design. They must become
part of the engineering design infrastructure and be compatible with the use
of computers throughout the design process. In practice, it is rarely possible, or
necessary, to work through the whole design process on a particular project, yet
the inherent features of a systematic approach can be applied to great advan
tage in almost every design situation. A systematic design approach provides a
disciplined way of thinking that enables the design engineer to tackle any
problem in a professional way, it provides a disciplined way of working that
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Figure 1.6. levels of resolution

inspires confidence in management and in the customer, and it provides
working tools and techniques to help ensure that quality solutions will be found
within the constraints of the project . There is mounting evidence to show that
if a systematic approach is not used, then the probability of a major disaster is
high. For example, asking a simple set of questions, based on systematic design,
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would have alerted management to a developing disaster situation several years
before the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster (Hales, 1987,1989).The same holds
true for many of the huge number of accidents involving design issues.

Systematic design does not imply a step-by-step serial process. Indeed, the
beauty of a systematic approach is that it offers a framework for a complete
project within which the design manager has room to move about , fitting
together bits of the jigsaw as they come together and applying a variety of tech
niques to maintain steady overall progress towards a finished product. For
example, component suppliers are often willing and able to provide design
expertise with respect to their own specialties, and it pays to get them involved
as early as possible, perhaps even before the conceptual design of much of the
other equipment is finalized. Product literature on detailed components can
often be helpful earlier in the design process than would be expected, some
times even leading to ideas for broader concepts.

1.7 Tips for Management

• Treat engineering design as an important management issue.
• Learn from excellence in design, as well as from disasters.
• Consider new innovations that demonstrate the current state of the art.
• Try introducing a systematic approach to design as a framework for product

development.
• Perceive the "big picture" through the concepts of resolution level and view

point.
• Develop the art of "windowing in" on tiny details and critically assessing their

significance.
• Encourage disciplined ways of thinking and ways of working in design.
• Investigate what working tools are available and select the most appropriate.
• Be flexible in approach, take advantage of opportunities, and negotiate with

persistence.
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2.2 Engineering Design inthe Project Context
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2.6 Influences atthe Corporate Level
2.7 Design Context Checklist and Work Sheet
2.8 Tips for Management

2.1 Engineering Projects

Projects are a common denominator in engineering. During any engineering
project, the design activities and the development of the designed system must
be monitored. Every project is different, though certa in types of project may
have comparable features. What makes each project unique is the context in
which it takes place. It is worth trying to map out the project context right at
the start, and to be able to see the overall picture from different viewpoints and
at different levels of resolution. Then we can choose particular levels of resolu
tion, and look at the project from specific viewpoints. In this book we will be
concentrating on the engineering design viewpoint.

2.2 Engineering Design in the Project Context

At the project level of resolution, typical phases of the work and the typical
inputs and outputs may be represented as shown in Figure 2.1.

The project takes place within some kind of management system within
an organization, generally a company. Typically, the company receives revenue
from products being bought by customers in the market. A product is used by
a user until its operational life is over. Customers and users are not necessarily
the same, and often have different needs to be satisfied by the product. Once a
product is established in the market, the revenue generated from it, less costs,
provides the company with an operating profit until competition, demand, or
new ideas makes it imperative for the expensive business of developing a new
product by means of an engineering project. Naturally, it is in the interest of the

23
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Figure 2.1 . Typical inputs toand outputs from an engineering project

company to minimize the cost, time, and risk involved in such a project. For
example, Japanese companies have developed what may be termed "incre
mental design:' where new components or sub-assemblies are systematically
introduced into an existing product to the point where there is almost a meta-
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morphosis into an overall new and proven design. The "economic loop" within
a particular market, as shown in Figure 2.2,may be used to identify and encour
age the use of such approaches.

Each market exists within what might be termed an outer environment,
which strongly influences what happens within the company, and hence what
happens within a particular project. Figure 2.3 shows how we can now visual
ize a project, with its management, within a particular company, within a par 
ticular market, within the environment. Feeding into each project through
individuals or groups are resources from the environment, the market, and the
company. Customers, and thereby users, purchase products, generating revenue
through exchange processes.

Within such a context we are concerned here with the engineering
input to the project, as distinct from marketing, quality assurance, finance,
or any of the other complementary inputs . By highlighting the engineering
input, with both the design and production processes displayed as sub-sets
within the project, the phases of the engineering design process may be visual
ized in terms of team activities and outputs, set in context with production,
as part of a project within a company, within a market, within the external
environment, as shown in Figure 2.4. This diagram is intended to function
like the street map of a city. Although it may seem complicated at first
glance, in just the same way as a street map it takes little time to become
familiar with viewing it as a whole and then windowing in on the details as
needs be.

The design process is often considered to be an iterative decision-making
process. Although this is not a very accurate description of what actually occurs
in practice, it is certain that without decisions there can be no progress through
the steps and it emphasizes that management involvement (as a catalytic
resource) is a crucial aspect of engineering design. Typical iterations in the
process are represented in Figure 2.4 by the feedback loops. The transforma
tion from "abstract ideas" to "concrete products" during the course of the design
process is shown by changes in line-style around the loop as the information
flow changes first to document flow then finally to material flow when manu
facture starts. Thus, from the engineering design viewpoint, at this personal or
design-team personnel level of resolution, the phases of the engineering design
process may be simply described as follows:

1. Through task clarification activities the problem is defined.
Output is a design specification.

2. Through conceptual design activities the solutions are generated, selected,
and evaluated.

Output is a concept.
3. Through embodimentdesign activities the concept is developed.

Output is a final layout.
4. Through detaildesign activities every component is fixed in shape and form.

Output is manufacturing information.
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This conceptual model or map is useful in visualizing how the activities of
design are influenced by numerous factors acting at different levels of resolu
tion, and it is readily adapted to different project situations. For example, if a
large company holds a monopoly in the market then the "company" may be
regarded as equivalent to the "market:' This is represented on the model by
"windowing-out" the "Company" box to become coincident with the "Market"
box while leaving everything else the same. The economic "loop" for the project
then lies wholly within the overall company.

Having set engineering design in a general context, we can also window in
on just the design process, as shown in Figure 2.5.

By "windowing in" and "windowing out" from one resolution level to
the next, it is possible to concentrate effectively on the detail while keeping
the wider context in mind, a crucial aspect of managing engineering
design.

2.3 The Effect of Influences
One of the most frustrating things about being a design engineer or design
manager is the way projects are manipulated by those who have very little to
do with the design process itself. One minute everything is extremely urgent
and the next minute the project is no longer required or the money has run out.
More and more influences affect the course of design projects. It is necessary
for the design manager to be aware of the impact of various influences and also
to exercise some control over those that can be controlled while compensating
for those that cannot, in the best interests of the customer, the project, and the
design team.

Influences have been defined, for example by Lawrence and Lee (1984), as
"people or things having power;' with power as "the ability to affect outcomes:'
The engineering design process, as a goal-orientated process, cannot be effec
tive unless the balance of power favors the attainment of project goals as dis
tinct from goals at other resolution levels.A disgruntled project manager once
said that his upper management had come out with an edict that project man
agers must become more "goal-orientated:' And he had. His goal was to build
up enough Frequent Flyer miles on company business to get a free round-the
world ticket!

Influences may range from being strongly positive towards the attainment
of project goals, through neutral, to strongly negative.Also,they may be almost
constant in effect, such as the pay scales for staff, or they may be highly
variable, such as the degree of commitment to the project from an undecided
management. At each resolution level there is a mixture of slowly changing
"structure-orientated" influences, such as corporate organization, and con
tinuously changing "process-orientated" influences, such as "enthusiasm" and
"involvement:' Though it may not be possible to define such influences as con
stants and variables in a quantitative way, it is certainly possible to identify
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categories of influence and contributing factors within each category, with
subjective assessments of their observed impact.

During the 1970s, the Hughes Aircraft Company (1978) did a 5-year study in
the USA on improving research and development productivity. This resulted
in a practical set of checklists and guidelines for the compensatory control of
influences. The engineering design process is analogous to the research and
development process, and a study was carried out to identify a similar com
prehensive set of influences specific to the engineering design process (Hales,
1987). The results of this design research have now been converted into
a Web-based checklist and work sheet form to help the manager identify key
influences in a particular design situation, then to monitor and deal with them
in a somewhat systematic and controlled fashion.

2.4 Influences at the Macroeconomic Level

2.4.1 Cultural, Scientific, and Random

Design deals with the future and therefore is highly susceptible to cultural,
scientific, and random influences. The factors contributing to these influences
vary from country to country and from culture to culture in complex ways, as
discussed in The Seven Cultures of Capitalism by Hampden-Turner and
Trompenaars (1993). Important contributing factors within the category of cul
tural influence are social issues, the political climate, the economic situation,
and legal requirements. These may be stable at a particular time and therefore
have little effect on a project, but they can also change rapidly and leave the
manager in an untenable position. For example, in 200I, the aftermath of the 11
September terrorist attacks in the USA had an immediate negative influence on
many projects within the aviation industry. Social and political relations
between American and Middle Eastern cultures were affected and the conse
quent slowdown in travel and tourism put the future of prominent airlines in
question. Such influences are beyond the control of the project manager, but
their effect may often be anticipated and compensating plans made accordingly.
A manager of projects servicing the once stable aviation industry may now need
to develop a contingency plan for alternative markets should the targeted
market experience an unexpected downturn.

Scientific influences include the effects of technological developments and
increasing concern with ecological effects in the environment. These are con
tinually changing, and they will always have an important influence on the
design process. Consider, for example, the effect of the first electronic wrist
watches on the traditional Swiss watch-making industry, or the effect of recy
cling efforts on the design of aluminum cans for drinks. Technological devel
opments tend to go in cycles and to follow "Svcurves,"as illustrated by the slide
rule and electronic calculator example in Figure 2.6. The slide rule was devel
oped to a highly sophisticated level by the end, and the very first electronic cal-
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culators were no match for the best slide rules. However,within a short time the
capabilities of the calculator far surpassed that of the slide rule and the price
of calculators steadily fell to the point where the slide rule became extinct. By
the use of trend studies, expert opinions, and other means of technological fore
casting, it is possible to predict some developments that might affect the project,
but the design manager must always be on the lookout for that new idea which
might wipe out the whole project at one blow.The notion of using "appropriate
technology" (Schumacher, 1973) for the particular situation is also important.
It is all very well developing a complex mechatronic water spray device using
ultrasonic misters and oscillator circuits to keep vegetables fresh in supermar
kets, but why do that when a system of simple valves and timers is just as effec
tive? One such mechatronic system was so difficult to clean that it never was
cleaned, with the result that bacteria in the mist caused an outbreak of
Legionnaires' disease, followed by costly lawsuits. There is also the notion of
"intermediate technology" (Intermediate Technology Development Group,
2003), where the level of technology used in a design is matched specifically
to the capabilities and available resources of the users. An example would be
the design of water turbines for small-capacity, low-head hydroelectric power
generation using only fiat steel sheets (Giddens, 2003). Very little power
generating capacity is sacrificed by using fiat blade geometry instead of curved
blades, but there is an enormous advantage for poor communities attempting
to develop self-sufficiency for the future, as the machines can be manufactured
on site by local people, using local materials and simple tools.
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Random influences are not controllable, but the effect of them on the project
can be minimized by anticipation. They include the effectof"luck" and "chance;'
and a useful approach is to try and maximize the benefits of good luck while
minimizing the effects of bad luck. For example, a design team may suddenly
be offered the services of a highly skilled person, laid off from another project.
It is not so easy to absorb additional people suddenly into a team, no matter
how good the person is, but if the manager has thought about such a possibil
ity ahead of time then advantage can be taken of such a situation. Similarly, if
a key member of a design team becomes ill or leaves for some reason then it
can devastate a project, but if contingency plans have been made ahead of time
then the effect can be minimized. For example, it may be necessary to hire a
replacement person under contract, and if such a person had been identified
beforehand then it would shorten the disruption time.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

At the start of this project, the political and economic forces in the UK
favored development of coal gasification as an alternative energy source,
and within the company there was emphasis on coal gasification research.
.This emphasis faded during the course of the project due to changes in
Government policy for the purchase of natural gas from Europe, at prices
making the use of synthetic natural gas (SNG) uneconomic well into the
future. By comparison with these political and economic influences, the
social, technological, ecological, and legal influences were insignificant.
However, if construction of the rig had gone ahead as originally planned
then the balance of external influences would have changed. For example,
the immediate area around the company's property was being rapidly
developed from a run -down industrial zone to an "up-market" residen
tial zone, and there was increasing pressure on the company to ensure
that it released no pollutants. The gasifier test rig would generate a small
volume of hydrogen sulfide and, despite inclusion of an efficient gas
scrubber in the system design, additional precautions for operation under
emergency conditions were being discussed.

Random influences affected the project in many small ways. An
example was the chance interchange between the contract design engi
neer and a company director for SNG production. Despite his lack of
support for the gasifier test-rig project, the director said that he had
passed the reactor assembly drawing on to one of his senior engineers
who had commented favorably on a number of technical features. This
gave some welcome encouragement in month 26, just as a final push on
embodiment design was beginning. Bad luck also took its toll. The most
significant event was the hospitalization of the contract design engineer
due to peritonitis in month 16, just at the end of the conceptual design
phase when the A-Form (cost justification) was to be submitted.
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2.S Influences at the Microeconomic Level

2.5.1 Market, Resource Availability, and Customers

The purpose of design is to address some kind of need, and unless it is clear
what this need is, where it has come from, and the likelihood of it continuing
as a need, the design manager runs the risk of designing something nobody
wants or designing something to meet the wrong need. It is important to get as
much information as possible about the market influences before the project
starts, and also to monitor them closely during the course of the project in case
things change.

Obviously, the outcome of a design project is bleak unless the market
exists for the new product, or one can be generated through demonstration of
the superiority of the product over existing equivalents. How to create success
ful products is an issue that has been analyzed by researchers such as
Cagan and Vogel (2002), whose resulting simple approach for developing
"breakthrough" new products has proven effective in practice. Only under
exceptional circumstances, such as legislation mandating use of the product,
will a mediocre design survive in the now highly competitive world markets.
Even then it is likely to be rapidly superseded by improved designs developed
by other companies. Product planning is, therefore, important: the systematic
search for promising product ideas, together with their selection and develop
ment. Figure 2.7 is an attempt to show the project context from the marketing
point of view,as distinct from the engineering design point of view.Marketing
involves, for example, market analysis, discovery of new ideas, selection of
appropriate product ideas, and the definition of particular products. It is
essential that the design team draw in the expertise of the marketing staff
right at the beginning of the project, to ensure that the technologically marvel
lous project will not turn out to be a financial disaster. Honest communication
is absolutely essential. It is no use the marketing staff promising more
from a product than is realistically possible, or the design team promising
the product within unrealistic times or costs. There has to be a build up of
mutual trust based on appreciation and understanding of the different points
of view.

Resources are often a sore point between design teams and management.
One reason for this can be seen in the familiar graph of a typical product life
cycle, as shown in Figure 2.8. Design work is always a heavy cost item for a
company, and it directly affects the cash flow in a negative way. It is quite pos
sible to imagine the feelings of management towards a design team following
the cash flowcurve in Figure 2.8 as more and more money is spent with appar
ently little to show for it.This is most unfortunate, because without high-quality
design a company is doomed, and cutting back on the resources of a design
team is one sure way to achieve poor-quality design. Assuming that a project
has been approved as viable, the design manager then has a major role to play
in negotiating to get the best possible resources for the design team. By this is
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meant the best possible people, the best possible funding, the best possible
information, the best possible technology, the best possible working environ
ment, and the best possible support all round. If, for any reason, the design
manager fails to negotiate sufficient resources for the project then it will almost
certainly cause the project to fail, though this may not become apparent until
it is too late for recovery. The design team will lose heart and have difficulty
maintaining respect for its leader."Guesstimates" will be offered in place of cal
culations, sketches in place of drawings , sick time in place of overtime. Corpo
rate management will demand results, requests for additional time will be met
by extremely loud voices (America) or extremely quiet voices (Europe), and
discussions over design issues will give way to recriminations over time and
money. Most design managers have probably been through this sort of trou
blesome experience and come out of it wondering why they put so much effort
into something that nobody seems to want in the end. Sooner or later one gets
a feeling of frustration, and the thought of a becoming a sales manager seems
rather attractive, with a company car and an air of breezy confidence at the
positive end of the cash flow curve.

However, if the design manager instills a systematic approach into the
design process then it will be found to have great advantages when it comes
to the matter of resources. Corporate management will be more directly
involved with the project, as the design process will be more visible, there will
be tangible output to share and discuss during each phase, and the design
manager will gain additional respect and goodwill from the professionalism
demonstrated. Resource needs can be more precisely defined, problem areas
identified sooner, and the whole design process managed in a less volatile
manner.
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

Sufficient resources were available for the design effort, except for the lack
of a qualified detail designer and a problem in obtaining field data on
actual gasifier operating conditions. Unlike the control system design,
where it was up to the project team to secure the services of a design engi
neer, detail design was under the control of a Services Group, and the
recruiting of individuals for this was outside the control of the project
team. When the time came for detail drawings to be done, no qualified
person was available to do the work. What is more, it took a further 6
months to attract a suitable person and this caused a severe discontinu
ity in the project effort. The project had not been funded for construc
tion, so the project team had little control over the situation. With regard
to information needed on gasifier operating conditions, there was strict
confidentiality on such information within the company. It was taken to
such lengths that the rotational speed of a major component, essential for
calculating the specimen movement in the rig, was wrong by a factor of
4 when told to the contract design engineer. The point here is not only
that the contract design engineer wasted design effort because of wrong
information, but also that this information was being used by permanent
company staff in the absence of anything better.

2.5.2 Customers and Users

Ultimately, a product or technical system will be bought by someone and used
by someone, and it is the perception of the value and the appeal to both cus
tomer and user that will largely determine the success or otherwise of the initial
design. Therefore, it is an obvious first step to try and find out what the cus
tomer would like, but in practice this is not so easy. Customers often do not
know what they want, and what they say they want is not alwayswhat they actu
ally want. There is also often a difference between the real needs of customers
and users. For example, carpet cleaning equipment may be purchased by a cus
tomer, Rent-a-Tool, but used by individuals who hire equipment from Rent-a
Tool. The rental company may look for particular features in the design, such
as low cost or maintenance, in order to maximize the rental income, whereas
the user is likely to be looking at it from quite another point of view, such as
portability. The insurance company for Rent-a-Tool, on the other hand, is
perhaps concerned about safety problems with the design from a liability point
of view. Unless the design team is able to foresee how the design will be per
ceived by all the different parties involved in its use, and indeed what kind of
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foreseeable misuse it will be subjected to, there are likely to be many problems
with the equipment during its life.

Another factor that influences design acceptability by customers and users
is their continually changing expectations. Nowadays, pleasing the customer
means aiming at a moving target. For example, sophisticated electronic
calculators used to be something one would gather information about and
have demonstrations on before getting close to a final selection. Now they are
assumed to be bubble-pack items in a supermarket. Environmental and safety
issues have become more and more important in design, and this trend is likely
to continue, especially as the legal ramifications of noncompliance are
enormous.

Example: Bicycle

On 30 January 1991,a woman in Wisconsin, USA, was paralyzed from a
brain injury in a fall from a bicycle. Before trial her attorney negotiated
a combined settlement of $7 million from the manufacturer, the importer,
and the distributor. The lightweight, IS-speed bicycle was made in
Taiwan,imported into America, and was given to the family as a gift when
they bought a home entertainment center from the distributor company.
The parents had given it to their only son, who then used it for the next
2years. On the day of the accident the mother was riding this bicycle for
the first time, as hers had a puncture. She fell off only a few blocks from
her house, while going down a slight incline on a town street. People
directly behind her and one person directly across the street witnessed
what happened. Inspections of the bicycle after the accident revealed that
the front forks of the bicycle were bent forward from their designed posi
tion, changing its steering characteristics. Although it was never estab
lished through evidence how the forks had become bent forward, and it
was never proven that the bent forks were the cause of the accident , the
design and manufacture of the bicycle was blamed for the whole affair.
The manufacturer did not have sufficient records to prove that the bicycle
met the agreed specifications. In addition, the importer and retailer were
held to a higher standard of care than usual because they had copied a
decal from another bicycle and put it on this one, in an attempt to
promote it as competition caliber. The decal included the words: "CR-l010
Competition High-tension Steel." In engineering terms this means
nothing, but it was held to convey a misleading message.
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2.6 Influences at the Corporate Level

Although it is clear that the structure of a company and the way it works, or
organizational behavior, has a great influence on engineering design projects,
it is by no means clear what exactly the influencing factors are. Opinions and
terminology in the management literature vary widely from author to author.
Not only this, but the engineering design process is all but ignored in organi
zation theories, though the production process is occasionally mentioned. Up
to now the design manager has been left to develop effective management
approaches alone.

By drawing from a wide variety of sources and gradually refining the huge
number of influencing factors suggested in the literature, it has been possible
to identify a condensed set of factors proven to be of importance with regard
to engineering design. Tomake the list more manageable it can be broken down
into small groups based, for example, on the "McKinsey 7-$ Framework"
described by Peters and Waterman (1982): corporate structure, systems, and
strategy; shared values; and management style, skill, and staff. These groups
form a sufficiently coherent set to be of use to us in assessing the effects of
the organization on a particular design project. The condensed set of factors is
discussed in the rest of this section.

2.6.1 Corporate Structure, Systems, and Strategy

There is a big difference between doing a design project within a large company
spanning several countries and doing the same project in a small, perhaps
family-run, firm. The large company is likely to have a wealth of resources in
the way of facilities, specialists, and information. However,the access may be so
cumbersome that the design engineer ignores it all and starts from scratch,
getting information as if it has never been done before. It is common to find
that an engineer on one side of the office does not know what others are doing
on the other side of the same office. On the other hand, the small company is
likely to be "lean" and close-kn it but may lack the resources needed for a par
ticular design project. The design manager in the large company might need to
work towards better communication, whereas the design manager in the small
company might need to find outside help to boost the necessary resources . By
and large, in either type of organization, the more control the design team has
over its own affairs the more likely it is to generate the enthusiasm, involvement,
and tenacity to see the project through, but the team requires positive and
continual encouragement from the upper management.

The way a company is organized may not be at all conducive to efficient or
effective design, especially in the area of accounting. Design is such a wide
ranging activity that normal cost accounting systems and the thinking behind
them often seem unable to cope. A simple example concerns telephones. Design
engineers need to gather in a huge amount of information very quickly from
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all sorts of peculiar sources, and need to stay in close touch with many people.
Effective design management would suggest assigning a direct -line telephone
to each design engineer without restrictions or operator barriers. When cost
accounting prevails it seems that the guard at the gate gets a direct dialling tele
phone for security purposes, but the design engineers have to plod through the
operator from a shared telephone. The guard at the gate can phone day or night,
but the design engineer has to call within operator hours. It is this kind of think
ing that restricts design work and makes it almost impossible for a design team
to compete internationally. A design engineer might need to be in the library
one minute, calling Australia the next, making something out of a piece of wire
the next, calculating something the next and negotiating for something the next.
This is the essence of design, and anything put in its way is a barrier requiring
extra time, energy, and money to get removed. Consider the thinking about
books. A book may be cheaper than a good lunch and a lot more useful, yet the
buying of a book often requires special management approval. Another example
is the way time is accounted for. From the design manager's point of view the
one tangible thing that can be measured is actual hours of work, and it then
does not matter whether it is done in the middle of the night or at work on
Monday. However, if the accounting system is based on days of work in an
average week with certain average hours per day and a short day on Friday then
you can either forget about doing design or forget about effective cost control.
Design cannot be done in average days.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The project manager's monthly cost sheets were in terms of people rather
than projects, and in terms of 1/1Oth days rather than hours. The meas
urement of project effort in 1/10th days would have been virtually impos
sible from a design research viewpoint, especially with Fridays having
shorter hours than other days. Although an attempt was made to flag all
the costs and effort attributed to the gasifier test rig by means of an extra
digit on the job number, this digit was not recognized by the computer
ized accounting system. The project manager was surprised at the small
number of total hours (2368) recorded by the participant observer: "It
had seemed to be more than that:' but an approximate check through the
manager's cost sheets confirmed that the total project effort was about 1.5
"man-years".
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Corporate management tends to consider pay scales and employee benefits
as a "package:' and perhaps this is the best approach for most employees.
However, there are complications with regard to design. It may be true to say
that the higher the pay scale the more motivated the design team is likely to be,
but the matter of benefits is a problem. For example, flexi-time may be fine for
certain types of employment but it needs to be carefully thought out with regard
to design. If half the design team comes in early and leaves early while the other
half does the reverse, then it is soon found almost impossible to get the whole
team together at one time for some solid work output. Of course, the idea of
giving design engineers more freedom is excellent, but unless those design
engineers have the project as their first priority then this personal benefit is
very much to the detriment of the project. Similarly with holidays: we would all
like the luxury of long vacations, but unless there is some control over when
they can be taken then the project can suffer greatly.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

Both the pay and the benefits offered by the company were considered
good by most team members, and in the case of one or two they were the
main reasons for them staying in their jobs. From the gasifier test-rig
viewpoint, however, the infiuence of pay was quite different from the
infiuence of benefits. Whereas the level of pay was observed to act as an
incentive, particularly with the contract staff, the benefits in the form of
vacation time, holidays, "sick time:' "flexi-time," and personal freedom
were observed to cause unpredictable disruptions in project progress .The
type of problem this caused within the project team is illustrated by a
notebook entry on 9 April:"Holiday schedule: J_ in until 19th, then away
1 or 2weeks; R_ in until Easter; F_ away 16-27 April and again 13 May
to 23 June; H_ away 2weeks after next week; Easter Holiday 20-23 April;
Bank Holidays 7 & 28 May:'

2.6.2 Shared Values

In a sense, all this comes back to the attitude and approach of the corporate
management. If the management make their objectives clear, make it clear
what risks are being taken, make it clear that they are committed to the project,
and transfuse their enthusiasm through active involvement, then the design
engineers are likely to respond in a positive fashion and not take personal
advantage of benefits to the detriment of the project. The design manager is
caught in between, and must see things from both points of view so as to
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motivate everyone in the direction most beneficial to the project. This is easier
said than done in an economic climate where trust in management has gone,
and loyalty is history. How is a design manager supposed to remain enthusias
tic at a project level when the corporate executives may, at any time, uproot
not only their traditional manufacturing facilities, but also their design capa
bility, and move it all from country to country in their continual quest for cost
reduction?

2.6.3 Management Style, Skills, and Staff

In a simplistic way, we can look at the extremes of management style as follows:

• Autocratic
• Benevolent
• Consultative
• Participative

- what the boss says goes.
- what the team says goes.
- what the boss says goes, after others have been heard.
- what the boss and team say together goes.

There are advantages and disadvantages with each of these extremes, and it
depends on what type of project is being carried out as to which style, or
mixture of styles, is likely to be the most appropriate. It took an autocratic
style to produce the Sony Walkman; it took a combined participative and con
sultative style to produce the Life chair. For any particular project, a design
manager has to assess whether the degree of design-team freedom and the
degree of design-team participation is appropriate, and what to do about it if
it is not.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

Of the four styles (autocratic, benevolent, consultative, and participative),
the benevolent style was most in evidence. It was observed at all levels of
management. Concern for an employee's personal problems and health
sometimes took precedence over concern for the project, and personal
vacations could be scheduled at any time. "Flexi-time" gave additional
personal freedom, and the working atmosphere was generally relaxed.
Thus, the predominantly "benevolent" style of management tended to
favor the team members at the expense of the project, and this acted as a
negative influence as far as project progress was concerned.

The design team has a tough job to do and it needs the support of quality
management, i.e.management with the skills to ensure that things are planned
out, coordinated properly, and with adequate resources available at the right
time. There has to be keen interest in the project and an element of the "project
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champion" present to boost confidence in the project on behalf of the project
team. A design team is expected to be effective (doing the right things) and
efficient (doing things right), but to accomplish this the team needs managers
who can communicate well,who have good judgment, who are motivated them 
selves, and who have sufficient confidence in themselves to guide the team all
the way from design specification to working product.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The 5-month period of indecision regarding funding of the project would
suggest that , at the time, the corporate strategy on coal gasification
research was not clear, at least not to those responsible for approving
funding for the gasifier test rig. It also indicated a reluctance to take risks.
To proceed with the detail design work but not the application for con
struction was a way of"hedging one's bets:' These were important factors,
as a slightly clearer strategy might have forced the decision against the
project much earlier, and a slightly less cautious approach certainly would
have favored construction. In the literature,"innovation" (implementation
of a design or new ideas) is seen as an important influencing factor at the
corporate level.The gasifier test rig was regarded as "novel" in design, but
until it was built and operating it could not demonstrate "innovation"; so,
although this contributing factor was considered important, the project
data could provide no evidence for this. It would seem that innovation
and risk taking are interdependent: had the more risky decision to build
the rig been taken, and had the rig performed as expected, then it is likely
that the project would have been seen as innovative. Another factor often
stressed in the literature is corporate "involvement." For this project, such
corporate involvement (i.e. higher level than project management) was
intermittent, and it was either at the request of the project team or as a
result of a chance interchange. No unsolicited corporate involvement was
observed; and, as far as the project team was concerned, this was seen to
indicate a lack of commitment towards the project, acting as a negative
influence.

2.7 Design Context Checklist and Work Sheet

To assist the design manager in building up a picture of the context within
which a design project will, or is, taking place, the Design Context Checklist
shown in Figure 2.9 has been developed, together with the associated Design
Context Work Sheetshown in Figure 2.10. These are provided as electronic files
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DESIGN CONTEXT CHECKLIST

LEVEL INFLUENCES CONTRIBUTING SOMEQUESTIONS TO ASK:
FACTORS EFFECTS ON PROJECT?

Social issues Effectsof socialchange?
CULTURAL Political climate Effectof politics?

MACRO·
Economicsituation Effectof economicsituation?

ECONOMIC SCIENTIFIC Legalrequirements Regulations,codes, standards, liability?
Technological advances Changesin technology?

RANDOM
Ecological concerns Environmental problems?
Luck/chance Effectof luck/chance?

Demand Demand for product?
MARKET Competition Competition for product?

Financialrisk Effectsof successor failure?

Humanservices Right peopleavailable?
Capitalfinance Enoughmoneyfor job?

MICRO· RESOURCE Information for design Enoughdesigninformation?

ECONOMIC AVAILABILITY Appropriate technology Do we havethe technology?
Appropriate materials Accessto materials?
Appropriateenergy Powerlfuel suppliesadequate?

Understanding of need Is it clearwhat customerneeds?

CUSTOMER
Urgencyof need Is there time to do the job?
Expectations Expectations realistic?
Involvement Customerhelpful in design?

Spanof company Effectof company spanon project?
CORPORATE Size of company Effectof companysizeon project?
STRUCTURE Typeof projectcontrol Adequateprojectindependence?

CORPORATE
Helpgettinginformation Information easilyobtained?

SYSTEMS Quality of work environment Workenvironment good?
Payscalesand benefits Effectof theseon project?

CORPORATE Clarityof objectives Doescompanyknowwhat it is doing?
STRATEGY Levelof risk takinglinnovation Is management stronglinnovalive?

SHARED
Degreeof commitment Management commitmentadequate?

CORPORATE
VALUES

Degreeof involvement Management involvement adequate?
Degreeof projectenthusiasm Management enthusiasm adequate?

MANAGEMENT Degreeof staff freedom Is staffencouraged to be creative?

STYLE Degreeof staff participation Is staff involved in management?

Qualityof planning/coordination Are the management plansrealistic?

MANAGEMENT Qualityof communication Is communication effective?
SKILL Effectiveness of projectsupport Is therea "projectchampion"?

Effectiveness of resource use Are resources usedeffectively?

Numberof staff involved Is thereenoughinput fromstaff?

MANAGEMENT Qualityof judgment Is goodjudgmentexercised?
STAFF Degreeof motivation/morale Sufficientmotivation/morale?

Degreeof confidence Is confidence high?

Figure 2.9. Design context checklist
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DESIGN CONTEXT WORK SHEET PROJECT: DATE:

LEVEL
CONTRIBUTING

FACTORS

rl CULTURAL ~ -- _ NegalMt Compoosale
Promote ~ DistogordSociaI_ 0 o 0 o 0 o 0

Poitialldimato 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0I MACRO- ~H SCIENTIFIC ~ Ea>nomIc _lion 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0
ECONOMIC logal roquitOmOntS 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0

TochnoIogicaI odVllnc:eo 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0
Lj RANDOM ~

EooIogQl ooncems 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0
lud</dlanclo 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0

o.om.nd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0r-1 MARKET Compobtion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FInonciaIrill< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Humon_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CopdaI ron.nc:e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0IMICRO- ~ -1 RESOURCE .~ Inlo<malion "" daIgn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMIC AVAILABILITY Appropriate tochnCIogy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Appropriale melOriols 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Appropria l. onorgy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Undorolandong ol_ D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-l CUSTOMER ~ Urgencyol_ D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ExpodationS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0_,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Span 01company 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Size 01"""-'Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lypo 01 projoc:Ioontrol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HoIp goltlng ntormolion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QuaIIIy 01~ onWonmont 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PlIy scales ond bonorots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clanty 01 objocIJvos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l_ 01 rill<toking/lnnoYalion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

llogrM 01 conwnolmont 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
llogrM 01 irwcIwmonl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oogreo01projoc:IonthusIoIm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dogr.. 01Ita"r-.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
llogrM 01lIB" porlldpalion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0uaIiIy 01pIanning/<:oonm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CualiIy 01CXltMU1icalion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E_ 01projoc:Iauppon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-. 01 resoutee use 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nu'nbo<01lIB" iIWoIYecl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oualty 01judgmonI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dogr.. 01mowation'moralo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
llogrM 01conIldonoo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.10. Design context work sheet
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on the CD accompanying the book, for Web-based use within geographically
dispersed design teams. The checklist provides a list of questions to ask oneself,
the design team, upper management, or others, and the work sheet provides a
series of answer boxes to fill out. Both the checklist and work sheet are broken
down by level of resolution, area of influence, and contributing factor. The work
sheet has an assessment column for recording whether the influence factor is
considered negative or positive with regard to the project, and how strongly.
Then there is an action item column for the design manager to decide whether
to try to control or manipulate the influence, compensate for it, or simply
monitor it and hope for the best.

The completed work sheet becomes a status report on the key influences
impinging on the project at that time, as shown by the example in Figure 2.11
based on the reconstruction of the Formway Lifechair project. Influences at the
macroeconomic level shaped the design intent for the Lifechair. With reference
to Figure 2.11, contributing factors were as follows:

1. Social issues and technological advances were closely linked and positively
influenced the chair project. The team predicted areas of likely social change
due to technological advances in officeworking environments and the need
to accommodate users working "away from the office."

2. Legal requirements were considered to have a positive influence on the pro
ject. The majority of competitor products did not meet the ergonomic needs
of the end user; hence, when public perception of the health and safety risks
reaches a sufficient level of intensity, this is likely to be reflected in legisla
tion . A change in health and safety legislation would favor products with
superior ergonomics. Legal requirements were made a high priority
("promote" on work sheet) and ergonomics became a primary driver in the
design of the chair.

3. The political climate could be either strongly positive or strongly negative
and was considered unpredictable by the design team. The status needed
constant monitoring and was compensated for by obtaining resources from
suppliers in different political climates.

4. The economic situation was positive because the weak New Zealand dollar
at the time generally favored export goods.

5. Ecological concerns were seen as having a positive influence on the project.
A focus on environmentally sound principles builds on NewZealand's "clean
green" image and, if promoted, would give the product a competitive advan
tage from both a customer and legal perspective .

6. The effect of luckandchance, due to the detailed brief and meticulous project
planning, was considered as neutral by the design team. They did, however,
promote this effect, e.g. by taking advantage of opportunities to use new
technology.

Influences on the project at the microeconomic levelled to the development
of the primary market goals for the Formway Life chair project. Significant
influences (Figure 2.ll) were as follows:
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DESIGN CONTEXT WORK SHEET PROJECT: LIFE CHAIR DATE: SEPT 1997

LEVEL
CONTRIBUTING

FACTORS

rl CULTURAL ~ PI:>s<bYe Neutral NogalNe
Compensate

Promote ~ Do~-- • 0 0 o 0
• 0Polmeal domalO • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0IMACRO· ~H SCIENTIFIC ~ Eoonomlc sltuallOn • 0 0 0 0 0 0 •ECONOMIC legal roquftmonts • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Tochnological advonoes • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0y RANDOM ~
EooIogical conc:etns • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
lud<Icna..,. 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0

Demand • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

r1 MARKET Cc>mpot.llOn 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
Finoncial riok 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0

Human:MtV1c:es 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
Copital fona..,. • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0IMICRO- ~HRESOURC E .~ InlotmellOn lot doslgn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ECONOMIC AVAILABILITY AwoPrialO to<:hnology 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
AwoPriate moterials 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
AwoPriat. onotgy 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 •
Und.....nding 01need • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Y CUSTOMER f-- Urgency 01need 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
EJ<pocIatJona • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
I_menl • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

rlCORPORATE
Spon 01 company • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

STRUCTURE
Size 01company 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
TYI'O 01ptOjod cont1OI • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

-1 CORPORATE
Help gottmg Informe_ 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

1SYSTEMS
CIuaJ<tyol~e_ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Pay ocotes end benefits • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

-1 CORPORATE CIeriI)' 01objoc:tivoo • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
STRATEGY L_ or ri$k tal<ingllnnoYollOn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ICORPORATE ~ --1 SHARED Do9oo 01 commitmont • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

VALUES 0... or 1rM:lIvemonl • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
0." or ptOjod onthuslosm • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

HMANAGEMEN Do9oo or ItaWfrooclom • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
STYLE Oogrooor ItaW porllcipollOn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Ouaflty 01pIanningIcoonlillOn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
HMANAGEMENTI- Ouaflty 01a>mmunicollOn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

SKILL E~oIptOjod_ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
E-"01,""""",UIO • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Number oIltaW__ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
LtANAGEMENTI- Ouably01)udgmont • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

STAFF Do9oo 01 motivabOnlmoralo • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Do9oo 01 conlidonc:e • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Figure 2.11. Example of design context work sheet
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1. The marketinfluence was considered positive because the demand for a cost
competitive ergonomic chair was identified as a likely continuing market
requirement. Market research identified a promising opportunity for a chair
that was both value for money and had superior ergonomics.

2. There was strong competition in the market. Despite the positive market
influence, the influence of competition was negative because, as the Life
chair was being developed, competitors were also evolving better products
and patenting ideas that impinged on Life's competitive advantage in the
market.

3. The financial riskof developing the chair was seen to have a negative impact
on the market influence. Formway's manufacturing facility was too small to
manufacture and distribute this product internationally. This factor was
compensated for by the smaller New Zealand company (Formway Design
Studio) licensing their design at the working prototype stage to a much
larger American company (Knoll Inc.) for the detail design, manufacture,
and distribution phases.

4. Human services, appropriate technology, and access to materials were
considered, overall, to have a neutral influence. On the one hand, there were
positive influences, such as: the design team were very experienced furniture
manufacturers; they had up-to-date appropriate technology; they had access
to and experience with materials for manufacturing office furniture. On the
other hand, there were negative influences due to the effect of novelty.Com
pensation for these factors was made by contracting external help, such as
staff training, engineering analysis (e.g. three-dimensional (3D) scanning),
specialist engineering machinery (e.g. rapid prototyping), and advice on the
use of new materials.

5. Capital finance was strongly in the design team's favor during the task
clarification, conceptual design, and embodiment design phases. A realistic
budget was set aside for the design phase; however, the detailed design phase
capital finance was compensated for by the collaborative partnership with
Knoll Inc.

6. Information for design was considered a positive influence. The team
members were able to use whatever means possible to gather design infor
mation, e.g. team members had the opportunity to visit international trade
fairs.

7. The customer was considered to have a positive influence on the project. The
customer's needs were clear and their involvement in user trials was likely to
be effective in prototype assessment.

8. The customer's expectations were high; however, this had a positive
influence because it was perceived that these expectations could be easily
met.

9. Urgency of the need was considered neutral. The design team were given
sufficient time to complete the task within the company; however, this was
offset by the constant threat of a competitor in the market introducing a new
product or patenting new ideas first.
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Influences at the corporate level provided critical guidance and support for
the design team. Contributing factors (Figure 2.11) were as follows:

1. The corporate structure had a significant influence on team dynamics .
Formway Design Studio is a small company with around 15 designers. The
design team operates out of a single officealongside two other small project
teams. In this case, the span of the company resulted in a close-knit group,
which positively influenced communication between team members. On
the other hand, the size of the company had a negative influence in terms
of obtaining resources; this was compensated for by building collaborative
relationships with companies who had specialist skills and specialist
equipment.

2. The corporate structure allowed the design team adequate independence,
and hence control, over their project working. This type of project control
promoted a level of freedom that encouraged initiative in daily project
working.

3. Corporate systems allowed designers unrestricted access to all available
communication tools and, when necessary, help in getting information was
compensated for by employing external consultants.

4. The design team worked in an open office with team members grouped
according to specific design activities; the officewas fitted with high-quality
furniture throughout and there were areas set aside for social interaction.
This promoted a fun work environment with good communication (and
healthy banter) within the team, but there were also quiet areas where indi
viduals and small groups could work uninterrupted. A communal project
work area was established for this particular project so that team members
could exchange ideas using a white board, post design information on a
notice board, or hold project meetings.

5. Pay scales and benefits were considered to be at a good level,and designers
were permitted to work flexible hours; however, time was scheduled where
all team members or specific groups were required to be available in the
design office at one time.

6. The corporate strategy was transparent to the design team; hence, manage
ment's objectives were clear, and this had a positive influence on the project.

7. The company's management had considerable experience in supporting the
development of office furniture, and this supported the high level of risk
and innovation required to evolve a new chair concept.

8. There was a strong sense of shared values between management and the
design team. The degree of commitment by management in providing
the necessary resources strongly favored this project. In fact, this was con
sidered by the team to be almost to the detriment of other internal projects.

9. Representatives from management were involved in all critical project deci
sions, and there was considered to be a high level of project enthusiasm by
management; these factors had a strong positive influence on the design
team.
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10. Management style was predominantly participative, where representatives
from management and the team members had an equal say in deciding the
direction of the project. This kept the project on track while generating a
sense of ownership that led to an enthusiastic design team with the tenac
ity required to accomplish project milestones.

11. Team members were allowed 1day per week of absolute freedom to pursue
their own project ideas. This encouraged creativity and, although team
members were not required to direct this free time towards any particular
project, their enthusiasm for the Lifechair concept was evident, in that they
generally elected to spend their free time pursuing ideas for the chair. The
team was also encouraged to "get out of the office" and try new environ
ments for stimulating ideas. For example, the team would often pack up a
portable white board, some good food, and drinks and go to a local boat
club for brainstorming sessions.

12. Management's planning/coordination was detailed and was perceived as
realistic by the design team. When goals were not found to be realistic, the
management then showed understanding in its approach to the negotia
tions for revised realistic goals.

13. Communication between management and the design team was effective
due to: the availability of management (on site with an open-door policy);
a management team that was considered approachable by design team
members; management being proactive in informing and involving the
team in decisions that had a bearing on their project working.

14. The effectiveness of project supporthad a positive influence due to two of
the company directors being considered as part of the design team and
"project champions" at the management level.

15. Resources were usedeffectively by management to progress the project , and
this had a positive effect on the project.

16. The numberof staff involved was a positive factor. Together with the design
team, representatives from marketing. finance, and production were all con
sidered as stakeholders in signing off at project milestones . The inclusion
of all the stakeholders ensured that good judgment was exercised in guiding
the project to obtain successful outcomes.

17. The degree of motivation and morale had a strongly positive influence
on the project. This was due to the positive attitude of management, com
mending the team for good work and showing their appreciation by cele
brating achievements.

18. Management understood the strengths and weaknesses of the design team
and, hence, was able to demonstrate a high level of confidence in the project
team.

In looking at the context work sheet. it is not hard to see why this project
was successful. The team used the macroeconomic influences in a positive way;
this promotes a final product that is likely to be stable in its intended market.
At the microeconomic level, the market opportunity was defined. the resources
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availability established, and it was shown that the needs of the customer could
be met. At the corporate level, the design team and the management team
worked together to achieve a common overall objective.

The completed work sheet can be referred to in progress or review meetings,
used for discussion purposes, and updated at regular intervals. It provides the
design manager with a simple way of keeping some measure of control over
difficult issues in a systematic fashion and recording what the thinking was at
the time. The Web-based format provides easy future reference and helps in
compiling company design histories.

2.8 Tips for Management

• Design projects take place within a specific context.
• Mapping the context helps in visualizing the "big picture:'
• Keep the big picture in mind, then "window" in and out on details.
• Five levels of resolution provide a useful framework for the context:

Macroeconomic level - environment external to the market.
Microeconomic level - market within which the company is operating.
Corporate level - company within which the project takes place.
Project level - project with engineering design input.
Personal level - individual/team inputs to design process.

• Identify and understand the different viewpoints at different levels of
resolution.

• Design projects involve team activities, team outputs, and contextual
influences.

• Activities and outputs of the engineering design process may be phased as
follows:

Task clarification activities result in a design specification.
Conceptual design activities result in a design concept.
Embodiment design activities result in a design layout.
Detail design activities result in manufacturing information.

• Use the checklist to help identify key influences.
• Explore the influences on the engineering design process at each level of

resolution.
• Summarize the positive and negative aspects on the work sheet.
• Take appropriate action and review on a regular basis.
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Profiling the Project

3.1 Influences at the Project Level
3.2 Design Task
3.3 Design Team
3.4 Design Tools and Techniques
3.5 Design Team Output
3.6 Project Profile Checklist and Work Sheet
3.7 Tips for Management

3.1 Influences at the Project Level

The design team and the way it works are critical to the outcome of any design
project. A well-chosen and carefully managed team is essential, but it is often
difficult to create an effective team from the available resources. Design proj
ects have widely varying characteristics, and it is necessary to create a team
responsive to the particular set of characteristics. In any particular project, the
team composition may need to be modified as the project progresses through
its natural phases, but the manager may not have the power or the resources to
make the necessary adjustments. The best that can be done is to assess what
sort of team would be ideal for the project and match this as closely as possi
ble with the available people and available services.

A first step in this matching process is to consider the characteristics of the
project in more detail . One way to do this is to take the four main features of a
project as described by Rodwell (1971) and build on these to compile a com
prehensive project profile covering the task, the design team, the design tools
and techniques available, and the design team output. This may then be used to
monitor progress and assist in matching the design team characteristics to the
task as the project progresses through its different phases.

3.2 Design Task

The four main characterizing features of a project that Rodwell (1971) identified
were:

• Magnitude
• Complexity

55
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• Novelty
• Production quantity.

Project size is an obvious factor, but it has some subtle effects. On a small
project, the project plan, and hence the path that the project follows, may be
clearly defined and more transparent to the design team. Each of the team
members may be involved in a wide range of tasks and they may know the inti
mate design details of every component.

In a larger project, a higher level of coordination and project planning is
required. The "big picture" may not be as clear to each of the team members.
Individual team members are likely to be working on single components or sub
assemblies of a much larger system. The design tasks are often more special
ized and there are likely to be more resources available to complete tasks to a
much greater level of detail . For example, one of us was once involved in a
project, which from his viewpoint was a large project, requiring a much larger
team than for previous projects. An outside consultant working as part of that
design team had exactly the opposite problem. All his life he had worked on
large-scale projects , such as blast-furnace design, and from his viewpoint this
was a tiny project. So here was a team where one person was trying to come to
terms with working on the largest project he had managed before, while another
was trying to come to terms guiding the smallest project he had worked on
before. The result was not a happy one, as the consultant, who was highly
respected in his field, was keen for certain features to be incorporated in the
design, which, it turned out later, were on too "grand" a scale within the scope
of the project. The author, on the other hand, did not have the experience at the
time to assess the full impact of what was being agreed to and had too little
"clout" to do much about it anyway.

Projects range from very simple to extremely complex, and it is important
to get a feel for where the project lies along this scale. For example, the project
mentioned above required a pressurized natural-gas feed system, an oxygen
feed system, an excess air system, a slag feeding system, and a water cooling
system, all on a large industrial scale but squeezed into a confined space
within existing building facilities. This made for a highly complex design
problem. Had more space been available the problem would have been greatly
simplified and the demands made on the design team would have been con
siderably reduced.

The level of noveltyinvolved in a project also has a far-reaching influence on
the way the team is built up. In many projects the level of novelty is low and it
is possible to prove the technology before there is any manufacture. In this case
there is little advantage in developing a team strong in creativity. It may be better
to have a team with exceptional strength in detail design instead. For example,
in vehicle design, many components stay the same from one model to the next
and the overall concept rarely changes, whereas the design of equipment to do
specialized testing usually involves some kind of completely new concept. The
design team for the new car model needs to include staff from many different
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departments to ensure the integration of design and manufacture on a volume
production basis, whereas with the design of specialized test equipment the
important question is often just "will it work?"

Similarly, the production quantity has an influence on the makeup of the
design team. If the product is to be mass-produced then clearly the economics
of how it is to be manufactured are of critical importance, and the manufac
turing process selected may dictate how the product is designed. However,with
a one-off product or system the more important issues are usually whether or
not it can be made at all, and if so, will it work to the customer's expectations.

Two additional influences on the design task are technical risk and urgency
or delivery time. All design projects carry an element of technical, as well as
financial, risk, but the magnitude of each varies widely depending on the cir
cumstances . It is important that the design team works within the limits of tech
nical and financial risk that it feels comfortable with, so as to avoid any
unnecessary frustrations and aggravations that might detract from the team's
productivity. The design manager has the difficult task of assessing whether or
not the design team is capable of meeting the customer's expectations within
the bounds of what is technically possible in the allotted timescale. If the design
calls for the use of any unproven technology, or large scaling factors, then this
should be a warning of problems ahead. The project may require more money,
more time, or both. In a sense, all design projects are "urgent:' as the finished
product is wanted as quickly as possible, but often the timescale set for the
design team is completely unrealistic and compromises must be agreed upon.

Example: Tri-axis Transfer Press

Two huge tri-axis transfer presses for making car body parts failed to
perform adequately in service. A team of Triodyne engineers was set up
to investigate the failures and analyze the design of the machines . Some
interesting characterizing features of the project emerged:

• Largest combination line machines ever built up to that time.
• More complex transfer mechan ism than on previous machines.
• Novel performance requirements specified, such as high-speed

operation.
• One-off, custom-built machines .
• High technical risk, with complete separation of design from

manufacture.
• High degree of urgency, with penalty clauses for late delivery.

The contracts called for the machines to be manufactured by the supplier
company in Europe, but to be designed by a subcontracting company in

Continued
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North America. This meant that, in addition to the above features, some
4000 drawings had to be translated from one language to another, impe
rial units had to be converted to metric, and material specifications had
to be matched according to different standards. The timescale was so
short that the contracts permitted use of drawings from previous
machine designs where practicable, and to reduce late-delivery penalties
the machines had to be built directly in the customer's plant without prior
testing. They were then put into production without any systematic com
missioning or "shakedown:'

The failure of the machines to perform to the customer's expectations
caused such loss of revenue to the customer that the claim for damages
against the supplier company and the subcontracting company far
exceeded the cost of design and manufacture of the machines . The sup
plier and subcontracting companies were both long-established and well
respected designers and manufacturers of large metalworking presses
with a history of working together on previous contracts. Both compa
nies are now out of business.

3.3 Design Team

Team building forms an important part of the design manager's responsibili
ties. People have a functional Tole in the team, using their particular technical
expertise and experience, and obviously this has to be matched to the work in
hand. They also have a team Tole, in the sense of using their particular charac
ter traits to help make the team as a whole work as a team. If the set of team
roles is not well balanced then the output will suffer badly, no matter how good
the balance of functional roles. A team may be adequate in a functional sense,
having the right expertise and experience, yet may not have the right balance
of personalities to be productive. Belbin's (1981) research on management
teams suggests that, to be productive, teams need a mix of personalities cover
ing eight basic "team-roles;' with the addition of a ninth ("specialist") role in
technical situations (see also Stetter and Ullman, 1996). Using Belbin's (1981)
terminology, together with descriptors to define them better in engineering
design terms, these nine roles are:

• Company Worker
• Chairman
• Shaper
• Plant
• Resource Investigator
• Monitor-Evaluator
• Team Worker
• Completer-Finisher
• Specialist

- practical organizer
- goal-setter and motivator
- dynamic pusher
- creative problem-solver
- information gatherer and negotiator
- option analyzer
- perceptive listener
- conscientious perfectionist
- dedicated professional.
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Belbin's set of team roles provides a simple way for a design manager to eval
uate the strengths and weaknesses of a particular team, either by mental review
or by the use of "Self-Perception Inventories" (Belbin, 1981) compiled by each
person. The idea is not to search for nine individuals each filling one particu
lar role, but to balance the team role distribution within the available team. The
tendency to "hire in one's own image" needs to be resisted, as it can lead to a
team strong in certain roles but weak. in others. Individuals will often exhibit
one dominant team role along with several secondary ones, and it is sometimes
possible for the design manager to draw out secondary role traits to cover a
weak. area in the team, rather than bringing in an additional person. Positive
contributions from team members are generally mixed with less useful ones, as
indicated in Figure 3.1, and the team must be able to accept all the contribu
tions, compensating for difficulties where necessary.

Ryssina and Koroleva (l984), in Russia, proposed almost identical team
roles, based on their study of team performance in engineering research insti 
tutes . They found that for teams involved in technological innovation the roles
that were the key at any particular time depended on the phase of the project.
The team-role balance that seems right for one phase of the design process may
not be right for the next phase, and it is up to the design manager to monitor
this and mold the team accordingly. For example, people full of conceptual ideas
(Belbin's"Plant") are extremely useful at particular points in the design process,
but for much of the design process the continual contribution of new ideas is a
negative influence on project progress.

There are a number of other factors that have been found to be important
with regard to design teams, and most of these are self-evident. There has to be
cooperation, commitment, motivation, good morale, and effective communica
tion, all of which are enhanced by the leadership of the design manager. The
user may be involved as a member of the design team, sometimes to its benefit,
but not necessarily so. Three of these additional factors deserve particular
mention, these being the negotiating ability of the team, the negotiating power
of the team, and the effectiveness of its communication. Tobe successful a design
team needs to be good at negotiating, and it needs to negotiate from a position
of power. In fact, design teams have more power than they often realize, because
without their input almost any company would fail. The problem is that engi
neers are taught engineering, not politics, and they tend to be out-maneuvred
when it comes to eloquent speeches. The more persuasively that design engi
neers are able to communicate their ideas and present their case, then the more
control they will have over their design projects. Let us never forget the lessons
to be learned from disasters such as the loss of the Space Shuttle Challenger.
The inability of the design team to get their message across to a management
concerned more with politics than detail design set the scene for a very public
catastrophic engineering failure. If the design team had understood and learned
how to use its latent power effectively, then Challenger would not have been
launched. It is interesting to note that the world's great engineers, such as Eiffel
and BruneI, were not only technically excellent, but were also persuasive, enter
taining, and politically involved individuals.
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

To obtain some "team-role" data from the gasifier test-rig project, those
participants contributing the most hours to the project effort were asked
and encouraged to complete the "Self-Perception Inventory" as developed
by Belbin (1981). Although the questionnaire was completed without
adverse reaction by the contract staff, it was regarded with some suspi
cion by company staff, and the plans to gather such data for each phase
of the project had to be abandoned. Only nine questionnaires were
returned, of which only seven were complete! Despite the dubious
response from the company staff, including a written commentary from
one who felt that the questionnaire was biased in certain directions, the
results were sufficient to indicate team-role differences between partici
pants and the influence these had on the project:

• Contract staff had relatively even scores across all team roles, which
indicated more of an ability to switch from role to role than to provide
strength in one or two. The average score for all three of the contract
staff showed most strength in the role of Company Worker and least in
that of Monitor-Evaluator. The scores for two of these design engineers
were virtually identical for six of the roles.

• Company staff scores showed more spread than those for contract staff,
but the average scores for the group were uniform, as the highs and lows
canceled out. The group appeared to be marginally stronger in the role
of Plant over other roles, and slightly weaker in the roles of Company
Worker and Completer-Finisher.

• The average scores for the seven Self-Perception Inventories varied very
little from role to role, as the strengths shown by the scores of the con
tract staff tended to complement those shown by those of the company
staff. This is somewhat academic, as two of the three contract staff were
involved in the project only for short periods of time, but the project
seemed to progress rapidly when these contract staff were present. This
leads to speculation that they not only supported the team through
functional roles, but also through an improvement in the overall
balance of team roles.

• All three of the contract staff were professionally involved in design, yet
their scores for the role of Plant (creative problem-solver) were lower
than for most other roles. As the concept for the rig was considered
satisfactory, this suggests that, for this project, the role of the creative
problem-solver was less important than other roles.
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3.4 Design Tools and Techniques
A large number of methods, tools, and techniques are now available for
design, many of them on-line or computer-based. There are increasingly com
plicated codes, standards, manuals, and handbooks to assist the designer in
specific areas. To help in understanding and applying all this in practice,
there are numerous books and industry-based short courses. For example, the
2002ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,published by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, is comprised of 10 volumes and costs over US$8500
for the full set. It is available in printed form or on-line and the ASME can
provide training courses, videos, books, and Code Committee assistance for
users. For materials selection, software such as the Cambridge Engineering
Selector (Cebon, 2003), with its standardized presentation of material proper
ties, can help design teams to consider a far broader spectrum of materials than
was practicable in the past. The 20-volume ASM Materials Handbook (ASM,
2003) is now available either in printed form or on-line for reference and pro
vides detailed information on all aspects of materials use. It is not the intent to
provide a list of tools and techniques here, but rather to encourage critical
assessment of what is available and the judicious use of tools proven to be effec
tive. Some useful suggestions for further reading are given in the Bibliography
at the end of this book.

For drawings, calculations, modeling, simulation, and analysis the com
puter finally has become the indispensable design aid that it was supposed to
be many years ago, but it is still true, as always, that it is a tool to be used and
it is not a design engineer. Computers allow engineers more freedom, in that
they can perform detailed analysis of more complex components . For example,
finite element analysis (FEA) can be used quickly to predict the stresses,
deflections, and natural vibration frequencies of components with complex
geometries . Care must be exercised when using such methods, as computers
are not intuitive devices. A novice FEA program user may not understand the
limits of the software and the analysis can easily yield inaccurate results. In
this case, the analysis should also be accompanied with a sanity check, such
as the insight of a more experienced colleague, a simplified hand calculation,
an experiment, or an independent check by a specialist FEA operator. On the
other hand, it is easy to become constrained by "what can be done on the
computer:' and indeed to let the computer set criteria or churn out results
that the designer-users cannot explain. For example, one of us was once assist
ing with the review of timing gear designs for two new truck engines, each
engine being designed by a different team within the same company. There
was a simple, but puzzling question: "Why do the timing gears for one engine
have a helix angle of 15° whereas the others have a helix angle of 25.4043°?"
The answer appeared to be that for one engine the helix angle of the gears had
alwaysbeen 15°and no-one had everquestioned it,whereas for the other engine
the computer said it should be 25.4043° and no-one had ever questioned that
either.
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Example: Formway Life Chair

Computers were considered an essential tool for design of the Life chair
at Formway: the Internet was used to gather design information, design
ers communicated with suppliers and external consultants using e-mail,
and they worked collaboratively with designers at Knoll Inc. using file
transfer protocol (FTP).Designers used this for design calculations, draw
ings, and project planning.

The focus on environmentally sound principles in the design of
the Life chair resulted in objectives such as minimizing the quantity of
materials used to perform the same function, using nontoxic recyclable
materials, and designing for maximum working life. Meeting these
objectives required a detailed analysis of all the chair components. The
team created 3D computer-aided design (CAD) models of all the chair
components using Solidworks", The CAD models were converted into
COSMOSWorks™ FEA models. The FEA models were then used to
analyze the structural properties (predicting stresses and deflections) and
also to model the flowof materials for the injection molding process. The
design team did not include expert FEA personnel, so external consul
tants were commissioned to check the COSMOSWorks™ models. The
results of strength and deflection predictions from external consultants
were generally consistent with the analysis conducted by the Formway
team. Following independent verification, physical models were produced
using final materials and manufacturing processes.

Taguchi methods and the quality function deployment (QFD) technique
(Clausing, 1994), developed in Japan to improve quality while reducing cost,
can be helpful tools for the design engineer, especially for high-volume, mass
produced products such as motor vehicles. QFD provides a systematic means
for identifying customer needs and translating them into a quantified design
specification. For an introduction to this technique the reader is referred to
the useful step-by-step summary with example presented in The Mechanical
Design Process (Ullman, 1992). Genichi Taguchi's quality engineering system
provides a systematic means for integrating quality engineering throughout
the whole design process, rather than just being applied during particular
phases. An example often used as an introduction to Taguchi methods
(Ealey, 1988)concerns the closing of car doors. It was found that customers like
the "feel" of a car door if it takes a force of about 3.6kgf to close it. Japanese
cars were found to close consistently at about this force, whereas American
cars would either require a much higher force, or the required force would
vary from car to car. The explanation for the difference is that the parts for
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American car doors were considered acceptable if they fell anywhere within the
specified tolerance limit, whereas the parts for Japanese car doors were made
by aiming for minimum variability around target specifications. This meant
that instead of the tolerance stack-up tending to result either in doors that
leaked or doors that required a high closing force, the tolerance stack-up tended
to result in doors that neither leaked nor required a high closing force. The
customer perceives the more consistent product to be of higher quality, and
the overall cost is lower as there is less need for expensive door-fit repairs on
the assembly line. It is important to consider Taguchi methods in perspective
with the overall design process, and to help with this the reader is referred to
Total Design: Integrated Methods for Successful Product Engineering by Pugh
(1990).

As an illustration of how the thinking about quality and the customer
has changed since 1970, an engineer working for the Ford assembly plant in
New Zealand at that time described how they used to receive all kinds of
peculiar parts from the parent company in the UK, including leftover parts
from earlier models. Shipments took so long to get to New Zealand by sea that
it was assumed that the colonial Kiwis would find some way to build a car
out of anything that arrived in the box, rather than return them to the UK
and wait another 6months for replacements . It was said that, on occasion,
the last cars off the line would have two doors on one side and one on the
other, with different door handles all round! No wonder that New Zealand cus
tomers would pay a premium to get an "English-assembled" car in those days,
nor is it any wonder that almost every car on New Zealand's roads today is
Japanese.

Communication is a critical factor in the engineering design process, and it
is important to set up simple, reliable ways of exchanging information. Increas
ingly,the computer can be used effectivelyfor this by means of e-mail, the Inter
net, and Web-based systems. Designers and managers need to communicate
effectivelywith each other, the customer, and all those involvedwith the project.
At the beginning, this means learning about the user needs, then negotiating
and refining the design requirements to form a feasible set of project constraints
and limits. The client must be kept informed of progress on a regular basis and
should know the expected project outcomes. The iterative nature of the design
process requires the continual revisiting of earlier work, based on the interpre
tation and processing of design notes, drawings, sketches, and calculations. It is
important, therefore, that designers accurately record their ideas and analyses,
whether working on their own or interacting with others . Communication
channels must be kept open to allow questions and give early detection of prob
lems with the design. In the project context, communication may be defined
as the controlled flow of design ideas and information. The most effective
means of communication varies from project to project. Figure 3.2 shows some
common channels and communication interactions in a typical engineering
project.
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Communication Channels
Communication Interactions with:

Self

Colleagues I Design Team Members

Company Management andSupportPersonnel,
e.g.Marketing, FinanceandPurchasing

External Consultants. e.g.expertise for
specialist engineering analysis

Production Personnel. e.g. Manufacture,
Assembly and Distribution

Customer

Enduser

Personal DesignDiarylWorkbook

OralPresentations. MeetingsandVideoconferences

Engineering Sketches and Drawings

Engineering Calculationsand Data

Written, e.g. Formal ReportsandCustomerSurveys

Internet. e.g.Web PagesandFileServers

Figure 3.2. Some common communication channels and interactions in atypical engineering project

Engineering projects rarely end with the handing over of manufacturing
documents. It is the designer's responsibility to retain complete and accurate
records of all design information. This requires organizing the design infor
mation in clearly marked files. Projects often enter a monitoring phase once
they enter the manufacture, assembly, testing, installation, and commissioning
phases. A design on paper often accompanies a product through its service life
and may be helpful in shortening the design process for future, similar prod
ucts. In the unfortunate event of litigation involving a failure or dispute over
product performance, it is essential that the design team is able to provide
records of the agreed design requirement specification, the design calculations,
and fulfillment of acceptance test requirements.

With regard to managing engineering projects, the checklists and work
sheets provided at the end of each chapter in this book were designed
specificallyfor use as a computer-based system, but this was impracticable with
the available technology at the time of the first edition. Now that Web-based
systems have become practicable, it has become possible for us to provide the
whole set of checklists and work sheets on CD-ROM in a format that is suitable
for the design manager to set up a simple Web-based design project review
system to help in managing the engineering design process. The system is
adaptable to different types of project and the sheets can be modified to suit
the needs of a particular company. It may be used to provide a historical time
line record for reference on future projects, as well as to help the manager iden
tify and address important issues on current projects.
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The model of the engineering design process presented in Engineering
Design - A Systematic Approach (Pahl and Beitz, 1984) may be taken as
representing one of the more defined and detailed general procedures
currently available to the design engineer and project manager. The use
of these procedures during this project provided a structure for initially
categorizing the field data describing all the design work done, and to
allow a quantitative investigation of two particular aspects. These were
the identification of phases and "steps" or activities in the engineering
design process, and the use of design "methods and aids" or "design
related techniques :' Only those project hours directly attributable to the
engineering design process were counted for this part of the analysis. The
input of management and others not involved in design work was
excluded, leaving 27 participants with 2178h (92%) of the total project
effort.

The hours of each person were categorized firstly by phase of the
design process and then by "step" within each phase, according to the
Pahl and Beitz (1984) model. Much of the work effort could not be cat
egorized in this way, and the following six additional activities were
identified, not specific to particular phases (and, therefore, not "steps"
in the Pahl and Beitz (1984) sense) but observed to occur in all
phases.

General activities
• Planning work - personal day-by-day planning of activities.
• Reviewing/reporting - verbal or written project reports/reviews.
• Cost estimating - design costs, labor costs, hardware costs etc.
• Information retrieval - information processing of all kinds .
• Social contact - social interaction outside other categories.
• Helping others - informal help given on other projects.

The hours were also categorized by usage of design-related techniques
as listed by Pahl and Beitz (1984). Again, much of the work effort did not
fit any of these categories, and 13 additional techniques were identified.
Those hours where no identified technique had been observed remained
"Not classified:' The additional techniques were as follows, grouped into
three sets:

Working techniques
• Making lists - personal reminder lists.
• Cost estimating - all types of costing.
• Calculating - simple and complex calculations.
• Scheduling - use of bar charts, etc.
• Filing - making/using personal files of information.
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Communicating techniques
• Questioning people
• Presenting viewpoints
• Negotiating agreements
• Reviewing and reporting
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- informal/formal, verbal/written.
- informal/formal, verbal/written.
- informal/formal, verbal/written.
- informal/formal, verbal/written.

Motivating techniques
• Becoming involved - with the design, the person, or the situation.
• Injecting enthusiasm - conscious effort to raise level of enthusiasm.
• Adding humor - to break tension or bind group together, etc.
• Team building - conscious effort to optimize group effort.

Some of the quantitative findings may be summarized as follows:

• 47% of the engineering design effort could be categorized according to
the Pahl and Beitz (1984) "steps" of the engineering design process.

• By adding six more "general activities" in each phase of the engineer
ing design process, the remaining 53% of the engineering design effort
could be accounted for.

• 22% of the observed engineering design effort could be categorized
according to the "methods and aids" recommended by Pahl and Beitz
(1984).

• Adding 13 more techniques for "working.Tcommunicating," and "moti
vating" accounted for a further 74% of the total engineering design
effort, leaving 4% unclassified.

• The activity that accounted for the most engineering design effort was
found to be "reviewing and reporting:' at 22% of the total.

• The design-related technique used most was "communicating by means
of reviews and reports:' observed as taking 15% of the total time.

3.S Design Team Output

Most processes, even ones involving human activities such as the production
process, may be analyzed in terms of measurable variables. A problem with the
engineering design process is that so few of the many variables can be meas
ured quantitatively, and in fact the only simple measure is work effort in hours.
As the outputs from the engineering design process are less tangible than those,
for example, from the production process or construction projects, percent
completion is more difficult to estimate for design work, but it is still regarded
as a useful measure of performance by management. The more the design
process can be broken down into defined pieces of work, with some kind of tan
gible output at the end of each, the more realistically the time to completion
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can be estimated. Design reviews can be scheduled to assess the work progress
in each phase (Alpert, 2003) and to plan ahead.

At the beginning of a design project it is common for only a few people to
be involved on a full-time basis, and so it is easy to keep track of the work effort.
However, it is a general characteristic of design projects that more and more
people become involved as it progresses, and consequently it becomes more and
more complicated both to keep track of hours spent and to predict what further
hours are required. This is particularly the case during development of the
concept and the detailing of every component after the conceptual design has
been completed. The work tends to be lumped under the single title of detail
design, and yet the number of hours spent on this is likely to be greater than all
the rest of the project put together. For the purposes of managingengineering
design, it is an advantage to break this down into developing the concept and
detailing the concept, as there are tangible outputs from each and the very fact
that the two things overlap with each other provides a means for assessing
graphically how the project is doing and how the overall timescale could be
shortened. For our management and analysis purposes, the design process has
been broken into the four main phases of Task Clarification, Conceptual Design,
Embodiment Design, and Detail Design, with an initial proposal or briefing
phase termed Project Proposal.

If each person involved with a particular project simply records their hours
worked, along with a two- or three-word description of the work done, then
checks off which phase of the design process the hours best fit into, the design
manager can build up a simple and valuable picture of design progress, both in
terms of how much effort was required for each phase and percent completion
of the overall design effort. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the unit of time should
be in hours, not one-tenth of a hypothetical "average day" or "part of a week:'
or of any other variable unit set up by the company for other accounting
purposes.

For example, consider the GTR project, which went through five phases of
design as shown in Figure 3.3. It so happened that on this project the number
of hours of work to complete each phase of the project was carefully recorded.
A project proposal was prepared, submitted to management and approved
for going ahead into preliminary design. The design specification was estab
lished and approved. Conceptual designs were generated and evaluated. The
final concept was approved for development and experimental testing, and
then this work was completed. Manufacturing processes and materials were
considered and the detail design work carried out to finalize everything for
manufacture.

If the information from Figure 3.3 is plotted on a phased timescale, then it
can be mapped in the form of a phase diagram equivalent to that shown in
Figure 3.4. In the first instance, let us assume that we know there will be a period
of time between submission of the proposal and the start of the project and that
the other project phases will overlap to a certain extent. It is also reasonable to
assume that within each phase the design effort will build up to some kind of
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peak then die away again before the next phase starts. This particular diagram
has a horizontal axis timescale in months and a vertical axis in hours of effort
per month within each design-process phase. However, the axes can be varied
to suit individual circumstances. For example, it may be more useful to plot
percent of total project hours per month along the vertical axis. The phase
diagram provides a means for visualizing approximately how much design
effort will be needed in each phase of the design process and how much overlap
can be achieved between phases. Based on this, a target graph of cumulative
effort may be produced. Comparison of actual cumulative work effort against
the ideal or target can then be used for monitoring and controlling of the design
work based on achievable goals, and the design team will have a better chance
of producing reliable estimates of "percent completion" and "cost-to-comple
tion:' This, in turn, gives the manager earlier warning of deviations and more
time to take appropriate compensatory action .

To explore some of the features of a typical phase diagram, we will consider
the actual phase diagram for the GTRproject as shown in Figure 3.5.This shows
the project effort in each phase by month and, therefore, indicates the measured
overlap between phases . At a first glance the graph appears to have a lot of
"noise:' which would be increased if time was plotted in days or weeks and
decreased if time was plotted in 2- or 6-month intervals. It became apparent,
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however, that the "spiky" nature of the graph plotted by month is significant for
this particular project, as the major "peaks" and "dips" relate to specific events
in the project history. Furthermore, it appeared that had such events not
occurred, or had been foreseen and then compensated for, then the profile of
phase-by-phase effort would have been more like that shown in Figure 3.4. In
summary:

• If the project had gone exactly according to plan then the project phases
would have been characterized by five bell-shaped curves, each overlapping
others by a certain amount.

• In practice, the project did not go according to plan, and specific events caused
specific "peaks" and "dips" in effort.

• Those dips caused by unplanned events reduced the proportion of work done
within the envelope of the target phase diagram. For example in Figure 3.5,
the major dip in effort for month 13was caused by one team member's vaca
tion, this at a time when the target phase diagram in Figure 3.4 would call for
effort greater than that in month 12.

• As the design effort lost during the target time for a phase still had to be com
pleted before the work of the next phase could proceed, for each dip within
the envelope of a target curve there appeared a corresponding peak of effort
to compensate, later in time and outside the target curve for that phase. For
example, in Figure 3.5, it will be seen that to compensate for the dip in effort
during month 13 a peak of additional effort occurred in month 17.This peak
might have been expected in month 16,but the chance illness of a key team
member delayed the work.

• Each such compensating peak delayed the finish time for that phase in the
real case, diverting effort from the following phase and extending the overall
project time.

Thus, Figure 3.5 is a useful summary of the overall project effort, and it can
help to characterize the project . It shows that each project phase other than the
proposal phase ended with a peak of effort apparently outside the target curve.
Had the right things been done at the right time (i.e. effectively) and done in
the best way when they were done (i.e. efficiently), then the work effort may
well have been completed within the envelope of the ideal phase diagram and
the project would have been completed sooner.

This suggests that the higher the peak-to-width ratio of each phase curve
and the larger the overlap between phases then the more effective and efficient
the project work effort would be; but this may not necessarily be so. For
example, if embodiment design had overlapped with conceptual design then
there would have been the risk that the "wrong" concept was being developed.
On the other hand, once the layout of the simpler sub-systems had been agreed
on through embodiment design there would have been an advantage in going
straight on to detail design for those , which would have been indicated by
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greater overlap between the embodiment- and detail-design phase curves.
Design activities also tend to benefit from an incubation time, particularly
during the conceptual and embodiment phases, and a higher width-to -peak
ratio may not allow sufficient time to develop ideas properly. It is not possible
to generalize from such results, but it is certain that the flatter the curves, and
the less the overlap, then the longer is the project time-span.

Figure 3.5 also shows another feature. It appears from the graph that the
task clarification phase was completed in two distinct stages separated by a
period of 18months. In fact, what happened was that, owing to the effect of
external influences, two changes were made in the design specification: the
maximum operating pressure was increased from 102bar (l500 psi) to 170bar
(2500psi) and the maximum operating temperature increased from 1100°C to
1300°C. Unlike the late effort required to compensate for work not completed
at the target point in time, this represents extra work outside the target
envelope altogether. What the graphs cannot show is the extra work effort
created in other phases by the change in specification during month 27;
but, even ignoring this "knock-on" effect, it is clear that the additional task
clarification effort added work hours and cost to the project. Design of the
control system, which was completed almost as a "project-within-a
project" during embodiment design, also called for additional hours of task
clarification.

At this point a number of questions might be asked, such as:

• How did project costs relate to project effort measured in hours?
• Did hourly charges reflect the relative "value" of project effort?
• What about wasted effort, mistakes, or mismatched expertise?
• What about people not always working to capacity?
• Were there "good" hours and "bad" hours in terms of outputs?

The only costs incurred during the project other than direct labour costs
were incidentals such as traveling expenses, telephone charges, and postal
charges. For the company staff these were included in the normal overhead
added to the salary cost for in-house work, and for contract staff they were
incorporated in the hourly charge rate used. This allowed the simplifying
assumption to be made that project costs were proportional to project hourly
charges. In addition, although there was a 3: 1 ratio between the highest and
lowest hourly charge rate, the recorded hours for the highest and lowest rates
were so fewby comparison with the total that they had little effect on the overall
relationship between hours and cost. Thus, once the overall project cost had
been calculated from the hours and cost-per-hour for each individual, a back
calculated average hourly charge rate gave a good overall approximation, and
the project cost in pounds sterling could be considered directly proportional to
project effort in hours. It also meant that although the "value" to the project of
hours worked varied in a subjective sense, for the sake of quantitative argument,
it could be reasonably assumed that all hours were of equal value.Simplification
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is needed for analysis, and this can come through the use of the following two
assumptions:

1. Project cost is directly proportional to project effort in hours.
2. All hours contribute equally to the project effort.

By plotting cumulative effort by time as shown in Figure 3.6, then by using
the above assumptions it is possible to gain some idea of the percent comple
tion at various points in the GTR project. The first 25% of project effort
took 50% of the project time-span, and the first 50% of the project effort took
75% of the project time-span. Thus, 50% of the total project effort was com
pleted in the final 25% of the project time-span. It is interesting to note that the
50% point in the project time-span was the point at which the conceptual design
phase was ending and the embodiment design phase was beginning. This illus
trates that, even for a project which did not have severe time constraints, most
of the effort seemed to be put in at the end, and also that the use of company
resources increased with time. The graph has the "S-curve" characteristics
typical of graphs showing percent completion of construction and production
projects, as described by Hajek (1977). A cumulative-cost graph would follow
the same curve, closely matching the typical cumulative-cost S-curve suggested
for use in engineering project cost control by Turner and Williams (1983) and
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Darnell and Dale (1982). Comparison of the actual curve with the target curve
provides a measure of where the project deviated from expectations, and by how
much.

In order for the design manager to understand the full implications of the
phase diagram for a particular project, the work progress must be assessed in
context, and the way to do this is through regular design-review meetings
(Alpert, 2003). What form these should take, who should attend them, and
how often they should be held depends on the type of project and its fea
tures . The three main types of design project identified by Pahl and Beitz (1984)
are:

• Original
• Adaptive
• Variant

- starting from a blank sheet
- adaptation of a previous design for a new application
- variation to an existing design, such as a larger or smaller

model.

And the features of projects within each type may be summarized in terms
of the supplemented Rodwell (1971) scales described at the beginning of this
chapter:

• Magnitude
• Complexity
• Novelty
• Production quantity
• Technical risk
• Urgency

It should be noted that the phase diagram for the gasifier test-rig project is
particular to its project type and features, as would be any proposed target
phase diagram. The target and actual phase diagrams for other project types
and with different combinations of features may be quite different from those
shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Likewise,the type of production (job, batch, mass,
or flow) will affect the design phases. The phase diagram technique is simply
a useful way of presenting and analyzing the actual work effort in any design
project against a proposed target, or against other projects for comparison pur
poses. Professor John Raine, and his colleagues at Canterbury University in New
Zealand, have developed the technique further for different types of project .
Their IMechEpaper, "Astudy of design management in the telecommunications
industry" (Whybrew et al., 2002),shows the phase diagrams for the design of a
heavy-duty "walkie-talkie"-type radio. This project, at Tait Electronics Limited,
had a "design for manufacture" focus and CAD was used throughout, resulting
in a phase diagram quite different than that for the gasifier test-rig project. The
data-logging procedure and the application of phase diagrams provided a quan
titative way of evaluating the complete design process, which in this case led to
improvements with an estimated one-third reduction in time-to-market for
later products.
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Example: Product-integrity Board Meetings - Scott Fetzer

A large holding company with over 20 subsidiary manufacturers and an
annual turnover in the billions of US dollars realized that they had prob
lems with some product lines, and wanted to avoid future difficulties. A
new approach to product design and quality improvement was instituted
throughout the entire group of companies (Birmingham, 1991). For all
new product lines, major design changes in existing products, or change
in the use of products, Product-integrity Board Meetings are set up to
review design quality, monitor design progress, and approve each phase
of the design process. Each board is comprised of two corporate officers,
management and design staff from the individual company, a senior engi
neer from another company, and an outside consultant. The board is
responsible for ensuring that products are designed and can be manu
factured to a quality, safety, and reliability standard that will meet or
exceed customer expectations. At each meeting, the following aspects of
the design project are reviewed and, depending on the phase of the design
process, specific aspects are discussed in detail :

• Customer expectations
• Design specifications
• Test data
• User evaluation
• Risk analysis
• Invention analysis
• Process controls

The individual companies, or operating units, were generally wary of such
procedures being introduced by the corporate headquarters, and there
was reluctance to cooperate at first. However, the then corporate director
in charge of quality improvement had degrees in industrial engineering,
business, and law, along with an enthusiastic personality. His multi
disciplinary background, coupled with persuasive skills and a friendly
approach, overcame many initial problems, and one by one the operating
units began realizing the benefits to be had from the Product-integrity
Board Meetings.
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PROJECT PROFILE CHECKLIST

LEVEL INFLUENCES CONTRIBUTING SOMEQUESTIONS TO ASK:
FACTORS EFFECTS ON PROJECT?

Magnitude Is projecttoo big/small?
Complexity Is projecttoo complexfor time?

DESIGN Novelty Effectof novelty?
TASK Production quantity Suitablefor facilities?

Technical risk Within acceptable limits?
Deliverytimeconstraints Possible to completeon time?

Expertise(competence) Team competentto do work?
Experience Team experienced enough?
Role balance Acceptable teambalance?
Cooperation Are teammembers cooperative?

DESIGN Commitment Realcommitment to project?
TEAM Motivation Is teammotivated?

Morale Effectof difficult times?
PROJECT

Negotiating ability Team able to meet needs?
Negotiating power Team able to hold its own?
User involvement Team/customer contactOK?

Systematicapproach Effectof usingsystematic approach?
Formaldesign methods Effectof usingformaldesignmethods?
Intuitivedesignmethods Effectof usingintuitivedesignmethods?

DESIGN Communication Communication methodsOK?
TOOLS Projectcontrol Is there an effective system?

Computerdesignmethods Are these usedto their capability?
Computeraids GeneralfacilitiesOK?
Codesand standards Are relevant codesand standards incorporated?

TEAM Productivity Efficientuseof time?
OUTPUT Qualityof work Acceptable qualityattained?

Figure 3.7. Project profile checklist

3.6 Project Profile Checklist and Work Sheet

Tohelp the design manager quickly develop a realistic feel for the project being
worked on, and to encourage the use of available tools and techniques, a Project
Profile Checklist and Project Profile Work Sheet have been developed, as shown
in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. A worked example based on the Life chair project is
shown in Figure 3.9.

Contributing factors attributed to the design-task influence in the design of
Formway's Life chair were as follows:

1. The magnitude of this project had a negative effect on the design team due
to the level of detail at which designers were required to work. Designers
were accustomed to managing the design of the complete product; how
ever, this project required designers to work in groups on individual sub
assemblies and components. The magnitude was compensated for by
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PROJECT PROFILE WORK SHEET PROJECT' _ Dot.TE: _

lEVEL CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

e.x.-te
"'--D~D~ F'rorme b~Magnrtude D D D

rl DESIGN TASK ~
Complexity D D D D D D D D
NCMllty D D D D D D D D
Production quantity D D D D D D D D
Technical risk D D D D D D D D
Delivery time constraints D D D D D D D D

Expertise (competence) D D D D D D D D
Experience D D D D D D D D
Role balance D D D D D D D D
Cooperation D D D D D D D DHDESIGN TEAM ~ Commitment D D D D D D D D
Motiv ation D D D D D D D D
MOf'llIe D D D D D D D D

I PROJECT ~
Negotiating ability D D D D D D D D
Negotiating power D D D D D D D D
User il1\lOlvement D D D D D D D D

Systematic approach D D D D D D D D
Formal design methods D D D D D D D D
Intuitive design methods D D D D D D D DHI USE OF ;~ Communication D D D D D D D D

DESIGN TOOLS Project control D D D D D D D D
Computer design methods D D D D D D D D
Computer aids D D D D D D D D
Codes and standards D D D D D D D D

YTEAM OUTPUT
Productivity D oD D D D D D D
Quality 01 work D D D D D D D D

Figure 3.8. Project profile work sheet

detailed project planning and group coordination. For example, the current
activities of each team member were listed on the project notice board so
that team members could track the path of the project and perceive the "big
picture."

2. Complexity and technical riskwere considered to have negative effects on the
design team. Although the team had previous experience in the design of
office chairs, "Life"had a higher degree of functionality and was more tech
nologically advanced than previous models . Setting delivery-time con
straints that allowed the team sufficient time to deal with complexity issues
and develop experience with new technology compensated for these factors.

3. The level of novelty for the chair project was high and had a negative
influence on the project. This influence was offset by having a prototyping
and model-making workshop attached to the design office,so that new tech
nology could be tested and proven as the design progressed.

4. Production quantity had a negative influence because the Formway team
were not experienced in, and did not have the facilities for, mass production.
This was compensated for by drawing on the expertise and resources of their
colleagues at Knoll Inc.
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Oo\TE: NOV1997LIFE CHAIRPROJECT: _..:::;,;,.::...::.c.;;,.;,;'-'- _

CONTRIBUTING
FACTORSLEVEL

PROJECT PROFILE WORK SHEET

~Ie- - rn- I'rcnQe TMagnitude 0 DO . 0

c-j DESIGN TASK~
Complexity 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
Novelty 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
Produclion quanhty 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
Technical risk 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
Delivery time constraints 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Expertise (compe tence) 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
Experience 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
Role balance 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Coopera tion • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

-jDESIGN TEAM t- Commitment • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Motivation • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Morale • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

I PROJ ECT t- Negotiating ability • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Negotiating power • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
User involvement • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Systematic approach • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Formal design methods 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Intuitive design methods • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

--11 USE OF )~ Communication 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
DESIGN TOOLS Projectcontrol 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Compu ter design methods 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Computer aids 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
Codes and standards 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

--1 TEAM OUTPUT
ProductivIty 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 IQuality 01 work 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0

Figure 3.9. Exampleof projectprofilework sheet

The design-team influences (Figure 3.9) on the project were:

1. The design team had the necessary expertise, such as academic qua
lifications, and suitable work experience in the manufacture of office furni 
tu re, so these factors were considered positive contributions to the project.
However, owing to some of the negative design-task influences for this par
ticular project, the team realized that expertise and experience would need
to be supplemented by employing external help.

2. The team was comprised of individuals with a range of suitable specialist
skills, resulting in a good functional role balance. They had worked effec
tively on past projects and the composition of individual character traits
(team-role balance) was considered likely to yield a productive group.

3. Team members were aware of their colleagues' strengths and weaknesses.
The level of cooperation was high, and this contributed posit ively, allowing
team members to work together through challenging tasks.

4. The transparency of company objectives, along with committed and enthu
siastic management, resulted in a committed design team; this had a strong
positive influence on the project .
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5. The involvement of management who had confidence in the design team's
ability, by giving praise for good work, resulted in a motivated design team.

6. The high level of complexity and novelty was recognized by management,
and allowances were made in the project plan and in giving extra support,
which held morale at a good level through difficult times.

7. The design team had the negotiatingability to acquire the project resources
necessary to progress the project.

8. The negotiating powerof the design team, within the company, was at a high
level. This was because design was seen as critical to the company's success
in the market.

9. User involvement contributed in a positive way, as customer trials created
opportunities to establish the real needs of the customer. The team also
became involved as users, by evaluating the prototypes and comparing these
with competitor products.

The design-tools influences (Figure 3.9) on the project were:

1. Formway Design Studio adopted a systematic approach, with design activi
ties and outputs closely resembling those shown in Figure 1.5.This approach
had proven effective in the development other new and innovative office fur
niture products.

2. The team members were familiar with formal design methods,and these were
considered to have a strong positive influence on the project.

3. Intuitivedesign methods,such as brainstorming, had a positive influence on
the project. This was attributed to the experience of the design team and their
high level of enthusiasm, which promoted the beneficial effect of such
methods.

4. Communication was given a high priority and had a positive influence on
the project. At Formway, the level of communication was high due to the
close-knit design team and easy access to company management. At the
detailed design and manufacturing phases, when a large US company was
commissioned to manufacture the chair, there were perceived communica
tion difficulties due to the geographically dispersed team. Communication
was promoted by installing state-of-the-art information technology tools
and by holding regular videoconferences at the detailed design stage. The US
and NewZealand design teams found that their interpretation of the English
language varied slightly due to cultural and social differences. Placing rep
resentatives from the US office in New Zealand and vice versa overcame
interpretation difficulties during critical stages of the project.

5. Project control had a positive influence on the project. This was due to the
effective systems in place to monitor the activities and progress of the small
team.

6. Computer design methods, such as CAD and FEA, were used extensively
throughout the project. Although these methods were essential tools and
positively influenced the project , it was of recognized that a lack of resources
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would need to be compensated for by employing the help of consultants with
specialist skills.

7. Computer-aids positively influenced the project. The company was com
mitted to maintaining a reliable computer network with up-to-date software
tools.

8. Compliance with codes and standards was a goal that had to be achieved in
the target market. Codes and standards contributed in a positive sense
because these provided useful design information and set minimum levels
of performance and safety.

In general, the team-output influences were negative because of the negative
design-task factors of magnitude, complexity, and novelty,making it difficult to
assess the project against team performance on previous projects. Negativepro
ductivityand qualityof workfactors were compensated for by allowing the team
manager flexibility in matching the team size and level of expertise with the
changing workload and technical demands. Negative productivity was com
pensated for by management allowing deadlines to be advanced when the
original timescales were found to be unrealistic.

Influences at the design-task level were clearly not favorable for the chair
project: resources were limited, and both the management and the design team
were faced with an ambitious task (a higher level of magnitude, complexity,
and novelty than ever before). Building a strong design team and providing
adequate design tools and resources offset the negative effect of the task
influence. The accuracy of the predicted team output was in doubt due to
uncertainties associated with the type of task.This resulted in the project taking
twice as long as originally planned. The project's success can be attributed, in
part, to management's flexibility when team outputs did not meet original
expectations.

3.7 Tips for Management

• Use a systematic design approach with phased activities.
• Develop a project profile to identify the staff, tools, and techniques needed.
• Negotiate wisely to ensure that there is sufficient money and time to do a

quality job.
• Beware of unproven technology, increased complexity, and dangerously short

timescales.
• Beware of large scale-up or scale-down factors from previous design

work.
• Work out the ideal functional roles and team roles needed for each phase of

the project.
• Match roles needed with the staff available for each phase of the project as

closely as possible.
• Negotiate wisely to create the strongest design team possible.
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• Use the most appropriate tools and techniques for the job in hand.
• Treat communication as an important management issue.
• Ensure that team members record their personal work on the design project.
• Ensure that appropriate communication channels are available.
• Establish a common platform where all parties can have their say.
• Introduce QFD and Taguchi methods where practicable.
• Use phase diagrams to help overlap phases and compress project timescales.
• Use phase diagrams as a means to assess percent completion.
• Develop review meetings or product-integrity boards for continuous design

assessment.
• Use the checklist and work sheet to summarize status and establish a negoti

ating position.
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Managing the Design Team

4.1 Influences atthe Personal level
4.2 Knowledge,Skills, and Attitude
4.3 Motivation
4.4 Relationships
4.5 Personal Output
4.6 Personnel Profile Checklist and Work Sheet
4.7 Tips for Management

4.1 Influences atthe Personal Level

Engineering design involves teamwork, and the better the team works the
more likely it is that a high-quality design will emerge. Typically, design teams
are multidisciplinary; and as the demands on the team change during the course
of a project, so the composition of the team may need to be adjusted as the work
progresses . Team members are now often "geographically dispersed:' working
far apart from each other, perhaps in different countries, cultures, and time
zones. Communication has, therefore, become an even more critical issue. It is
no longer simply a matter of making sure that information is sent and received,
but ensuring that it has been interpreted and understood as originally intended.
The use of computer systems for communication is no longer optional for com
mercial design projects - it has become essential for remaining competitive.
The form of communication and the tools required may change depending on
the design phase.

Many factors contribute to the success of a team, and in the literature it is
suggested that an ideal engineering design team should be: competent; experi
enced; well balanced; cooperative; committed; and motivated! Some less well
documented factors identified are: morale level; negotiating ability; strength of
power base within the company; end-user involvement; and the appropriate
matching of design team composition to project requirements for each phase
of the work. Although these factors may sound academic, in practice they are
extremely important. We have assembled them into a checklist, with a corre
sponding work sheet, for evaluating the capability of a team working on a par
ticular design project and the contribution of each team member individually.
The following sections summarize the factors, grouped into areas of influence
typically referred to in the literature.

83
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Example: Formway Life Chair

In the early task clarification and conceptual design phases, the Formway
team worked as a close-knit group within a small office. The team's work
stations were arranged in groups corresponding to the chair sub-system
designs (e.g. seating, support, and control), which promoted one-on-one
discussion between team members. A team meeting/working area was
created where the designers held daily project meetings and where team
members could work in groups, trading ideas around a table or using a
white board. The office was secure, so that project information could be
posted on notice boards without worrying about confidentiality issues.
During the later embodiment and detail design phases, the Formway
team worked collaboratively with a similar team from Knoll. The result 
ing design team was then geographically dispersed and working in dif
ferent time zones. This required new communication tools , and the team
relied heavily on the use of daily video conferences, e-mail, file-sharing
software, and Web conferencing tools such as WebEx.

4.2 Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude

In common with many other intellectual activities, design work requires certain
levels of knowledge and skill with an attitude of mind conducive to producing
high-quality work in a team environment. It is sometimes suggested that cre
ativity is the key to design; however, in practice, it is found that creativity is only
part of the answer, and there are many important tasks that require systematic
and detailed thought of a routine nature rather than design creativity. Does the
person have a sound knowledge base for the work in hand? Is the person able
to communicate ideas persuasively? Does the person work effectively and reli
ably to complete assigned tasks? Is the person's standard of work adequate for
the particular project? Can the person prepare legible and neat handwritten
notes? Can the person produce adequate sketches and drawings by hand? Does
the person have a good attitude towards the management and the project? Does
the person act as a good ambassador when meeting with customers or working
with other companies?

It is important to assess such characteristics at the beginning of the project,
as it may be very difficult to change the team once the project has started, and
it is too risky to assume that there will be improvements in knowledge, skills,
or attitude during the course of the project.
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4.3 Motivation
It is the responsibility of the design manager to develop, encourage, and main
tain a team that works well and produces high-quality results. This requires
an abundance of enthusiasm and personal commitment on the part of the
manager. Without it the project is likely to founder when the inevitable prob
lems arise, such as shortage of time, money, or competent people. Enthusiasm
motivates and helps to build up a reserve fund of goodwill for the future. Com
mitment, as used in the context of the design team, means full involvement with
every aspect of the project and the tenacityor determination to see it through.
It shows dedication to the project in hand, which is appreciated by higher
management and puts the manager in a powerful negotiating position. It is
very difficult to turn against someone who is obviously trying to do the best
job possible for all those concerned, or to refuse reasonable requests with regard
to resources.

For example, a manager may personally choose to work according to fixed
hours of attendance, such as 8 a.m, to 5 p.m., or choose to work according to
the needs of the project. The problem is that design projects do not necessarily
progress well when confined to fixed hours in the day. If the manager's personal
commitment to the project lies wholly within a rigid daily timetable, then why
should it be different for anyone else in the team? It may be that there are some
managers who are able to use every minute of every day so efficiently that they
can rightly say that they are more productive than others who put extra time
in; but this misses the point. The point is that if the manager is prepared to put
in whatever it takes to make a success of the project, then this will be appre
ciated and will set the working tone for the team. A manager who works ac
cording to the project needs rather than by the time clock is also in a
stronger position to deal with any personnel problems that should arise within
the team.

Of course, there is another side to this question of commitment. Our expe
rience has been that a dedicated design manager tends to become relied upon
to do more and more, to the point of being totally overloaded, while others are
not extended to their full capabilities. This state of affairs can result in a ne
gative situation, which must somehow be controlled. A manager who "overdoes
it" creates severe problems for everyone. It is necessary for the manager
to develop an awareness of when to push the project forward with an additional
burst of energy and when to let things progress at a more natural pace.
Direct involvement with all aspects of the project is essential for building
up credibility and respect within the team. It provides access to the inner
workings of the team that helps the manager understand the technical
and human issues well enough to deal with them competently at any particu
lar level of detail. It also offers forewarning of any interpersonal problems
that may cause severe setbacks. For example, the matter of some people
working to the clock while others work to project needs is worth resolving
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immediately, or it may lead to unnecessary and unwanted friction between team
members.

Frustration and anxiety are part and parcel of engineering design because
of the risks taken and the uncertainty of the end result. For example, we have
worked on many projects that started as high-priority jobs and which ended up
being canceled for nontechnical reasons. This is frustrating for design-team
members, but for the design manager it is far worse. What is the use of all the
enthusiasm, involvement, and tenacity if the project is summarily canceled?
The design team gets the impression that the manager is "crying wolf:' and the
people are not so easily motivated next time around. For the manager the
project becomes an exercise in futility, and it is downright depressing. Often,
few others care about the failure of the project, as a project, though the cost of
any design work carried out may be quibbled over for a long time. Part of the
reason for developing the design context checklist and work sheet in Chapter 2
was to provide the design manager with a means of assessing where a project
stands in order to make a personal decision as to how to deal with the uncer
tainties identified .

Humor is a useful tool for a design manager, and may sometimes be used to
advantage in defusing difficult situations or breaking a log-jam in project
progress. However, it can easily backfire in serious situations, and it is best
treated as a specific technique like any other, with times to be used and times
not to be used. It is worth developing the ability to use humor effectively and
in understanding differences in humor from one culture to another.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The month when almost twice the effort went into the project than in any
other was when the contract controls engineer from Chicago temporar
ily joined the team. This engineer had not worked outside the USAbefore
and was, therefore, operating in a foreign environment. However,he had
both the expertise and experience needed for designing the control
system, and the motivation and commitment to see this part of the project
through. From the morning of Saturday 12 May, when he was met at
Gatwick Airport by the contract design engineer, to the Saturday morning
2weeks later when he flew back to Chicago, there was a marked change
in the performance of the team. He was immediately accepted for the
missing expertise and experience that he could provide, and for those 2
weeks he brought to the project a sense of purpose and urgency strong
enough to ensure that the entire control system was designed within the
2weeks. The process and instrumentation (P&I) diagram involving over

Continued
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100valves was completed; the seven control panels were detailed; sensor
tables, valve operating sequences, and shutdown procedures were drawn
up; a report was issued for use in the hazards analysis and in obtaining
bids for construction; and a 2h presentation meeting was held.Vacations
were rearranged, a valve manufacturer offered enthusiastic help, man
agement interest in the project was revived, and the project manager
wrote to the contract controls engineer on 29 May: "The amount you
accomplished in such a short time is beyond belief .. . it is very reassur
ing to have this essential part of it (the rig) defined with such skill and
expertise:'

4.4 Relationships
With so many team factors likely to affect a project, it appears that the design
team composition would be an important aspect, and there is evidence to
support this. In Chapter 3, functional roles and team roles were discussed, and
when it comes to the individuals themselves there has to be compatibility
between team members, which will bind the team together rather than split it
apart. As this is a dynamic situation, rather than a pre-existing condition, the
design manager can do a lot towards encouraging and maintaining team-role
compatibility. In fact, this may take a good proportion of the manager's time.
As Sir John Egan once said, after becoming Chairman of Jaguar Cars Ltd:"It is
amazing how little 10000 people produce when they are all pulling in different
directions, and it is even more amazing how much they produce when they are
all pulling in the same direction:'

Each person in the design team has relationships within the company and
relationships outside the company. These relationships are important to the
design manager, as they can greatly affect the productivity and work quality of
the team. For example, a person who calls friends and family on the telephone
for much of the day is unlikely to be adequately productive, yet maintaining
happy family relations comes into the equation too. It is up to the design
manager to be aware of what relationships exist and to deal effectively with
those that show signs of being detrimental to the project .

4.5 Personal Output
People are individuals, with individual personalities and ways of working. From
an engineering design point of view, important influences affecting the pro
ductivity, quality of work, power,and effectiveness of the design-team members
may be summarized as follows:
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• Enthusiasm
• Involvement
• Tenacity
• Compatibility

4.6 Personnel Profile Checklist and Work Sheet

To help the design manager in the difficult task of creating and maintaining an
effective design team, a Personnel Profile Checklist and a Personnel Profile Work
Sheethave been developed, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. For a small team of
only three or four people , the questions in the checklist could be asked with ref
erence to the team as a whole, and the work sheet used to record the assessment
at the time. For larger teams, it is intended that the checklist and work sheet be
used to assess individual contributions within the team. An example of a com
pleted work sheet is shown in Figure 4.3, based on the team that designed the
Life chair. As shown in Figure 4.3, factors attributed to the knowledge influence

PERSONNEL PROFILE CHECKLIST

LEVEL INFLUENCES CONTRIBUTING SOMEQUESTIONS TO ASK:
FACTORS EFFECTS ON PROJECT?

KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge base Are there knowledgeable specialists?

Knowledge applicability Is knowledge matchedto needs?

Perception Teamdecision-making OK?
Use of knowledge Are individualsknowledgeable?

Communication Teamcommunications open?
SKILLS Creativity (imagination) Sufficient? Toomuch?

Versatility Adaptabilityin team?

Negotiation Team bargaining position?

Workstandards Is the qualityof work OK?
ATTITUDE Self-discipline (habits) Workinghabits OK?

PERSONNEL Integrity Are team membersreliable?

Enthusiasm Levelof enthusiasm OK?
Involvement Levelof involvement OK?

MOTIVATION Tenacity(determination) Are team memberspersistent?
Frustration/anxiety Effectof these on project?

Humor Do team memberspossesshumor?

Teamrole compatibility Are team memberscompatible?
RELATIONSHIPS Relationships within company Good relations betweendepartments?

Relationships outsidecompany Goodrelationswith suppliers?

OUTPUT
Productivity Is productivity of membersgood?
Qualityof work Is work producedof high quality?

Fig.4.1 Personnel profile checklist
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PROJECT:

CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

MTE: _

eon--'.rl KNOWlEDGE
Pooitr.. NeutnII~ _. t!J~

Knowtedgebese o 0 0 0 o 0
KnowtedgeeppIcabllly o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PorcepIlon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Use at knovoIedge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

--1 SKILLS ~
CoIm1uricetJon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CreetMly (Inegioalion) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
\line 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NegotietJon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HATIITUDE
Wo<t<_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IPERSONNEL f- Self-disci1>Cin8 (heb4ls1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Integrjly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

En_om 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HMOTIVATION ~
'"""-nenl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T...-y (_mlnatioo) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fruslralionlerudety 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ht.rnor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H RELATIONSHIPS
Teemrole c:ompaUbibly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rola1lonsNpsWIthincompeny 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rolalionsl>110 _ ccmpany 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

y OUTPUT ProdudMty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ouaity at WOI1< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig.4.2 Personnel profile work sheet

were considered positive. The team had designed three chairs prior to this
project, and at the start of the project, their knowledge base was considered
to be at a good level. At the later embodiment and detail design phases it was
necessary to compensate for the knowledge applicability factor (due to the
team's inexperience at designing for mass production) by seeking the help of
external experts. By the end of the project, the Formway team had learnt the
skills required for developing mass-produced office products, and hence they
were in a better position to succeed at this type of work in the future.

Factors affecting the skill influence (Figure 4.3) at a personnel level were:

1. Perception had a positive effect at a personal level: individual team members
were experienced and perceptive; however, team decision-making suffered
initially due to the dominance of some individuals within the team. This
matter was resolved with the help of external team management consultants,
who introduced team rules for meetings, such as no criticism of ideas when
generating concepts, allowing equal participation, and by ensuring all team
members have the same level of input during project meetings. The result
was a team with effective decision-making capability.
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PERSONNEL PROFILE WORK SHEET

IINFLUENCESI
PROJECT: LIFE CHAIR DATE: NOV 1997

em-te I-1 KNOWLEDGE - o NO lON"fj1lYe .".,e 6D~rd
Kr-'edge be... •Kr-'edge eppllcabdoty • DOD 0 o • 0

Porooption 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Use 01k.-tedge 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

--1 SKILLS ~
Communlc:e_ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
CnleIMty fomegine-l 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0........ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Ne9otiellon • 0 0 0 • • • 0

HATTITUDE
Work_ Ids • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

IPERSONNEL ~
Sell-disQPine (hebitJ) • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Inlegnly • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

E_"", • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

HMOTIVATION ~
I_I • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Tenedly (detetnWlallon) • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
FruslnotionI enxloty • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0
Humor • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

HRELATIONSHIPS

Teem _ compIbbiIIy 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Rola~ wdhin company 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Rolationlhipo outside company 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0

y OUTPUT Pr<ldudMly • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Ouelilyol _ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Fig.4.3 Example ofpersonnel profile work sheet

2. The useof knowledge factor was positive; this was attributed to a good blend
of individual skills, such as practical model-making, specialist ergonomics
knowledge, and professional engineering expertise.

3. The team had excellent communication skills and this was promoted,
positively influencing the project.

4. Creativity was considered neutral overall, even though the project team was
highly creative. They were experienced at creativity techniques, such as
brainstorming, and they were proficient at building concept models and
mock-ups. This resulted in 12 patents and an innovative final solution for
the chair. However, the positive effect of this highly creative capacity was
offset because the team found it difficult to stop the creative process when
the time came to concentrate on detail design.

5. The Formway team was versatile owing to multi-skilled individual team
members and a flexible management team. These factors had a strong pos
itive influence.

6. The Formway team had excellent negotiating skills, and this, coupled with
management perceiving the project to be of high importance, enabled the
team to get necessary resources within the company. Externally, the
Formway team's negotiating ability with management at Knoll was poor.
This was due to the fact that the Life chair was just one product in a huge
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range. Maintaining a firm position with open communication channels com
pensated for weaknesses in external negotiating skills.

The attitude influences (Figure 4.3) on the project were:

1. Consistently high workstandards within the Formway team. This was attrib
uted to a high level of ownership and a quality of the work environment.

2. Self discipline, which was considered to have a strongly positive influence.
Close communication within the design team meant that self-discipline
issues were identified early and systems were in place so that these could be
resolved quickly.

3. Integrity, which was strongly positive due to clear role descriptions and
personal targets with a responsive management team.

Factors contributing to the motivation influence (Figure 4.3) were:

1. There was a good level of enthusiasm towards the project, and this was attrib
uted to the team members sharing a sense of worth and value within the
company. Their contribution was valued and this promoted.

2. The whole team was involved in project activities such as meetings and work
shops. The team also had representatives at top-level management meetings.
This had a positive effect on the project.

3. A good level of tenacityexisted within the team. This was attributed to indi
viduals having a strong sense of ownership of the project as a whole and
having the freedom to pursue their own ideas.

4. Team members had adequate training and tools available,which reduced the
likelihood of frustration. When major problems did occur, these were iden
tified quickly and turned into a positive. This minimized the effect of
anxiety. In the event of a major failure, the team would put the event in a
positive light, often simply laughing about it and then getting on with fixing
the problem.

5. Humor was considered an essential ingredient in the design process.
Included in the project mission statement were the words "make it fun."

Factors contributing to the relationships influence (Figure 4.3) were:

1. Team-role compatibility was considered critical to the success of this project.
The current responsibilities of each team member were posted on a team
notice board, ensuring clarity of roles. A high emphasis was placed on quick
resolution of conflict. In the event that conflict or team roles could not be
resolved, then team members would be removed and assigned to another
project.

2. Relationships within the company were promoted by ensuring open commu
nication channels. This had a positive effect because the team members
were able to acquire necessary resources and support for their project
working.

3. Relationships outside the company were promoted by ensuring that external
personnel were informed of project developments, by maintaining personal
level relationships, and by holding regular project reviews.
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Factors contributing to the output influence (Figure 4.3) were:

1. Productivity was considered a function of the team output rather than indi
viduals. It was important for productivity to be at a good level,and this was
promoted by providing the team with a supportive environment and access
to necessary resources.

2. Quality of the work was of a high standard, and this was credited to match
ing skills with tasks.

From the completed personnel work sheet for the Lifechair, Figure 4.3, it is
evident that the Formway design team's experience could be applied to develop
a new seating concept. This experience included relevant work skills and
strengths such as communication, versatility, and negotiation, which would
allow them to embrace new technologies and the tools needed to move into
unfamiliar areas. The strengths of this team were undoubtedly their profes
sional attitude and motivation. This resulted in highly productive work output
of excellent quality.

4.7 Tips for Management

• People are individuals, with individual personalities and ways of working.
• Each person comes with certain knowledge, certain skills, and a certain

attitude.
• The design manager is in a position to motivate each person, and to

encourage:
Enthusiasm for the project;
Involvement with the project;
Tenacity or persistence in getting the job done;
Compatibility and cooperation with others on the project.
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Project Proposal: Getting the Job

5.1 Proposals and Briefs
5.2 Preparing aProposal
5.3 Negotiations
5.4 Debriefing
5.5 Project Proposal Checklist and Work Sheet
5.6 Tips for Management

5.1 Proposals and Briefs
At the start of most new projects enthusiasm runs high, the coffers are assumed
full, and hard engineering is a long way down the road. Projects start in many
different ways, depending on circumstances. Often a design project stems from
an idea or an identified need in a market, and competitive bids are solicited to
help develop the idea or solve the problem. Such a call for bids may vary from
a simple verbal request up to a complicated written request for proposal (RFP)
in several volumes, depending on the organization and the scope of the work
involved. The response to this is a project proposal or bid.As the primary aim
of a project proposal is to secure some form of contract, the proposal is gener
ally a written document formally stating what the bidder understands the
project to involve and the approach proposed to satisfy the request. In the first
instance it is used for bid selection and evaluation, then later for negotiating
terms of contract with the successful contender.

A project may also start in response to a request for specific design work,
presented in the form of a project brief There is no set format for project briefs;
they range from simple verbal requests to the presentation of detailed docu
ments defining the work to be carried out. Whereas a project proposal is written
with the aim of securing a contract, the main aim of a project brief is to define
the work to be carried out. This is more the equivalent of the workstatement
section of a project proposal than the overall document. Within a project brief,
or instead of it, there could be a more narrowly defined design brief Briefs may
also be used as working documents during the course of a project. For instance,
a design brief might evolve into a design specification. There is often confusion
surrounding the use of the term "brief' This arises because different versions
of the same document may be used, for example, as the "request for proposal:'
the "proposal" itself, and the "design specification" during a project. Misun-
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derstandings are likely to arise unless it is made absolutely clear which version
of the brief refers to which aspect of the negotiations.

5.2 Preparing aProposal

The first step in the business of securing a contract by means of a proposal is
to obtain the RFP, or the bidding documents, as early as possible. This takes
time, effort, and planning, just like any phase of the design process.There is also
some strategy involved, as indicated in Figure 5.1. Just looking for advertise
ments, such as in the Commerce Business Daily (see Bibliography), is a weak
starting point. The idea is to reduce one's "handicap" progressively by making
contacts, learning about what is going on in the field,checking on what the com
petition is up to, and developing a solid reputation in the area for high-quality
design and high-quality products. This may go so far as having input into the
RFP in the first place.

Then comes the critical decision on whether to bid or not to bid for a par
ticular contract. It costs money to bid, and the chances of winning may be
remote. Well-prepared input from the design manager is essential at this point.
A wide range of factors must be considered, such as the type of project, scope
of project, availability of resources, and the predicted return on investment. The

BIDDERSTATUS WAYS OF QUALIFYING

SOLE·SOURCE The only supplier, or by far the best

INVITED BID Past performanceand reputation

BIDDER'S LIST Provencapabilitywith recognizedexpertise

RFP DISTRIBUTION Credibilityand enthusiasmin the markel area

ADVERTISEMENT Acceptedcapability in the markel area

UNSOLICITED Submission of project suggestionor funding request
PROPOSAL

Figure 5.1. Hierarchy in bidding process
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technical and financial risks involved must be evaluated, and even the time and
expense of preparing the proposal itself may be a significant factor. One of us
once led a proposal team bidding on the design of diagnostic probes for a fusion
power reactor. Although the chances of winning were remote and the cost was
high, it was decided to submit a proposal on the basis that the design team
would gain knowledge, information, and experience in a completely new area.
This could then be used to submit further proposals with greater chances of
winning a contract as we became progressively more in tune with the customer's
needs. All those bidding were invited to visit the fusion reactor facility and to
attend debriefing sessions after the contract had been awarded. In fact, our
three-volume proposal (technical, management, and pricing) was ranked high
in the final assessment order, which moved us up to "invited bid" status for the
next round of proposals.

During planning of the proposal effort it is important to consider a series
of issues based on the three mentioned in the Introduction: design activities,
design outputs and influences. Who will be in the design team? How will the team
have to change throughout the course of the project? Is the team capable of pro
ducing a finished design of high enough quality? What are the other influences
likely to affect the project? Will their effect on the project be positive or negative?
Which are fixed and which are variable? Which ones can the design team control?

Many useful guidelines for the preparation and presentation of project pro
posals have been published. For example, Hajek (l977) covers those for large
one-off projects in considerable depth, and Warby (l984) deals with smaller
scale projects. The most important guideline for proposal preparation is to be
responsive. It is no use preparing a bid that does not meet the customer's require
ments. The project will go to someone more attuned to that customer's needs .

Proposals are usually assessed according to criteria drawn from the RFP doc
ument, and irrelevant material gains no credit. RFPs usually contain specific
instructions as to the content and presentation, but, if not , the following is a
useful guide as to structure and content:

• Summary of complete proposal.
• Background and qualifications of organization ("boilerplate").
• Statement of the problem as understood.
• Technical discussion to show understanding of the problem and how solu

tions will be found .
• Statement of work to be carried out.
• Management of project, including organization, resources, key personnel, and

team output.
• Project plan to show phases, timescales, design review meetings, and decision

points.
• Estimated costs, suitably itemized by time, phase, or deliverable.
• Concluding statement to sum up the high points of the proposal.
• Supporting appendices, only if necessary and only if allowed.

Once the design problem has been appropriately formulated it is likely that
the vague initial ideas on how the project should be structured, scheduled, and
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managed can be set down more formally. This is a necessary part of preparing
a proposal, and the earlier it is done the better, even if there is not enough infor
mation to do it accurately. It is only then that the real constraints of time, human
resources and financial resources become apparent. Reporting procedures can
be set, preliminary tasks allocated and approximate time schedules estimated,
together with design-team requirements. Often, all that is necessary is a simple
Gantt chart or bar chart such as the one developed for the gasifier test-rig
project, as shown in Figure 5.2. For large projects, planning techniques such as
PERT are recommended to establish initial priorities, but it must be realized
that updating such planning charts can itself become a costly and time
consuming exercise unless kept very simple. Low-cost computer packages have
now simplified the business of formalizing project planning charts and are well
worth using, even on small projects. There are a number of texts useful in plan
ning projects listed in the References and the Bibliography; in particular, see
Hajek (1977), Leech and Turner (1985) and Turner and Williams (1983).

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

On 18 Maya project proposal was submitted to the company outlining
the design approach, together with a cost estimate and a project plan. This
proposal was accepted on 2 August and the design effort started on 1
October. The task was to design a high-pressure, high-temperature mate
rials test rig. Although the main needs for the rig had been identified, it
was seen as having several likely uses, and the requirements were thus
"ill-defined:' No design specification (requirements list) existed. A series
of rigs had been constructed and operated by the same project team, so
that this project was seen as another in a progressing sequence; but, as
this rig would involve the difficult problem of handling flowing coal at
high temperature and pressure, the design task was considered to be both
novel and complex.

The project team initially included two managers, one section leader,
two research scientists, one design engineer, and the researcher (Hales),
as a "participant observer:' As was normal practice on such projects, no
person was assigned to it full time, so everyone had other responsibili
ties. It was agreed at the beginning that the project team should be flexible
and that specialist help would be called on as required. During initial
meetings the project team stressed that they had no structured approach
to the design of special-purpose equipment and were keen to develop one.
The interest was in an integrated procedure rather than in merely the
application of certain techniques, so the decision was taken to structure
the project according to the systematic approach then being developed at
Cambridge University.
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S.3 Negotiations
Producing a proposal always seems to require burning the midnight oil,
with many aspects to bring together, complicated formats to comply with and
other work coming to a halt as the deadline approaches. There is a sigh of
relief as the Federal Express van speeds away and work gets back to normal.
However,unfortunately there is still more to do after delivery of the proposal,
and very often it is left unfinished once previous priorities resume.

First of all, the files of papers, correspondence, drawings and other materi
als used for preparing the proposal need to be reviewed and reorganized, ready
for answering questions that might be asked during evaluation of the proposal.
The questions are likely to be specific and probing, possibly catching the
design manager unawares if poorly prepared. If the files are well organized and
any further thinking has been recorded then it is much easier to develop respon
sive answers in a timely manner.

Secondly,the project team needs to prepare for oral presentations and nego
tiations in the event that the proposal reaches the final selection stage. Weak
points in the proposal must be addressed, information regarding competitor
bids should be analyzed, and a strategy developed for how best to present the
features of the proposal in a convincing and persuasive way. There may be nego
tiations on price, performance,scope of work and many contractual details .The
design manager needs to be clear as to the negotiation boundaries set by upper
management, and to make sure that those involved with the negotiations fully
understand the technical risks and uncertainties inherent in the proposed
project. Here again, if the project has been planned based on use of a system
atic design approach, then it will be possible to define phases and the likelywork
effort required within each phase far more accurately than if the whole design
process is treated as a single entity.

There is, of course, a sense of elation if yours is the winning proposal and
you are awarded a contract. This is a time when all of a sudden upper manage
ment seems to be much in evidence, darting around in excitement. The design
manager may get forgotten in the rush for the drinks, or alternatively may
suddenly become the focus of attention. Either way, experience would
indicate that the wisest thing to do under the circumstances is to "remain
cautiously optimistic" and make sure that the bill for the dinner is not
charged to the project! One of us was once enjoying an unforgettable meal with
upper management in a downtown Chicago restaurant on the day of a contract
award, when even the effects of the wine could not blur the image of the
first 2000 dollars of the project money disappearing without a trace. A year later
the same upper management was demanding to know why the project was
going to overrun. From a design point of view the dinner is best left until "it
works."
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5.4 Debriefing

There is no guarantee that a contract will be awarded, even for an excellent pro
posal that seems to meet all the customer's requirements. It can be dishearten
ing to learn that, despite all your best efforts, somebody else got the job and you
are $10000 out of pocket. However,every proposal is a learning experience and
the thing to do is gain the most from it. Attend the debriefing session if it is
offered and ask for one if it is not. Find out what features the winning proposal
had over yours and why yours was considered inferior. It may be possible to get
a copy of the winning proposal to use as a model for future reference, and it
may be possible to work with the company or organization that was awarded
the contract. Sometimes a company is unable to meet the commitments made
in its proposal and the sponsor or customer has to start negotiating again. Sub
mitting a revised proposal might be in order in such a case. Nothing is cast in
stone, and it pays to follow up quietly but actively to see what transpires and
what possibilities may arise in the future.

S.S Project Proposal Checklist and Work Sheet

The Project Proposal Checklist and Project Proposal Work Sheet shown in Figures
5.3 and 5,4 have been developed to help the design manager cover important
issues with regard to proposals. By reviewing the checklist questions and then
using the work sheet, the design manager will automatically check on the pro
posal process at the same time as compiling a current status report on the pro 
posal preparation. It enables the setting of priorities and assignment of tasks to
be carried out in an organized and rapid way. An example of a completed work
sheet, based on the Lifechair project reconstruction, is shown in Figure 5.5.The
Formway team researched the needs of potential end users thoroughly in order
to formulate a comprehensive brief for the Life chair project. From this brief,
and their past experience in furniture design and manufacture, they were
confident they had the skills and resources to complete the project. The design
team prepared a proposal, which was presented to management for approval to
start the project. This proposal included a clear problem statement, and
identified key personnel and resources available both within the company and
from external sources. A comprehensive project plan and indicative costing
were included in the proposal; however, the work sheet shows that confidence
was marginal, and this was due to their unfamiliarity with projects on a mass
production scale. The team realized that the project plan and costing would
need continual revision until they had a better understanding of the magnitude
of the task.

The design team was confident in negotiations with management because
management had shown confidence in their ability in the past. Representatives
from management were involved in the preparation of the proposal, which
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helped the team to match the proposal with the management vision for the
company.

5.6 Tips for Management

• Aim to improve bidding status progressively.
• Get in early and get to know the customer's needs.
• For a winning proposal, be responsive.
• Prepare for questions on weak areas.
• Prepare in advance for oral presentations.
• Clarify negotiation boundaries before meetings.
• Request and attend debriefing sessions.
• Hold the dinner at the end of the project.
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PROJECT PROPOSAL CHECKLIST

PHASE ISSUES TO CONSIDER

Canyoudo thejob?
Areyouqualified to do thejob?
Have youthe resources to do thejob?
Are youregistered on the bidder's list?

PROPOSALS Have youreceived all the RFPdocumentation?
AND Have youenough information to prepare a proposal?

BRIEFS
Whatinfluences are likelyto affectthe project at different levels of resolution?
Areyouconfident youcanhandle the influences?
Have youplanned howto go aboutdoing the project?
Doyouwantthe project?

Executive summary included?
Background and qualifications of organization included?
Statementof problemincluded?
Technical discussionclear, conciseand accurate?
Statementof work included?
Organization described?

PREPARATION Resources compatible with project?
OF Experience and qualifications of key personnel included?

PROPOSAL
Projectplan included?
Estimate of cost included?
Conclusion adequatelysupported?
Appendices necessaryand sufficient?
Proposalresponsive to requestfor proposal?
Proposalsubmitted on time?

Preparedto respondto weaknesses in proposal?
Preparedfor oral presentation?

NEGOTIATIONS Projectplan included?
Updateaccounting system?
In a positionto start work if contractis awarded?
Prepared for final negotiations?

Who won the contractand why?

DEBRIEFING
What was better about the winningproposal?
What were the weaknesses in your proposal?
What other factors influenced the decision?

Figure 5.3. Project proposal checklist
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PROJECT PROPOSAL WORK SHEET PROJECT: DATE: _

PHASE CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

R_
Good Matgin8I Poor Proc:o<ld 6 NlA

Compelentteam 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
Qualified team 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Adequate resources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PROPOSALS Registered on biddef's kst 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AND Received RFP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BRIEFS Sufflcien llnformation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ukelyinnuences 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Confidence level 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Planning OK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Project wanted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ExeculMl summary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Boderplale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Slatemenl of problem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Technical discussion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Slal emenl 01wort< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PREPARATION
Organization structure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Resources descri plJon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0OF Key personnel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0PROPOSAL
Project plan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cost estuna te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ConcIlmions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Appendices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Responsive 10RFP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Proposa l on schedule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Weaknesses addressed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r
l

Oral presenlalJon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEGOTIATIONS

Proje<:lplanning 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r Accounting syslem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Team organization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Proposa l analysls 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DEBRIEFING
0Yera1 proposal assessmenl

Poss'bdlly forMure bids
Lil<el.hood 01winning In Mure

o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0

000
000
000

Figure 5.4. Project proposal worksheet
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LIFE CHAIR

PHASE CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

Revise
Good MarglnaI Poor

~6
NlA

Competenl team • 0 0 0 0 0
Qualified team • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Adequate resources 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

PROPOSA LS Regis tered on bidder's list 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •AND Received RFP • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
BRIEFS Su!licienl inlonnation 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Likely innuences 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Confidence IeYel 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Planning OK • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0
Projecl wanted • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Executive summary • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Boilerpla te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •Statement of problem • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Technicaldis<:usslon • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Statement of work • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

PREPARATION
Organization slruclure • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

OF
Resources desaiption • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

PROPOSAL
Keypersonnel 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Projecl plan 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
Cost estimate 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
Concl usions 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
AppendICeS • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Responsive 10 RFP • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Proposal on schedule 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Weaknesses addressed • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

I I
Oral presentation • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

NEGOTIATIONS
Projecl planning 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

I Acoounbng system 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Teamorganization • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Proposal analysis • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

DEBRIE FING
Qveran proposal assessment
PosSIbility lor Mure bOds
Likelihood of winrMng in luture

• 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0

Figure 5.5. Example of project proposal work sheet
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Chapter 6

Design Specification: Clarification of the Task

6.1 Problem Statement and Design Specification
6.2 Defining the Problem
6.3 Project Planning
6.4 Demands and Wishes
6.5 Design Specification
6.6 Design Specification Checklist and Work Sheet
6.7 Tips for Management

6.1 Problem Statement and Design Specification
In order to carry out a design project successfully,two things need to be estab
lished as early as possible:

• A clear statement of the problem to be solved, for which solutions will be
sought .

• A set of requirements and constraints against which to evaluate the proposed
solutions.

The first is termed a "definition of the problem" or problem statement, and the
second is termed a "specification:' a "target specification:' or perhaps more
accurately a design specification . Both of these are essential if a solution to the
problem is to be found that satisfies all parties. Considerable effort, and possi
bly some preliminary design work, may be needed to help establish what the
real problem is, but it must be done. Finding a solution to the wrong problem
is unacceptable design practice. Similarly, if the design specification inade
quately defines the requirements and constraints, or contains ambiguities, then
inevitably there will be clarifications required later at additional cost. It may not
be possible to finalize every detail of the design specification at this stage of the
project, but the process of preparing and obtaining approval for the design
specification will itself help to identify specific items left unresolved. Allowance
can be made for coming back to them later.

The QFD technique mentioned in Chapter 3 is one tool available specifically
for helping to identify the real needs of customers and users, establishing what
problem is to be solved, and developing a quantitative design specification as a
basis for the design work that follows (Clausing, 1994). Other approaches, such

107
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as that of Cagan and Vogel (2002) or Ulrich and Eppinger (2004), may be more
appropriate, depending on the project.

6.2 Defining the Problem

The natural tendency to accept a problem as given and to begin thinking of
solutions must be resisted or the wrong problem may be addressed. Sufficient
time must be spent in clarifying the task. It is good practice to define the
problem in writing as a first step. This is not as easy as it sounds , for design
problems are rarely what they appear to be at first sight and they may change
with time. Design problems are not the same as analytical problems, although
analytical approaches are often used during the course of design work. For
example, some characteristic differences between design problems and analyt 
ical problems are shown in Figure 6.1.

PROBLEM TYPE

ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
ANALYSIS DESIGN

PROBLEM AREA Clearly defined Poorly defined

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM Precise Vague

INFORMATION AVAILABLE Sufficient Insufficient

FINALSOLUTION Single solution
Comprom ise of
many solutions

Figure 6.1. Engineering analysis compared with engineering design

In general, a design problem summarizes what is undesirable in a particu
lar situation, and the problem is considered solved when an improvement in
that situation is achieved that is acceptable to all parties. This will be a com
promise solution as distinct from a "correct" solution. It is often helpful to try
and formulate the problem at a higher levelof abstraction (more generally) than
first stated, and Pahl and Beitz (1984) offer the following questions to be asked
in doing this:
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• What is the task really about?
• What implicit wishes and expectations are involved?
• Do the suggested constraints actually exist?
• What paths are open for development?
• What properties must the solution have?
• What properties must the solution not have?

Example: Texas A&M University

It is an unforgettable experience to attend a game at the Texas A&M
University football stadium, not only because of the unusual traditions
involved, but also because of some interesting design features of the
stadium itself. The stadium is built to cater for some 70000 enthusiastic
supporters. Consider the design problem: How to provide drinks for
70000 people duringafootball game? One can imagine obvious solutions,
such as to bring in cans of soft drink and sell them from stalls and
perhaps the problem would be solved. However, a little more thought
reveals that any such solution immediately creates a huge secondary
problem, i.e. cleaning up after the game. This is not mentioned in the
above problem statement. However, the most surprising thing about a
football game at TexasA&M is the absence of litter afterwards. The 70000
people leave and the stadium is clean! The secondary problem has
somehow been addressed.

Now consider the combined design problem: How to provide drinksfor
70000 people during a football game without resulting in a litterproblem
afterwards? This is a different problem and it will result in different solu
tions . In the case of Texas A&M University the solution was to serve
drinks in simple, but well-designed, plastic cups inscribed with the "Texas
Aggies" logo of the football team. Every piece of potential litter was con
verted into a prized souvenir, immediately collected up by youngsters
eager to do a little business on the side.

6.3 Project Planning

Concurrently with the formulation of the problem statement, and usually as
part of the design specification, the timescale and engineering effort required
for the design must be estimated. Considering the wealth of existing design
experience, it is surprising how frequently the design time for a project is still
underestimated, often by a factor of two or three times. A likely reason for this
is that so few historical project records are kept which break down the design
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process into clearly defined phases and itemize the real cost in terms of work
hours. The tendency is just to lump the whole design effort together and guess
a total cost. But this will inevitably lead to large errors . A better way is to break
the design part of the project down into phases appropriate to the specific
project, then itemize design tasks in as much detail as possible within each
phase.As discussed in Chapter 3, if phase diagrams are available from previous
projects then this provides an excellent starting point for planning the next
project in a realistic and quantitative fashion.

Example: Formway life Chair

A Gantt chart was prepared at the start of the Life chair project. This
included detailed predictions of the times relating to each of the project
activities within each design phase. Despite this, the project overran on
time by a factor of two.This was attributed to the fact that the design team
and its management support were working at a production level that they
were unfamiliar with. They underestimated the level of detailing required
to produce a product for mass production as opposed to batch produc
tion . They had no historical data that could be used to help in predicting
the times for each activity.

There are many good texts on project planning, some of which are
listed in the Bibliography and on the CD-ROM at the end of the book. They
provide a spectrum of techniques appropriate to different types of design
project, including computer-based approaches. All that needs to be done
here is to emphasize the importance of project planning and to recommend, as
a first step, the compiling of a Gantt chart similar to the one already shown in
Figure 5.2.

6.4 Demands and Wishes

When the design problem has been appropriately formulated, it is helpful to
compile a list of demands and wishes, or essential and preferred requirements
regarding potential solutions to the problem, as described by Pahl and Beitz
(1984, 1996). This is a simple way of compiling the information necessary to
develop a well-structured design specification.

• Demands (D) must be met at all times, or the proposed solution is not
acceptable.

• Wishes (W) should be taken into account, but only within acceptable costs.
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Demands and wishes should be quantified whenever possible, and it is
sometimes helpful to rank their importance. As an example of the difference
between demands and wishes, consider the Texas A&M problem again. There
may have been a Demand that all litter associated with the distribution of
drinks be eliminated, with a Wish that all litter of any description be eliminated.
It is then possible to break the Wish down further by, for example, rank
ing plastic litter as a higher priority for elimination than paper litter,
and so on.

6.5 Design Specification
A design specification is a formal working document compiled principally from
the list of demands and wishes or more sophisticated techniques such as QFD.
It is an indispensable lifeline for the design engineer, and it should be treated
in a serious fashion as follows:

• Insist that sufficient time is allotted to produce a comprehensive design
specification.

• Divide the document into sections, such as shown in the Design Specification
Checklist at the end of this chapter.

• Itemize each contribution and identify it as a Demand or Wish (or
equivalent).

• Circulate to all involved so that everyone is formally consulted and can
contribute.

• Identify the source of each requirement by logging the contributor's name
against each item.

• Date any changes and identify the contributor requesting the change.
• Update the document during the course of the project to provide an accurate

working record.

There are various types of specification, such as task specification, product
design specification and material specification, as discussed in Chapter 31 of
Design Management: A Handbook of Issues and Methods (Oakley,1990). A task
specification lays down what is required from the design team for a particular
project (i.e. activity), whereas a product design specification (Pugh, 1990) lays
down the requirements for the product to be designed (i.e. object). Here, we are
particularly concerned with the product design specification, or design
specification for short. Once the design problem has been defined and the
requirements have been listed in the form of a design specification, a firm base
has been established for the project to proceed through the conceptual, em
bodiment and detail design phases. Solutions to the defined problem may
be sought, and the resulting concepts may be evaluated against the design
specification. It is important that the design specification does not specify pre
determined solutions to the problem or include "fictitious constraints", which
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might limit the design concepts to known, but non-optimal solutions, as shown
by the vertical lift unit example in Hales and Pattin (2002).

The systematic preparation of a design specification, recording the source of
every requirement, is highly recommended as it helps to avoid many potential
later disagreements. However, it is not always appropriate or necessary to go
about compiling a design specification in such a formal way. When design engi
neers are very close to the requirements of a particular type of product, a
written specification may not exist and the team will work according to more
or less an implied design specification. In this case, because of the designers'
long-term involvement with previous similar products, they will know what the
product's functional requirements are, how it will be manufactured, and how it
will meet the needs of their customers. The risk here is that, immediately the
design team deviates from known types of product, the implied specification
will be inadequate. This was made painfully clear in the international arbitra
tion concerning the design of the two huge custom-built tri-axis transfer presses
mentioned as an example in Chapter 3.The company manufacturing the presses
in one country was requested by the customer to have the design of the
machines carried out by a specific company in another country so as to incor
porate "new technology" through a licensing agreement. This resulted in a high
risk situation where the design of the machines was almost totally separated
from manufacture, and for machines that were larger and more complex than
either company had produced before. Both companies were experienced in
press design and in press manufacture, and they had worked together before.
This was reflected in the design specification for the two new machines, which
was patched together from previous contract specifications and was full of
implied requirements. It appeared that such requirements were normally
assumed in the conventional press business. However, this particular design
called for combining conventional press lines with an automatic tri-axis trans
fer feed system that raised the complexity level of the overall machine. Although
all parties agreed to the design specification, it did not define the machine per
formance and controls adequately. This created major misunderstandings and
ambiguities, which resulted in a massive lawsuit.

It is important that the design specification is circulated to all parties
involved in the marketing, design, manufacture and distribution of the product,
as well as to the customer (if appropriate). Once all parties have approved the
final design specification, any changes requested should be treated formally and
not simply agreed to as a matter of course. Any change that is not the correc
tion of an error is likely to have cost repercussions, and often a change in one
place affects the design somewhere else, not necessarily in an obvious way. The
person requesting the change should justify the change, in writing, and the
change should be incorporated into an updated version of the design
specification together with the signature of the requester and the date of the
change. If this procedure is followed then only those changes felt to be of real
importance will be made, and the line of responsibility for the effects of such
changes will be clear.
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The task, as defined by the company and formally set down in a project
proposal, was to design a materials test rig to operate under particular
high-pressure, high-temperature conditions. Although the main needs for
the rig had been identified, it was seen as having several likely uses and
the requirements were thus "ill-defined:' No design specification existed.
A series of rigs had been constructed and operated by the same project
team, so that this project was seen as another in a progressing sequence;
but, as this rig would involve the difficult problem of handling flowing
coal at high temperature and pressure, the design task was considered to
be both novel and complex.

A problem statement was prepared, and by questioning all project par
ticipants according to the checklist shown in Pahl and Beitz (1984) a com
prehensive list of demands and wishes was generated.The detailed design
specification compiled from this was a 20-page document listing 308
requirements and constraints, of which 217 were demands and 91 were
wishes. Thirteen people contributed directly, and 34 requirements came
from the 400 ideas generated by a brainstorming session involving 15
people. The requirements fell into four categories: function, production,
operation and general information. Each requirement was labeled with
the name of the contributor, and the document was circulated to all the
project participants for review and modification by a set date. A total of
92 corrections, clarifications, and additions were made, involving 72
demands and 20 wishes. Once all parties had agreed on the specification,
only two items were changed during the rest of the project, and these were
caused by specific external influences. Details are given in Hales (1987).

The procedure suggested by Pahl and Beitz (1984) was used for the gasifier
test-rig project and was regarded as so effective by the project team that it was
adopted for use on other projects. Previously, researchers needing a test rig
would sketch out the requirements in the form of a concept, and submit this
either to the senior design engineer in the company or to an outside supplier.
Design work would begin, and there would often be misunderstandings and
problems, leading to disagreements and wasted effort. A major reason for this
was the lack of involvement of groups such as safety specialists at the task
clarification stage. Important requirements would be omitted from the initial
list, and continual changes would be made during the rest of the project . Figure
6.2 shows that , for the gasifier test rig, over 40% of the design requirements
came from sources other than research staff and, in particular, 19% came from
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SOURCE FUNCTION PRODUCTION OPERATION INFORMATION TOTALS
OFRIG OFRIG OFRIG FORDESIGN BY SOURCE

RESEARCH
77 48 36 21 182STAFF

MANAGEMENT 7 4 7 7 25STAFF

SERVICES 4 18 9 27 58STAFF

OTHER 18 10 3 12 43SOURCES

TOTALS 106 80 55 67 308

Figure 6.2. Breakdown ofGTR design specification by source and type ofrequirement

the services staff responsible for manufacture. The procedure used for this
particular design specification almost doubled the list of requirements that
might have been expected had normal company practice prevailed, and it
ensured that a comprehensive set of criteria was prepared for the selection and
evaluation of conceptual solutions to the design problem. It also forestalled a
number of later difficulties in the project. Of the 533 work hours spent on task
clarification and conceptual design, preparation of the specification took 170 h,
or 32%.

6.6 Design Specification Checklist and Work Sheet

By combining the list of demands and wishes (or equivalent) with the results
of project planning, a comprehensive design specification can be compiled to
provide the maximum design freedom within the given constraints. This is best
structured in tabular form according to a checklist. Starting with the one offered
by Pahl and Beitz (1984), for example, a simple but comprehensive Design
Specification Checklist has been developed as shown in Figure 6.3. It is strongly
recommended that design specifications should be compiled on a set of
standardized sheets by use of a computer. As a starting point, the Design
Specification Work Sheet shown in Figure 6.4 has been compiled, and a blank
work sheet is also included in PDF format on the CD-ROM inside the back cover
of this book. The way this is used is to fill out a set of work sheets for each cat
egory of item checked off in the boxes at the top of the page. For each category
shown there is a set of questions in the checklist, and the idea is for this check-
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list to prompt sufficient questions that a comprehensive design specification can
be compiled for review and comment extremely rapidly. A comprehensive
design requirement specification was formulated for the Formway chair project.
Figure 6.5 shows a sample page, which includes general "ecological"
requirements for materials selection. Eco-design principles were developed
by Formway in collaboration with RMIT University and were considered to be
key to the success of this product. The design specification list included over 50
ecological requirements.

Other techniques for preparing a design specification, using similar check
lists and resulting in similar formats, will be found in the material listed in the
Bibliography.

6.7 Tips for Management

• Define the problem in words or symbols.
• Use a questioning checklist or QFD to itemize demands and wishes (or

equivalent).
• Ensure that a realistic project plan is prepared, acceptable to all parties.
• Compile a detailed design specification with input from all people involved.
• Label all design specification items with the name of the contributor.
• Circulate the design specification to all those involved, for comment and

approval.
• List all changes and additions with the date and the name of contributor.
• Obtain formal approval for the document in writing.
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DESIGN SPECIFICATION CHECKLIST

REQUIREMENTS
CONTRIBUTING

POINTS TO CONSIDERFACTORS

Overallgeometry Size, height, width, length, diameter, space, number, arrangement

Motionof parts Type, directionof motion, velocities, acceleration, kinematics
Forcesinvolved Loaddirection, magnitude, weight,load, impact,stiffness, inertia

FUNCTIONAL Energy needed Heating,cooling,conversion, efficiency, pressure, temperature, storage

Materialsto be used Flow, transport, properties, implications, regulation, life-cycle
Control system Electrical, electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical

Information flow Inputs, outputs, form, display, computer

Operational Direct, indirect,hazardelimination, safeguarding

SAFETY Human Warnings, training, instruction, personalprotection

Environmental Land, sea, air, noise, light, radiation, reaction, transport, emergencies

Qualityassurance Regulations, standards, codes, accreditation

QUALITY Qualitycontrol Inspection, testing, measuringtolerances, labeling

Reliability Designlife,failures,statistics

Production of components Factorylimitations, maximumdimensions, meansof production, wastage

MANUFACTURING
Purchaseof components Supplierqualityand reliability, inspection
Assembly Specialregulations, installation, siting, foundations, bolting, welding

Transport Materialhandling, clearance, packaging

Design schedule Projectplanning,projectcontrol

TIMING
Developmentschedule Design detailing, in-housetests, compliance tests

Production schedule Manufacture, assembly, qualityassurance, packing, transport

Deliveryschedule Delivery date, distributionnetwork

Marketinganalysis Size of market, strengthof market, distribution, servicing
Design costs Design team, computing, informationretrieval, reproduction

ECONOMIC Development costs Designdetailing, suppliercosts, testingcosts
Manufacturing costs Tooling, labor,overhead, assembly, inspection, cost to customer
Distributioncosts Packing, transport,servicecenters, spareparts, warranty

User needs Typeof operation, instructions, warnings

ERGONOMIC Ergonomicdesign Humaninterfacerelationships, operation, height, layout, comfort, lighting
Cyberneticdesign Controls,layout, clarity, interactions

ECOLOGICAL Materialselection Solid, liquid, gas, stability, protection, toxicity, safety

Workingfluid selection Liquid, gas, flammability, toxicity

Customerappeal Shape, color, texture, form, feel, smell

AESTHETIC Fashion Culture, history, trends

Futureexpectations Rateof change,trends

Distribution Meansof transport, natureandcondilionsof dispatch, rules, regulations

LIFE-CYCLE
Operation Quietness, wear,specialuses, wor1<ing environments, foreseeable misuse

Maintenance Servicing intervals, inspection, exchange and repair, painting, cleaning

Disposal Recycle, scrap

Figure 6.3. Design specification checklist
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DESIGN SPECIFICATION WORKSHEET

Name 01Project: I Issue Date: IPage: 01

Requirements:

D Functional D Manufacturing D Ergonomic D Life-cycle

D Safety D Timing D Ecological D Other

D Quality D Economic D Aesthetic

DemandlWish Itemized list: Name 01 Date 01
Contributor: Change:

Figure 6.4. Design specification work sheet
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DESIGN SPECIFICATION WORKSHEET

Name of Project: FORMWAY OFFICECHAIR"LIFE" IIssue Date: February 1998 IPage: 21 of 30

Requirements:

CJ Functional CJ Manufacturing CJ Ergonomic CJ Life-cycle

CJ Safety CJ TIming • Ecological CJ Other

CJ Quality CJ Economic CJ Aesthetic

DemandlWish Itemized list: Name of Date of
Contributor: Change:

Materials selection

D Material auantities minimized without comoromisina

function, Quality, aesthetics, or applicablestandards J.G., K.V. & M.P

W Materialswith recycledcontent (oost-consurnen J.G., K V. & M.P

W Materials void of toxic/hazardous substances J.G., KV. & M.P

W Materials derived from renewable sources J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Materials commonly recycled and supported by

collectionsystems J.G., K.V. & M.P

W Materials produced using low-energy methods J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Materials must not contribute to Sick Building

Syndrome orother indoor airqualityproblems J.G., KV. & M.P

W Materials thatarenon ozone depleting J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Minimizediversityof material types used J.G., x.v& M.P

D Wood-based materials andnatural fibers from sustainable

agricultural operations sustainablymanaged

plantations and certified accordingly J.G., K.V. & M.P

W Avoid wood-basedmaterials containingtoxic or

hazardous substances (attn to ureaformaldehyde) J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Use textiles thatarewoven or dyed through cleaner

production methods J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Allow forrefurbishmentand recyclingwhen specifying

textures and designingfasteningmethods J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Minimizeoff-cuts &byproducts&other materials wastage J.G., K.V. & M.P

W Eliminate useof solvent-based adhesives andfinishes J.G., KV. & M.P

W Eliminate useof finishes thatcontain heavy metals J.G., x.v& M.P

W Use materials with sensorial properties that positively contri-

bute tohealthy workspace (color, texture, surface design) J.G., KV. & M.P

W Specifydurable materials avoidingcolors thatwill date J.G., K.V. & M.P

D Include relevant symbols for recycling J.G., K.V. & M.P

W Parts should breakdown to discrete material types to

reduce material contaminationwhen recycling J.G., K.V. & M.P

Figure 6.5. Example of adesign specification work sheet. (ourtesy of Formway Design
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Chapter 7

Feasible Concept: Conceptual Design

7.1 Divergent and ConvergentThinking
7.2 Generating Ideas
7.3 Selecting and Evaluating Concepts
7.4 Estimating Costs
7.5 Presenting the Final Concept
7.6 Conceptual Design Checklist and Work Sheet
7.7 Tips for Management

7.1 Divergent and Convergent Thinking

Once a design problem has been defined and a formal design specification
developed there is sufficient information for a concentrated effort on concep
tual design. Perhaps ideas have already been collected from earlier thinking or
"inventions" have begun to surface. This can all be put to good use in generat
ing the most ideas possible in the time available, then selecting and evaluating
them to determine the most promising candidates for development. A large
number of techniques are available for generating and handling ideas, starting
with those described decades ago by Jones (1970), and it is up to the design
manager to orchestrate their use in the most effective way.

Often it is possible to consider the overall device or system in a holistic
manner, and sometimes the most suitable solution will emerge from this,
particularly if the required functions are simple. For more complex systems,
however, a systematic approach, such as that offered by Pahl and Beitz (1984,
1996),can improve the overall yield of ideas. This involves the breaking down
of the overall problem into sub-problems, finding solutions to each sub
problem, and then combining them to form overall solutions, as was done with
the Life chair (Figure 7.1). An advantage of this more systematic approach is
that it involves recording the process and the likelihood of good solutions
remaining undiscovered is diminished.

During the previous phase of clarifying the task and developing the design
specification, the aim was to take a wide range of information and condense it
down into essential and desirable features that any design solution should
have. This convergent thinking is essential for preparing a concisely defined
problem with a comprehensive set of requirements. When it comes to the con
ceptual design phase, however, the aim is different, and a different mode of

119
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Lifechair

Supportthe humanbody Structuralconnection and controlof
the body supportplanes

Figure 7.1. Breaking down the overall problem

User interface

thinking is required. Starting with the defined design problem or problem state
ment, the aim is first to generate as many ways as possible of solving the
problem, then to select the most promising ideas that meet the design
specification, then to evaluate them and determine the most appropriate solu
tion to the problem, termed the concept. There are specific changes in thinking
from convergent during task clarification to divergent while generating concep
tual solutions and then back to convergent again during the formal selection
and evaluation of the most promising conceptual designs. This is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 7.2.

Conceptual design involves a combination of both types of thinking and,
although they might be applied in a haphazard way in practice, it is important
for the design manager to understand clearly which is being used when. It is
then possible to steer the design team towards a definite end point in a short
space of time while providing the most conducive environment for fostering
creative solutions. Being innovative for the sake of being innovative is risky and
unnecessary, especially when there is a good existing solution to a problem. On
the other hand, an innovative solution can often lead to a winning design.

Divergent thinking means broadening out to collect as many ideas as possi
ble, using the many different established techniques such as brainstorming,
checklists, and "morphology" charts. Convergent thinking means weeding out
the weaker ideas and homing in on those with the most promise, again using
the many different established techniques such as selection charts and decision
matrices . It is easy to get into a muddle, mixing divergent and convergent think-

Possible
solutions

Problem
as

originally
given

~Real~
~problem~

~Solution
~Chosen

14------ Conceptual ~

design

Figure 7.2. Convergent and divergent thinking
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ing at the same time, or for one person to be in a diverging mode while another
is in a converging mode. For example, a cutting remark from one team member
about an idea being put forward by another will often kill the idea before it has
had a chance to germinate. It is up to the design manager to recognize this
common difficulty and to protect fragile new ideas from early obliteration.
Another difficulty is in knowing when to call a halt to diverging thinking and
to organize the less-exciting business of extracting the best ideas in a somewhat
rational manner. "Ideas" people, or those who consider themselves "creative;'
will tend to keep producing more solutions or pressing hard for the adoption
of a favorite. If all else fails it might be necessary to divert their attention on to
other work in order not to end up with an argument instead of the most viable
and practical solution.

Example: Corkscrew and Winebox

The first patent for a corkscrew was taken out by a Reverend Samuel
Henshall in 1795,and during the 19th century there were several hundred
more patents and registered designs filed. Today, the corkscrew is avail
able in a huge variety of configurations, the most sophisticated of which
incorporate lever arms to eliminate holding a resistant bottle between
your feet, and protective bushings to prevent damage to the neck of the
bottle.

Despite all these developments, however, the concept remains
unchanged. The corkscrew is a means for getting a cork out of a bottle,
and the more the merrier. Why do we want to get corks out of wine
bottles? So as to pour the wine out into glasses for drinking. How many
glasses of wine do you get from a bottle? How many corks do you have to
pull for a party? What a slow procedure, unless it is part of a fine dining
experience. It is said that it was an Australian who made the mental leap,
perhaps during a party: "Geez another wine mate, I'm dryas old bones."
Talk about goatskins of water in the desert? What about wine flasks? What
about wine casks? Hey,what about wine in a plastic bag with a tap on it,
shoved in a box for rigidity? The winebox was born!

Although it may not be proven scientifically that humans have different
thinking abilities in the left-hand and right-hand sides of the brain, from an
engineering design standpoint the model is helpful. Let us accept for a moment
that right-hand brain strengths are in creative, divergent thinking and that
left-hand brain strengths are in logical, convergent thinking, and that sketch
ing, describing and discussing, for example, are external means to assist in
communication between the two halves of the brain. In terms of this model, the
orchestration of conceptual design can be seen very simply. For generating
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ideas, encourage right-side thinking and team up with those who seem to have
a right -side brain bias.Encourage externalization by all different means to max
imize communication, both within individuals and amongst team members. For
selection and evaluation of concepts, make a conscious switch to encourage
left-side thinking and team up with those who seem more adept at this .

The aim is to muster all available right-side thinking into the most concen
trated effort possible, then do the same with left-side thinking. If only one
person is involved in this then the likelihood is that the right-side thinking, the
left-side thinking, or both will be at a mediocre level and the final concept will
reflect this. Engineering education currently tends to concentrate on the devel
opment of left-side thinking almost to the exclusion of the other, and this is a
major problem when it comes to design. The design manager must be keenly
aware of the creative limitations of the design team and ensure that all sorts of
other people, at many levels, are drawn in to augment the right-side thinking,
at least for a short period of time (e.g. in a carefully organized brainstorming
session) . It is worth thinking about the difference between a designer and an
inventor at this point. An inventor comes up with ideas that mayor may not be
worth pursuing, and every now and then the chances are that a viable idea will
surface. In some cases it becomes a winner. A design engineer defines a tech
nical problem based on a set of requirements and sets off to find the most
appropriate solution to the problem within defined constraints of time, money,
and other resources . In no way can the design manager rely on the fact that a
good idea might show up at the right time. It is absolutely critical that a sound
concept is developed within the time allotted . The most reliable way of ensur
ing this is to generate as many good ideas as possible, then beat them around
to determine which one stands up the best. Fixing on one concept without prop
erly considering alternatives is often attractive and seems expedient at the time,
but it can set the course for disaster later. This was part of the problem with the
Space Shuttle Challenger.

7.2 Generating Ideas

From the foregoing it might appear that the ideal would be for the whole team
to engage in a single bout of furious idea generation, followed by a sober round
of decision making, but this is highly unlikely in practice. It is much more likely
that there will be several iterations in the process, and there may be a mixture
of complete solutions and partial solutions to evaluate. Some effort is required
by the design manager to bring all the alternatives to about the same level of
development and detail before any serious evaluation takes place. One struc
tured procedure for generating ideas and producing alternative arrangements
is that suggested by Pahl and Beitz (1984), summarized as the following set of
guidelines:

• Abstract the problem: broaden it out and make it more general to understand
the real issues.
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• Formulate the overall function : describe what the thing is supposed to do.
• Break down into sub-functions: describe the different functions necessary for

the thing to work.
• Draw up a system flow diagram (function structure): diagrammatically

summarize the above.
• Generate ideas and concepts using selected creative methods: refer to avail

able techniques.
• Determine different solution principles for each sub-function: all the differ

ent ways it can be done.
• Combine solution principles to generate complete solutions: overall concepts.

Example: New Concepts to Support the Human Body 
Life Chair

An extensive ergonomic requirements specification list was developed,
similar in form to the ecological requirements list example shown in
Figure 6.5. Abstracting the essential requirements from this list, and
considering the "support the human body" sub-problem of the three
described earlier in this chapter, led the team to the crux of the problem,
which was identified as: support the human bodywithoutconstraining it.
The design team realized that the human body was not designed to sit still;
it was designed to move. Their goal, therefore, should be to develop a
support system that promoted continuous natural movement. For design
purposes the human body support function was divided into four sub
functions : seating; lumbar support; upper back support; and arm rests.

The Formway design team worked together utilizing the team's wide
range of experience to brainstorm ideas for each sub-system, then smaller
groups were formed to capitalize on the strengths of individuals to
develop these ideas further in specialist areas. For example, a small group
of designers worked on the seat sub-system. This involved developing
concepts for the seat pan and it's support structure. Initial ideas were
developed using hand sketches and simple prototype mock-ups. Proto
types were then built to prove novel ideas. "Support without constraint"
required improvements in both comfort and circulation. The team
worked on reducing the likelihood of pressure points behind the knee, a
common problem associated with existing officechair designs. Their idea
was to create a "waterfall" effect by incorporating a very flexible leading
edge on the seat pan. Figure 7.3 shows an early prototype, where a flat
plastic seat pan was cut along the posterior-anterior direction to allow
greater flexibility.

Concepts were developed to accommodate the user's ischial bones .
Considerations here were to reduce pressure points and to stop the user

Continued
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from sliding forward in their seat. Figure 7.4 shows an early prototype
developed for this purpose.

The concepts shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 were combined into
working-solution variants, and full working prototypes were built and
evaluated.

DATE

Figure 7.3. Early flat plastic prototype ofseat pan for life chair.Courtesy ofFormway Design

Figure 7.4. Early prototype of life chair concept developed toaccommodate the ischial bones. Courtesy ofFormway
Design

It is sometimes possible to generate new concepts based on systematic liter
ature and patent searches, followed by brainstorming or other group techniques
to help synthesize new ideas. For example, a research contract was carried out
to evaluate new technology available in the coating of coiled sheet steel under
high-vacuum conditions. The better the vacuum the better the coating, and the
contract called for an assessment to see if a vacuum level of lO~Torr would be
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possible in a full-scale operation. A massive literature and patent search indi
cated that the vacuum-sealing concepts used in such processes had remained
much the same for many years. With the help of a single brainstorming session,
several new concepts were developed. One showed particular promise, and this
has now been patented as shown in Figure 7.5.

5,151,303
Sep. 29, 1992

[II]

[45J

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111I1111111I11111111II1I11I
USOO5151303A

Patent Number:

Date of Patent :

United States Patent (19]

Hales et at.

2 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet

FOREIG N PATENT DOCUMENTS

63·,6365 2/ 1988 Japan .
2·82771 6/1990 Japan .

Primary Examiner-Evan Lawrence
Attorney. Agent, or Firm-Fitch, Even, Tab in &
Flannery
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uum process chamber. The container is brought to the
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passed through the vacuum chamber, where it IS treated
while under a high vacuum . The treated str ip is then
preferabl y wound in a highly evacuated take- up con
tainer .
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Figure 7.5. High-vacuum sealing concept
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7.3 Selecting and Evaluating Concepts
Many people are creative and have lots of ideas; fewer people are good at
knowing when to halt the production of new ideas, and very few have the
innate ability to home in on the most promising option without some kind
of simple analytical procedure. It is usually too risky to rely solely on our
instincts, and there are structured procedures available for the selection and
evaluation of alternative concepts. For example, a procedure for minimizing
conceptual vulnerability (Pugh, 1990) is becoming well accepted and was
used in selecting the concept for a new generation of space-vehicle propulsion
unit .

To follow on from the guidelines for concept generation, Pahl and Beitz
(1984)offer the following set of guidelines for concept selection and evaluation:

• Select suitable combinations of solution principles: use available selection
techniques.

• Firm up into complete conceptual designs (concept variants): enough detail
to see practicality.

• Evaluate concepts against technical criteria. Will it meet the design
specification?

• Evaluate concepts against economic criteria. Is the cost low enough for
viability?

• Search for weak spots. Are there detail problems that make the concept
intractable?

• Select final concept(s): use available selection techniques .
• Compile cost estimates: break the concept down into individual components

where possible and itemize.
• Present final concept(s) for approval: prepare carefully and present

professionally.

The issues of concept vulnerability and weakspots are of particular concern
to the design manager. If the wrong concept is chosen, then no amount of detail
design will save it. From that moment on, the project will be in jeopardy, vul
nerable to cost problems, time problems, and competition problems. Similarly,
if a concept is chosen which seems excellent except for a small but intractable
problem then the same may apply, and the concept must be carefully checked
for weak spots using techniques such as those described in detail by Pahl and
Beitz (1984,1996).
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Example: Final Seat Pan Concept for the life Chair

The concept selected for the seat pan was a one-piece plastic membrane.
Early prototype testing showed that pressure points at the leading edge
of the seat pan could be reduced by cutting wave-shaped grooves at the
leading edge. These slots, shown in Figure 7.6(a), created the "waterfall"
effect. Similarly, the ischial bones are accommodated by the use of
short slots, shown in Figure 7.6(b), cut diagonally with respect to the
anterior-posterior dimension of the seat.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6. One-piece plastic membrane concept selected for Life chair. Courtesy ofFormway Design

7.4 Estimating Costs
Budget cost estimates are needed at the concept evaluation stage, not only for
use in evaluating alternatives but also to give an early warning of likely overall
costs. Although there is insufficient information at the concept stage to do a
precise cost estimate, very simple and quick procedures have been developed
which result in surprisingly accurate preliminary estimates. One such proce
dure, developed from an approach used by Union Carbide engineers, is outlined
below for reference purposes. It has proved very useful in practice and is for
matted to allow easy updating as the final costs for each item become known .
The following is the recommended procedure, with reference to the sample
cost-estimate sheet for the gasifier test rig shown in Figure 7.7:
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• List all sub-systems for the particular concept.
• List every known (or likely) item or component required for each sub

system.
• Prepare a series of cost estimate sheets for each sub-system.
• Prepare a title page and summary sheet to total the costs for all sub

systems.
• Estimate the complete cost of every item and assign a confidence level

(high/mediumllow) to each estimated cost.
• According to the confidence level, add an appropriate "reserve" cost in a

separate column to cover lack of information at the time.
• Add a general item ("catch-all") to the list for each sub-system and assign a

minimum 10% cost plus reserve to cover contingencies.

Note that the important thing at this stage is not the actual cost of each item
so much as its inclusion in the list. Meetings, reports, and administrative work
can be included, and it may be helpful to compile separate sets of sheets for
different types of work effort, such as design, development, testing, and
commissioning. The reserve may either be specific to a single component
or spread over a number of components, and the overall preliminary cost
estimate is the total of actual estimates plus all reserves.Asthe project proceeds,
and as the final costs are obtained from suppliers or contractors, the cost
estimate can be firmed up in parallel with the design itself. This is done by
inserting the actual cost of an item, thereby increasing the confidence level
of the estimate and hence decreasing the need for the allocated reserve. If
the cost of an item is higher than originally estimated, then the higher
cost is inserted and the allocated reserve reduced by an amount equal to the
difference (or more if judged safe). If the cost of an item is lower than
originally estimated, then the excess together with most of the reserve can
be transferred to another item where there are problems, or removed
altogether.

It is understandable that project sponsors and financial managers are often
nervous about design cost estimates and for the design manager to uphold cred
ibility it is extremely important to compile a working cost estimate that will not
change significantly through to the end of the project. A project cost "overrun"
of more than about 10%resulting from initially underestimated costs can cause
tensions in the company; however, a safe (but inflated) cost estimate weakens
the case for the project or product in the first place. More formal guidelines for
cost estimating have been developed in Germany from years of research work
on cost issues in design. These are presented by Ehrlenspiel et al. (1998) in
German, and an English translation is in progress .
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

During the conceptual design the overall function of the gasifier test rig
was represented diagrammatically and broken down by sub-function.
Most of the sub-systems could be designed using equipment that was
commercially available, but the reactor vessel assembly had to be custom
designed. Five intuitive concepts evolved for this , but at the same time a
systematic method for generating solutions was used. A series of eight
matrices gave a large number of possible solutions, which was reduced by
systematic selection and combination to four complementary matrices.
Selection charts were used to decide on the most appropriate solutions,
leaving three viable concepts. These matched three of the five intuitive
concepts. Bygeneral agreement, the best features of each were combined
into the single practicable reactor concept, shown in its original form in
figure 7.8.

In theory, the output from conceptual design should be the concept
that most fully satisfies the requirements of the design specification. Only
those candidate concepts that satisfy every demand in the specification
should pass through selection to evaluation, and then the most appro 
priate concept should be determined by evaluating the remaining candi
dates against the wishes. For the gasifier test rig this meant that any
candidate concept would have to satisfy 217 demands to be selected, and
those selected would have to be evaluated against 91 wishes. This pre
sented the problem of how to deal with such a full list of requirements.
In practice, the selection and evaluation procedure was based only on
those requirements judged to be the most important.

The structuring of the alternatives, in the form of morphological
matrices and selection charts, proved to be helpful during the conceptual
design of the gasifier test rig. It focused attention on the main issues
during project meetings and thus simplified the decision-making process.
The full evaluation procedure, involving the detailed weighting of crite
ria, was found to be unnecessarily complex for this particular project and
highlighted the need for flexibility when applying a systematic approach.

7.5 Presenting the Final Concept

Funding the development of a concept is always a risk, and the risk will be seen
as too great unless the concept clearly shows merit. This means that it must be
presented to the management, customer, or both in an honest, professional, and
enthusiastic fashion. Good presentations, whether formal or informal, tend to
increase management enthusiasm and involvement; poor presentations do the
opposite . In the case of the original "Scotts" EasyGreen® Rotary Lawn Spreader
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Specimen Cartridge

Inner Reactor Chamber

Pressure Vessel ---.......

Packed Insulat ion - - -...

Trunnion Mount ing

Heating Elements -----..

.r......;~~====~elver

Figure 7.8. Gasifier test-rig final reactor concept

shown in Figure 7.9,a rudimentary functional model was made to demonstrate
the original concept, but the marketing department immediately rejected the
product idea on the basis that it would never sell. The entire project was then
dropped for over a year. The design team then decided to try again ,but this time
they made sure that a full mock-up of the spreader as it would be sold was con
structed, with the right colors and feel to the device. This time there was an
enthusiastic response, resulting in full management backing for the project and
a successful product for the company.

The following are a few suggestions for concept presentations:
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..
E~GreenN

LAWN SPREADER
(MODEL ER-2)

Figure 7.9. Rotary lawn spreader.Courtesy ofa.M. Scott &Sons Compony

• Carefully orchestrate and practice the presentation beforehand.
• If a computer is used, then check that the whole system is working prior to

the presentation.
• Tailor the presentation to the specific audience.
• Show the concept and design work to best advantage.
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• Get the main ideas across, courteously and cheerfully.
• Use simple and clear visual aids without unnecessary detail.
• Computerized presentations can be excellent, but do not let the software

dominate.
• Avoidwhizzing words and flashy graphics on the computer - the message gets

lost.
• Models help, but they should be of high quality.
• Concisely introduce the problem, but avoid historical reviews.
• Prepare a one- or two-page summary to hand out.
• "If in doubt, leave it out:'
• Do not apologize for forgotten drawings or other materials.
• Stay within the allotted time.

7.6 Conceptual Design Checklist and Work Sheet

The Conceptual Design Checklist shown in Figure 7.10 was developed based on
the same set of headings as used for the design specification, the idea being
that the "points to consider" would help the design manager to focus on the
specification requirements during the conceptual design review. The design
manager must ensure, from the design point of view, that a number of work
able concepts have been produced and that the most promising ones have been
identified and presented. The Conceptual Design Work Sheet provided in Figure
7.11 is intended to help the design manager review the quality of the design
produced so far and to decide whether to approve it for development or require
further work by the design team first. Figure 7.12 shows the completed work
sheet for the seat pan concept on the Life chair.

Contributing factors attributed to the functional requirements were:

1. The overall geometry of the seat pan concept was considered to be good
because it could be easily anchored to the carriage and it was unlikely to
constrain the movement of the other sub-systems .

2. The forces could be easily determined. These forces were used to predict the
maximum stresses and deflections of the seat pan using FEA. Although the
stresses and deflections were found to be within acceptable limits, the team
recognized that their results would need to be verified by specialist FEAengi
neers. This was due to the complex shape of the seat pan, with it's curved
slot patterns and tapered ribs.

3. A suitable material, a blend of elastomeric polymers, was obtained for the
seat pan . The critical properties were verified, e.g. by creep testing.

Safety issues evolved from the need to comply with applicable international
safety standards. Underlying factors were:

1. Operational factors: early testing showed that the concept would meet the
ultimate load tests; however, time constraints prohibited the full life testing .
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN CHECKLIST

REQUIREMENTS CONTRIBUTING
POINTSTO CONSIDERFACTORS

Overallgeometry Spatialconstraints,accessfor assembly/operation/maintenance
Motionof parts Practicality, accuracy, backlash, wind-up, lead and lag, smoothness
Forcesinvolved Strength, stiffness, leverage, deflection, buckling, dynamics

FUNCTIONAL Energyneeded Efficiency, powersourcealternatives
Materialsto be used Newmaterials, treatments, materialdesign, compatibility, life, recycling
Controlsystem Start-up, operation, shut-down, maintenance
Information flow Input, output,storage,display

Operational Design safety, safetystandards, weakspots in design

SAFETY Human Use, misuse, outsideintervention, protection, built-insafety

Environmental Storage,transport,contamination, disposal

Qualityassurance Qualitycriteria, qualitymanagement, quality improvement techniques

QUALITY Quality control Qualitymeasurement, qualityv. cost

Reliability Specifledlife,cost constraints, weakspots

Production of components Easeof manufacture, near net shape, finish, costs

MANUFACTURING
Purchaseof components Meetingspecifications, transport, delivery, inspection, costs
Assembly Easeof assembly, numberof parts, sequencing of operation
Transport Internaltransportltransfer, externaltransportmodes,packaging

Designschedule Realistictime-frame, long lead items, delayconsequences

TIMING
Development schedule Testing new technology, technological risk

Production schedule Tooling, long lead items

Deliveryschedule Realistictime frame, field testing,commissioning

Marketinganalysis Adequacyof analysis, user expectations, customerexpectations
Designcosts Historicaldata, designeffort, teamavailability

ECONOMIC Development costs Testequipment, test plan,modeling, prototyping
Manufacturing costs Processes involved, equipmentneeded, tooling
Distribution costs Storing, packaging, transport,selling

User needs Specification requirements, typesof user, differentuses
ERGONOMIC Ergonomicdesign Conditionsof use, misuse,difficulties, instructions, clarityof use

Cyberneticdesign Controlof product in operation, runawayproblems, shutdown modes

ECOLOGICAL Material selection Recycling, disposalmaterial, interactions, operational life

Workingfluid selection Harmfuleffects, regulations, recycling, disposal

Customerappeal Field testing, surveys, nationalcultures,culturaldifferences

AESTHETIC Fashion Presentation, tradeshows, timing, competition
Futureexpectations Trends, age groups, newtechnology

Distribution Methodof distribution, advertising, promoting, nationallinternational

LIFE-CYCLE
Operation life expectancy, instructions, manual, training, safety

Maintenance Frequency, simplicity, instructions, repair, spareparts
Disposal Regulations, compatible materials, recycling, rebuilding

Figure 7.10. Conceptual design checklist
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN WORK SHEET PROJECT: _ DATE: _

REQUIREMENTS I CONTRI BUTING
FACTORS

-Good -- Pear - 0
NlA

0-..1geoo>etry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I
Mobon 01parts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FUNCTIONAL Forcosinvolved 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Enetgy needed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Materials to be used 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Conl1Oloystom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Inlorma_ lIow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operational 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SAFETY Human 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Envtronmental 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Oualny assurance
QUALITY Qualllyconl1Ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rollaboilly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ProdudJon 01compone11la 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I MANUFACTURING
I Pu_ 01compone11Ia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Assemllly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transport 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DesIgn lICheduie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I TIMING I OeYelopment_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Procluction Id1eduIe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lleli-r ICI1eduIe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Marketing anaJysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I Design costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ECONOMIC I Development costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Manufacturingcosts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DIstnbu1loncosts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0u-_.
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cybemebc design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECOLOGICAL MaIeria1seIeclIOn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Working lIuidseIeclIOn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0Cu$_8ppea1 0 0 0
AESTHETIC F8shion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Future expecl8-' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I LIFE-CYCLE
I Operallon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Mainl_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 7.11. Conceptual design worksheet
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DATE: JAN2000LIFE CHAIRPROJECT: __CONCEPTUAL DESIGN WORK SHEET

-Good MqNI Poet - 0 Nt"
CMralI geomelry • 0 0 0 0 • 0

I I
MoCian ct por1S • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

FUNCTIONAl Forces inYoIYed 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
I Energyneeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •Mal 10 be used 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Control system 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •InIannationIlow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •
0perab0naI 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

SAFETY H<man • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
EnvironmenlaI 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

I I 0uaI0lyassurance
QUAliTY

I
0uaI0lycontrol 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0
RoIiabIIdy 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Produc:lJon ct~ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
I MANUFACTURING

I Purchasect components • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
I Assemllly • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Transporl • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Des9l1Chedu1e 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

I TIMING
I DlMllopmont_ule 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
I

Produc:lJon _ • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Dehwy Id>edule • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

MarUMo -...IysIo • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

I I Design costs • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
ECONOMIC I ~COSlS 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

_ringCOSlS 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0
llistnbution costs 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

U_neecIs • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

C)tlemeIic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ECOLOGICAL IeIecbon • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Wormg tIuidIeIecbon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •

I 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0I C_appea!
AESTHETIC

I I
Fashion 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Futln 0Jq>eCtali0n0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

DislnlMion 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

I L1FE-CYCLE I Opetation 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
I Maintenance • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

0isp0saI 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

Figure 7.12. Example of conceptual design work sheet
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2. Human factors, such as misuse, had been investigated. The worst-case load
was considered to be a foot or knee load on the center-middle or
center-front of the seat pan. The team had shown that the seat had sufficient
strength to resist this worst-case scenario.

3. Environmental safety was considered to have a strong influence on the safety
of the seat pan.

Factors contributing to quality included:

1. Quality assurance. It was perceived that the seat pan could be made to the
required quality ; however, the team had not established the criteria needed
to ensure that the seat pan was produced to a consistently high standard.

2. The implementation of quality control had not been taken into account, e.g.
the team did not know how the seat dimensions might be measured.
Although the quality of raw materials was known to be of a good standard,
the cost was high and the tradeoff between quality and cost was unresolved.

3. Reliability had been quantified in the brief by defining a minimum working
life (lO-year warranty); however,weak spots needed to be verified and reme
died, e.g. there was a concern about the shear strength of the join between
the main rib along the back of the seat pan and the membrane.

Manufacturing was to be implemented on a mass-production scale.
Contributing factors were:

1. The team was confident about the production of components because the
concept had been made using the final manufacturing process, namely injec
tion molding using a soft (aluminum) tool. A preliminary mold-flow analy
sis had been completed and the prototype had a good surface finish.

2. The status of the purchase of components factor was good because
the materials were available at a competitive cost and with ISO-accredited
suppliers.

3. Assembly was positive because the seat pan could be made in one part and
it was perceived that it could be assembled into the carriage mechanism
using a tool-less operation.

4. Transport was considered good; the seat pan has a low height profile and
was likelyto be efficient in terms of packing space.Production-line handling,
pallet sizes, and packing issues, although considered, had not been resolved.
It was perceived that these could be handled during the embodiment
phase.

Factors contributing to the timing requirements were:

1. The design schedule; although development of the seat concept had taken
longer than anticipated, this was consistent with the development of the
other sub-system designs. The team thought that the design schedule was
realistic and the consequence of delays in further development, though
undesirable, could be negotiated internally with management. The main
threat would be a competitor introducing a similar product into the market.
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2. The level of technical risk was considered to be high; however,this was offset
in the development schedule, which allowed time for building prototypes to
prove concepts.

3. Production tooling, the testing of materials for the seat pan, and the rela
tionships with potential suppliers evolved in parallel with the concept devel
opment. This process would need to continue as the concept evolved; the
production schedule allowed time for this.

4. The delivery schedule, according to the project plan, was tight; however, the
team knew that they would be able to negotiate for extra time to ensure the
required quality.

Drivers for economic requirements were that the product be cost competi
tive and value for money. Contributing factors were:

1. A thorough initial marketinganalysis was reflected in a very comprehensive
design brief. Customers were involved in preliminary trialing of the seat pan
concept and their needs and expectations were identified and formulated in
terms of clear engineering requirements.

2. Historical data from previous projects was not relevant because of the
increased level of novelty; this made the prediction of design costs difficult.
The team did, however, have the complete support of management and a
realistic budget for resources .

3. Refining the concept further required extensive prototype testing. It was
thought that further refinement would involve modifying the ribbing under
neath the seat pan to "fine-tune" the flexural characteristics of the mem
brane. This could be achieved using prototypes from the existing soft
injection-molding tool and hence reduce development costs. If a further tool
was required then this could easily be purchased within the budget.

4. Manufacturing and distribution costs were considered prohibitive. Although
the company had a manufacturing system and distribution network that
could meet the needs of the Australasian market, they did not have the
resources available to create the manufacturing facilities and distribution
network for sales to European and US markets. For this they planned to find
a business partner.

The prerequisite for ergonomics was that the chair should match or better its
competitors. Contributing factors were:

1. The concept scored well in terms of meeting the userneeds. The seat pan had
a soft front edge, resulting in a significant reduction in pressure behind the
knee when compared with competitor products. The pan was also softer
around the ischial bones. Further quantitative testing would be required to
measure the actual pressure distribution.

2. Ergonomic design requirements were satisfied. The seat pan allowed the user
to sit in a variety of postures corresponding to a wide range of tasks and
activities .When working at a desk the user could be sitting "perched" on the
front of the seat, sitting upright with back support, or with their legs tucked
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under their bottom. The seat pan could support the user in all postures and
it promoted movement.

3. Cybernetic design features were excellent. This was attributed to the flexibil
ity of the seat pan being controlled by its geometry, hence requiring no
adjustment by the user. Preliminary ideas for the seat support structure indi
cated that the flexibility of the seat could be further enhanced by the car
riage design. A larger user required a stiffer seat than a smaller user. Because
a large user would adjust the seat depth at a different setting from a small
user, this depth adjustment function could be incorporated to provide the
seat pan with increased stiffness when in the "out position" (large user) and
less stiffness when in the "in position" (smaller user). The carriage could also
be designed to include a fail-safe mode, where the seat would bottom-out
under very high loads .

Ecological requirements were governed by materials selection, which was
considered to be marginal to good. The plastic was recyclable; however, the
blend of two materials reduced its value. Introducing a product stewardship
programme, where the company retrieved chairs at the end of their working
life, could be introduced to accommodate this effect.

One of the primary drivers for this project was an "inspirational and uplift
ing aesthetic." Factors influencing aesthetic requirements were:

1. Customer appeal:the seat pan concept was good in terms of customer appeal.
The slotted patterns and tapered rib gave the appearance of a high
tech/high-performance design and, therefore, high perceived value.

2. Fashion was considered to have a significant influence on the product's
success. The seat pan could be easily dressed up by adding a seat cover to
change the aesthetic to meet current trends. This also made the chair com
patible with both domestic and commercial environments.

3. Future expectationswere good for the seat pan . Trends in other office furni
ture products were moving to a light, minimalist aesthetic .The designers felt
that competitor products were not meeting this need. The minimalist aes
thetic also fitted environmental trends.

Good environmental performance over the product life-cycle was considered
critical, along with the products ability to meet the needs of the future office
environment. Other contributing factors included:

1. Distribution: this was yet to be resolved. The company could supply the
local market; however, an international partner with existing distribu
tion networks would be needed to distribute the product in Europe and
the USA.

2. Operational factors were considered good, because the seat pan was expected
to have a long working life. Its surface was durable and the plastic had good
fatigue properties.

3. Maintenance was also good. In the event of a failure, this part could be
removed and replaced by the end user without the need for tools.
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4. Disposal factors had a good influence on life-cycle requirements. The seat
pan could be disassembled from the chair and was uncontaminated by other
materials (i.e. no fastenings or other materials were present).

The completed work sheet shows a good level of confidence in the areas of
manufacturing, economics, ergonomics, and life-cycle usage. Bythis time, then,
the design team could expect enthusiastic support from management, market
ing, and manufacturing, which would encourage them to improve the concept
while investigating the means for producing and distributing this product on a
mass-production scale.

7.7 Tips for Management

• Understand divergent and convergent thinking.
• Abstract the problem to get to the real issues.
• Make sure many different ideas are generated, never just one or two.
• Use available methods and techniques for systematic selection and

evaluation.
• Make sure the right concept is chosen.
• Search for weak spots in the final concepts and understand the implications.
• Produce an itemized budget cost estimate, reflecting the current degree of

confidence.
• Present the finally chosen concept in a formal and professional manner.
• Consider patenting novel concepts.
• Use the checklist and work sheet to review the design work prior to approval.
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Developed Concept: Embodiment Design

8.1 Abstract Concept to Developed Design
8.2 Overall Guidelines for Embodiment Design
8.3 Specific Guidelines for Embodiment Design
8.4 General Guidelines for Embodiment Design
8.5 Embodiment Design Checklist and Work Sheet
8.6 Tips for Management

8.1 Abstract Concept to Developed Design

There is a huge jump from the visualization of an abstract concept to the man
ufacturing drawings from which a safe and reliable product can be made. If this
jump is made without sufficient thought and without appropriate development
of the ideas, then design failure is almost certain. The jump may be made in a
number of ways. Commonly, a prototype is built and put through a rigorous test
program, which is a costly and time-consuming exercise. Technically, it is well
worthwhile when mass-production is contemplated, but the tendency towards
shorter and shorter development times may make it economically unacceptable.
Newproducts are now often introduced right on the production line by employ
ing an incremental design approach. This involves systematically introducing
new technology or redesigned components on existing products to test and
prove them in practice, rather than taking the more risky approach of intro
ducing everything at once in a completely new product. Not only has much of
the new product then been through field testing, but the overall development
time is dramatically decreased and it is easier to identify the cause of any prob
lems that may arise. If the project is a "one-off:' or if very small production
numbers are involved, then prototype testing of any kind may be out of the
question. It may be possible to simulate the final performance on a computer,
and it may be possible to gain sufficient confidence in the overall design by
testing certain components only.Whatever course of action is appropriate, a lot
of design effort is needed between the approval of a design concept and the final
detailing of parts for manufacture. For the design manager, it is helpful to divide
this large part of the design effort into more manageable phases, and for the
purposes of this book two phases will be used, termed embodimentdesign and
detaildesign.

141
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Figure 8.1. High-pressure erosion-corrosion materials test facility

To illustrate what is meant by embodiment design. as distinct from detail
design. let us consider the design of the main reactor vessel for an erosion
corrosion test facility (Hales etal.,1981), shown diagrammatically in Figure 8.1.

This test facility was for evaluating the erosion-corrosion performance of
superalloys at high temperatures (980°C) and pressures (100 bar) in a simulated
coal-gasification environment. The principle of operation was to entrain
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erodent in the recirculating high-temperature corrosive gas stream and impinge
this through 12 jet tubes onto test coupons (specimens) of the candidate alloy
materials mounted at 45° to the gas stream. Eleven materials could be tested at
the same time, and to ensure that each coupon was subjected to the same
impingement the coupons were mounted on a circular holder, periodically
indexed 30°. The twelfth position was used for control and to enable the sam
pling of the combined flowof gas and erodent from each jet in turn. The concept
for the reactor vessel originated from the research group in Chicago contracted
to carry out the metallurgical test program, and the final concept was drawn up
as shown in Figure 8.2.

As a conceptual drawing it is good. It illustrates the principle of using an
outer vessel to contain the high-pressure gases, with an inner vessel pressure
balanced across its wall to accept the very high temperature without rupture. It
also shows the idea of mounting the test specimens at 45°on a platform indexed
beneath a series of jets through which the gas and erodent flows. The concept
was considered innovative and the project sponsors were sufficiently confident
that it would work to approve construction of two reactor vessels.

The conceptual drawing shown in Figure 8.2 was given to a company drafts
man who simply produced detail drawings of every component as itemized on
the conceptual drawing, without further design . The internal parts were man
ufactured directly from these drawings, mostly from expensive high-grade
stainless steels and superalloys. Meanwhile, the drawings of the pressure-vessel
components were sent to the manufacturer in Texas,who, in turn, produced a
set of manufacturing drawings. The manufacturing drawings were officially
approved by a professional engineer as meeting the applicable ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels (Section VIII, Division 1)
under partial stamp requirements. The only change made was in the use of studs
and nuts for the top and bottom closures (Code requirement) instead of the
"Hold Down Bolts" shown in Figure 8.2. The two pressure vessels, weighing
about four tons each, were eventually manufactured and delivered, the cost
being approximately US$80000 for the pair. Without knowing any more details
about the system, a series of interesting features in Figure 8.2 will be apparent
to the reader, such as:

o The vessel is shown balanced on a floor-mounted scissors jack (to represent
vertical shaft adjustment).

o There are no supporting brackets or mounts for the vessel.
o The volume of the top cover plate (over the hole) is less than the volume of

material removed from the top blind hub.
o The only seal shown for the rotating specimen carrier shaft is a single elas

tomeric O-ring.
o This seal has to prevent corrosive high-temperature gas inside the reactor

from escaping.
o The only bearing shown for the rotating specimen carrier shaft is a graphite

bushing.
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• The alignment of the jets is by means of a plate located by the wall of the
reactor tube.

• The vertical and horizontal alignment of the specimen carrier shaft depends
on the differential movement between the reactor tube, the pressure vessel,
and the ground.

It was at this stage, when all the internal parts had been fabricated and the
vessels were due for delivery, that the company recruited a design engineer
(Hales) to review the design and to complete the system. It had already been
realized that the vessels had no physical means of support, and that the ASME
Code forbade any further welding once the vessels had been heat-treated!
This oversight had been dealt with quickly by making four one-inch thick
flat plate arms for each vessel and shipping them to Texas for welding to the
outside of each vessel shell prior to heat treatment. Each arm had a one-inch
diameter hole drilled through it prior to welding and, despite there being no
specified tolerances, these four holes were supposed to correspond in location
precisely with four one-inch diameter holes already drilled in the structural
steel frame in Chicago! At that time it had been planned to use four one-inch
diameter bolts to locate and support each vessel in its frame, the bolts, there
fore, having to pass through aligned holes of the same diameter. A review of
the complete design revealed a series of major deficiencies. The pressure
vessels were inadequately designed for the operating conditions, the flat plate
brackets were inadequate for lateral support, internal and external assembly
would be physically impossible, and, even if the components could be assem
bled, the seals and bearings could not function as drawn. Almost all the funding
was gone, the time was gone, detail drawings had been prepared for each
"conceptual part;' and all these parts had been machined! In addition, during
a review of the certification papers for the vessels, it was discovered that
the two vessels had been improperly heat-treated. The records of the actual
heat treatment did not match the heat treatment procedure specified. This
meant that the two vesselshad to be shipped back to Texas at the manufacturer's
expense to be heat-treated again. As it happened, this manufacturing error
was fortuitous , as it provided the opportunity to correct some of the major
design problems at little cost to the project. By designing new substantial and
stable bottom-support brackets for welding to the shell prior to reheat
treatment, a reference datum for the entire vessel and reactor assembly was
established. The vessel closures were redesigned in conformance with special
flat plate closure requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
Each of the circular stacked flat plates was used as the base plate for a cartridge
type of sub-assembly, thus converting the entire internal arrangement into a
series of independent modules with a common reference datum. The compo
nents within each cartridge sub-assembly were designed to expand or contract
relative to their own base plate, and mechanical interaction between modules
was minimized. At the same time, the component details were determined
precisely to provide maximum dimensional stability for jet/sample alignment
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with minimum transfer of heat away from the reactor hot zone. In this way it
was possible to maintain an excellent alignment between each jet and the
samples indexing beneath them , despite the near white-heat operating temper
atures . Many of the parts already made were reused as semi-finished raw
material for the redesigned components. For example, the original top cover
plate was remachined to form the new bottom cap, housing the main sliding
seals and bearing cartridge for the central hollow indexing shaft. The final
embodiment design, as developed from the original concept, is shown in Figure
8.3. Relative to the reference datum at the lower support of the vessel, the exter
nal shell expands upwards towards the top closure system and downwards
towards the bottom closure system. At the same time, inside the vessel, the sub
system components in those cartridges hanging down from their bolted base
plates at the top expand downwards, while those supported on their bolted base
plates at the bottom expand upwards . In order to accommodate this complex
series of differential expansions, and to enable removal of the lower cartridges
without affecting the upper ones, the indexing shaft within the inner reactor
was driven from a separate lower shaft by means of a sliding dog-type coupling
arrangement. This is shown in more detail, together with the sliding seals, in
Figure 8.4.

The embodiment design features, as distinct from the conceptual design
features, include:

• Stable bottom bracket of vessel provides datum for expansion/contraction
calculations .

• Erodent hopper, mixer, and jet sub-assembly form a cartridge unit hung from
the top cap.

• Jet alignment controlled from dowelled top cap of vessel by means of rigid
cartridge unit.

• Ceramic jet tubes used, supported and aligned by a highly rigid hollow central
column .

• Each jet may be aligned and checked as a sub-assembly task, prior to vessel
assembly.

• Reactor assembly designed as a cartridge, aligned and fitted from the top of
the vessel.

• Reactor held in alignment with respect to vessel at bottom by means of a
sliding bushing.

• Reactor wall thickness optimized for adequate strength with minimum heat
transfer.

• Modular assembly of specimen holder with dust shield, bearings, and seals
within reactor.

• Cartridge sub-assembly of high-pressure nitrogen seals and lower drive shaft
in bottom cap.

• Modular sub-assembly of sliding seals and drive shaft in bottom cap.
• Isolation of high-temperature reactive gas within reactor by means of seals

operating only at low differential pressure between reactor and vessel.
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Figure 8.3. High-pressure erosion-corrosion reactor embodiment design
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Figure 8.4. Detail of developed erosion-corrosion reactor concept

• Leak. detection system between double O-ring seals at top of vessel, with the
facility for pressurizing with nitrogen between seals in the event of a leak
during operation.

It will be noted that such features are concerned not with the detailed dimen
sioning of individual components for manufacture, but with the establishing of
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reference datums, the logic of component and sub-assembly alignments, the
control of force paths and heat transfer paths, the grouping of components into
sub-assemblies for ease of assembly and maintenance, and with the use of
cartridge-type sub-assemblies for practical operation.

Basedon this work, the detail design of every component was then completed
by the author and all parts were manufactured according to the replacement
design drawings. The reactor vessels were assembled, installed together with
the complex gas pumping and control systems, and were commissioned into
long-term service on tests of up to 1000h duration. Although the system per
formed successfully in the end, the 1year time delay and the enormous cost
associated with the redesign severely hampered the testing program. The prob
lems could have been avoided had specific embodiment guidelines been applied
prior to detailing the components for manufacture. This example typifies the
problems that arise when a conceptual design goes straight to detail design,
missing out the embodimentdesign phase. The embodiment part of the design
process takes a lot of time; it is critical to the success of the design, and the
design manager needs to be confident that the embodiment design issues have
been adequately addressed before the expensive business of detailing every
component for manufacture is initiated. In practice, there should be consider
able overlap between embodiment design and detail design, but in the mind of
the design manager there must be the clarity of thought that will ensure that
embodiment design issues are resolved before detail design of components is
carried out.

In order to help the design manager to make sure that embodiment design
issues are adequately addressed, some useful guidelines have been collected
together from various sources. These are summarized in the following sections.
The guidelines have been divided into three groups: the first two are based on
the approach of Pahl and Beitz (1984,1996)and the third is added from one of
our own personal experiences. The guidelines are presented here in summary
form only,providing the basis for a checklist and work sheet to help the design
manager in assessing the status and quality of embodiment design during the
course of a project. For a more detailed description of the guidelines and their
application in practice, the reader is referred to the Bibliography.

8.2 Overall Guidelines for Embodiment Design

Sufficient design "theory" now exists to provide a reasonably systematic
approach to the development of mechanical design concepts, and certainly to
provide guidelines and a simple checklist to help the design manager evaluate
the quality of a design before committing it to detailing and manufacture.
During embodiment design, the aim is to resolve overall geometrical, dynamic,
and safety issues, and to develop more complete layouts of the concept by con
sideration of each assembly, sub-assembly, and component in turn. Questions
need to be answered, such as:
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• Will it work?
• Is it safe?
• What function does it serve?
• Will it be made from scratch, bought in, or made from semi-finished

material?
• How does it fit in with the rest of the design?
• What development will be required?
• How long will it last?
• How might it fail in practice?

8.2.1 Clarity

Clarity of function, form, and layout should be considered, and used to advan
tage. It should be quite clear what purpose each component or sub-assembly
serves, how it is to be manufactured, and how it fits together with all the other
parts. For example, in Figure 8.4 it is clear that the bottom bushing of the inner
reactor vessel fits into the bushing mounted inside the bottom hub and that this
restrains the inner reactor horizontally, keeping it in vertical alignment while
allowing vertical expansion and contraction of the reactor tube as it is heated
and cooled within the pressure vessel. In the conceptual design, shown in Figure
8.2, it is not clear how the reactor will move relative to the pressure vessel.

8.2.2 Simplicity

The simpler that the arrangement and the shapes used are, the lower the cost
of manufacture and the better the overall design is likely to be. The aim is to
use the minimum number of components with the simplest possible shapes .
Although clarity and simplicity are closely related, they are not the same and
must be considered separately. A product may be extremely simple, such as a
single-component hand tool, yet its function may be obscure. Simplicity is an
aid to clarity, and in achieving clarity it is likely that a design will become
simpler, so there is a "chicken-and-egg" effect with these two factors. The use of
a cartridge-type sub-assembly for the reactor in Figure 8.3 is an example of
operational simplicity. To remove the specimens from the complicated reactor,
the operators simply undo the nuts holding down the top cap and withdraw the
cartridge, including hopper, mixing chamber, and jet tube sub-assembly. This
gives immediate access to the specimens without affecting the alignmentof the
jet tubes or thegeometrical relationship between thejet tubes and the specimens.
Thus, the alignment and location issues are no longer problems from the oper
ator's point of view.
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8.2.3 Safety

Safety in design has become increasingly important (Hunter, 1992). Commer
cial pressures often demand that products are used to the limits of (or beyond)
their designed capability, yet if there is a failure the the design engineer becomes
liable for damages. It is over matters of safety and product liability that the
advantage of having used a systematic and well-documented approach to design
becomes obvious. Clarity and simplicity automatically contribute towards
safety in design, but there is also an established safety hierarchy for design, as
described generally by Pahl and Beitz (1984, 1996) and in more detail, for
example, by Barnett and Switalski (1988). The safety hierarchy is aimed
specifically at minimizing the harmful effects of component, system, or opera
tional failures as follows:

• First priority - eliminate the hazard and/or risk (direct approach).
• Second priority - apply protective systems (indirect approach).
• Third priority - provide warnings.
• Fourth priority - provide for training and instruction.
• Fifth priority - prescribe personal protection.

Safety, as used here, means more than human safety. It includes situations
where the failure of one component may adversely affect the performance of
another and lead to operational or reliability problems, whether or not human
safety is involved. For example, although the failure of the Space Shuttle Chal
lenger may be regarded as a human safety problem because humans were on
board, there were a series of design weaknesses that would be regarded as safety
or reliability issues in design even if the vehicle had been flying with no crew.
One of these was the fact that once the hot, pressurized gases within the solid
rocket booster had reached the aft field joint elastomeric a-ring seal, the heat
damaged the seal, thereby letting more gas flow, thereby damaging the seal
more, thereby creating a bigger leak, and so on. In embodiment design this is
regarded as an unstable design, for which there are specific remedial guidelines.
As the hazard had not been eliminated, the second priority would have been to
design some kind of protective system. In fact, a second, back-up a-ring seal
was intended to serve this purpose; but, as it has the same performance char
acteristics as the first one, at best it could provide only a time delay before
failure. One alternative approach might have been to create a secondary seal by
using the fact that steel expands on heating. As the temperature increased, the
secondary seal would automatically take over from the damaged a-ring seal
and the sealing performance of the arrangement would actually increase with
temperature.

Each level of the safety hierarchy is briefly considered in turn to provide
more detailed information as background to the checklist and work sheet at the
end of this chapter. In keeping with the rest of the book, the aim is not to show
how to apply the guidelines in design practice, but to help the design manager
make sure that all the important aspects have been addressed before the design
is approved.
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8.2.4 Direct Approaches to Safety and Reliability in Design

8.2.4.1 Safe-life Design

Components and their connections are designed to survive their predicted
working life without failure. By this is meant without fracture or critical
deformation. If failure occurs, then an accident is possible, such as with a heli
copter rotor blade or a bicycle brake cable. However,the likelihood of failure is
reduced by:

• clearly specifying all operating conditions;
• careful attention to detail design, including application of safety factors;
• provision of overload capacity;
• regular maintenance and inspection during operation.

8.2.4.2 Fail-safe Design

After a failure, some capacity to perform critical functions should remain.
Failure should be signaled (directly or indirectly) so that the system can be shut
down safely. For example, wear in bearings (noise and vibration) or a blown
head-gasket (water in lubricating oil). During the design work, possible failures
must be foreseen and steps taken to ensure that the consequences are accept
able or can be made safe.

8.2.4.3 Redundant Design

Additional elements or systems are provided to take over the function in the
event of a failure. Note that the possibility of a first failure causing a catastrophic
failure by also damaging the redundant system must be avoided, such as an
explosion that damages a stand-by system. Redundancy can be:

• parallel - active or passive;
• series - active or passive.

Examples are:

• parallel active
• parallel passive
• series active
• series passive

- aircraft with more than one engine;
- stand-by generator;
- double in-line filters;
- anti -lock braking unit.

8.2.5 Indirect Approaches to Safety and Reliability in Design

The indirect approach involves providing protective systems, e.g. electrical
fuses; overspeed devices; safety valves; alarm systems; machine guards; and
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sprinkler systems. The protective system should, if possible, be self-monitoring,
with the capability to detect and act on faults by itself.Safety is enhanced if the
protective system includes redundancy, e.g. two systems working either in par
allel or in series. Safety is further enhanced if the two (or more) protective
systems work on different principles. This will avoid failure of each protective
system due to common faults such as corrosion.

8.2.6 Warnings

This approach involves providing warnings of potential danger by means of
notices, signals, or barriers. This third level of safety measure should be used
only as backup. Direct or indirect safety measures should be incorporated
whenever possible and in preference to warnings . In fact, warnings are
rarely effective in practice (Barnett, 1998), but they have become of great
importance because of the legal profession. Plaintiffs' attorneys have used
the "warnings issue" to the point of excess in generating claims and nego
tiating settlements in product liability lawsuits (American Law Institute,
1998).

8.2.7 Training and Instruction

Many products rely on training of the operator as an integral part of design for
safety,and thought must be given to this during embodiment design. The driver
of a car, for example, must be trained in vehicle handling as well as in learning
how to behave and cope with typical driving situations on the road. For simpler
products, instruction manuals are sufficient, but great care must go into their
design in order to ensure that the product is used correctly and that clear warn
ings are provided to cover foreseeable misuse. The legal profession, particularly
in the USA, has created a system where the design engineer is likely to be faulted
even in the most extreme of misuse situations, and the design engineer must
be able to prove that everything possible was done to ensure the reasonable
safety of product users.

8.2.8 Personal Protection

There are also situations, such as use of sandblasting equipment, where it is
essential for operators to wear protective clothing and devices to ensure safe
working conditions. This then becomes part of the design of the system, and
the design engineer must treat it as such. It may require the services of safety
experts to advise on how best to meet the applicable regulations and standards,
as the issues can be subtle and outside the scope of the expertise of the design
engineer.
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Example: Space Shuttle Challenger

Taken from Analysis of an Engineering Design: The Space Shuttle
Challenger (Hales, 1989).

Embodiment Design Questions Concerning the Solid Rocket Motor Aft
Field Joint:

1. Is the design simple?
2. Is there clarity of function?
3. Is there clarity of form?
4. Is it safe - safe-life design?

- fail-safe design?
- redundancy built in?
- protection built in?
- warnings provided?

Evidence Based on the Report of the Presidential Commission:

1. Joint has complex loadings, geometry, sealing, and thermal conditions.
2. Load paths for forces not clear and operation of seals not clear.
3. Confusion over tolerances and joint gap.
4. Not safe-life: a-rings operating outside recommended conditions.

Not fail-safe: failure of primary a-ring allows hot gases access to
secondary a-ring.

No redundancy: joint redesignated Criticality 1.

No safety protection from gas channeling.
No safety protection for strut connecting rocket to external tank.
No safety warning of seal/joint failure.

8.3 Specific Guidelines for Embodiment Design
The above overall guidelines help to provide a structured approach to the
development of any design concept. Associated with the overall guidelines have
been identified a number of detail or specific guidelines (sometimes termed
"principles") to help with particular aspects, as described by Pahl and Beitz
(1984,1996):

• Force transmission
• Division of tasks
• Self-help
• Stability

Each of these is introduced briefly below, together with some examples.
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8.3.1 Force Transmission

8.3.1.1 Flowlines ofForce

The function of many components is to transmit forces (and moments) from
one point to another. A simple analogy to help visualize force transmission is
in flowlines of force as illustrated Figure 8.5, adapted from Wallace (1984). The
external loads applied to a structure are balanced at every section by internal
forces and moments. At critical sections the stresses can be calculated and com
pared with the material strength. A desirable aim is uniform strength, even if it
cannot be achieved. Guidelines for uniform strength include the following:

• Avoid abrupt changes of cross-section.
• Avoid sharp changes in direction.
• Avoid changes in flowline density.

8.3.1.2 Force Transmission Paths

Sometimes the minimum deformation is required of a product in service,
whereas at other times large elastic deformations are required. The base of a
machine tool might be an example of the first, and an isolation spring is an
example of the second. Guidelines for minimum deformation (rigid compo
nents) include:

• Use shortest possible force transmission path.
• Use most direct force transmission path .
• Work with axial or shear forces.
• Favor symmetrical layouts.

Ir

BoU or rivet Densitychange Sharp
deflection

Figure 8.5. Visualizing flowlines of force (adapted from Wallace,1984)
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Guidelines for large elastic deformations (flexible components) include:

• Use a longer force transmission path.
• Use an indirect force transmission path.
• Work with bending or torsional moments.

8.3.1.3 Matched Deformations

Mismatched deformations between related components can lead to uneven
stress distributions and unwanted stress concentrations. For example, differen
tial torsional wind-up in a gantry crane drive axle when the drive is from one
end of the shaft leads to jerky longitudinal crane motion (Pahl and Beitz, 1984).
Thus, an important guideline for matching deformation is:

• Design interacting components so that, if possible, they deform in the same
sense and by the same amount under load.

For example, the crane shaft could be driven from the center, or the torsional
stiffness of the longer driveshaft could be increased by a larger shaft diameter.

8.3.1.4 Balanced Forces

The main forces produced within a mechanical system as part of its function
often give rise to secondary, associated forces that must be accepted within the
system even though they do not serve the function directly. Guidelines for
balancing out associated forces include:

• Balance out associated forces close to their point of origin whenever
possible.

• Use additional force-balancing elements for medium loads.
• Use symmetrical layouts for high loads.

8.3.2 Division of Tasks

A component may be designed to serve just one specific task, such as a dowel,
or a component may be designed to perform several tasks, such as an engine
drive pulley. Several identical components may be required for high-load situ
ations, such as multiple Vee-belts. This gives rise to a series of helpful guide
lines, together with constraints, as follows:

The main guideline for combining tasks is:

• Assign several tasks to a component for economy in space, weight, number of
parts or cost, but note
- it may compromise the performance of individual functions;
- it may require design and analysis of more complicated shapes;
- it may be more expensive to replace if there is a fault.
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Guidelines for division of tasks include:

• Assign a specific component to a specific task for optimization or if the task
is critical.

• Use several identical components to cope with loads or size too great for one,
but note
- increased space and weight involved;
- more parts and connections used;
- there is difficulty in getting identical parts each to carry the same load.

8.3.3 Self-help

The idea of self-help is to improve the performance of a function by the way in
which components interact with each other. It can provide a greater effect, a
reduced effect, or greater safety (in overload conditions), depending on the cir
cumstances and what is required:

Overall effect =Initial effect + Supplementary effect

8.3.3.1 Self-reinforcing

The required effect increases with increasing need for the effect, such as better
sealing of O-rings as pressure increases. Leading shoe drum brakes are self
reinforcing, in that the braking force increases rapidly with increasing pedal
pressure (tendency to "grab"). With disk brakes there is also a self-reinforcing
effect, but through a different mechanism. The braking force increases as the
brake disk expands with heat.

8.3.3.2 Self-damaging or Self-balancing

In this case the supplementary effect reduces the initial effect. For example, with
a trailing shoe drum brake an increased force is required to maintain braking
effect as the brake heats up. This can be used to exercise control over the grab
bing tendencies of a leading shoe brake and a stable system results when a
leading shoe is combined with a trailing shoe design.

8.3.3.3 Self-proteding

"Self-protecting" means that components should be designed to survive in the
event of an overload, unless intentionally used as weak links. By providing an
additional force transmission path it is possible to alter the flowlines of force
after, for example, a given elastic deformation, so that the load is still carried
without component damage. This is termed a self-protecting solution, and an
example would be the bump stop on a car suspension spring.
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8.3.3.4 Summary

Guidelines for self-help include:

• For self-reinforcing solutions use primary or associated forces acting in the
same sense as other main forces.

• For self-balancing solutions use associated forces acting in the opposite sense
to primary forces.

• For self-protecting solutions change the force depending on elastic deforma
tion and note that self-damaging effects can easily be produced which are
usually,but not always,detrimental.

8.3.4 Stability

The stability of a design can be considered on a number of different levels,
but in this particular context the important thing is whether the designed
system should, and if so will, recover appropriately from a disturbance. For
example, the physical capsize of the Herald of Free Enterprise ferry in 1987was
caused by a set of cumulative disturbing factors, including turning forces from
steering, lateral water slosh, lateral sliding of vehicles, and inversion of the
center of gravity with the center of buoyancy. The effects of the disturbances
increased with angle of roll to the point where there could be no recovery and
the ferry turned onto its side. At the time there were no design features that
opposed or canceled the effect of these additive disturbances, so the design
under these circumstances was inherently unstable. If the bow doors had
not let water in, if the deck design had prevented water slosh, if the vehicles
had been tied down, and if the trucks had been less heavily laden, then the
ferry may have been able to recover from the effects of the turning forces from
steering.

The main guideline for stability is:

• Consider the effects of abnormal disturbances and ensure that these effects
will be reduced or canceled out.

Sometimes planned instability is useful, such as the over-center toggle
action of an electric light switch to ensure that the switched is either on or off
and cannot stay in the middle neutral position.Another example is the "poppet"
type of safety valve, which snaps fully open when a limiting pressure is
reached.

The main guideline for use of planned instability is:

• Introduce self-reinforcing effects when a selected physical quantity reaches a
limiting value.
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Example: Space Shuttle Challenger

Taken from Analysis of an Engineering Design: The Space Shuttle
Challenger (Hales, 1989).

Further Embodiment Design Questions Concerning the Solid Rocket
Motor Aft Field Joint:

1. How good are the force transmission paths - flowlines?
- deformations?
- secondary forces?

2. Is the division of tasks appropriate (separated, combined, or divided)?
3. Is self-help used - self-reinforcing?

- self-balancing?
- self-protecting?
- what about self-damaging?

4. Is the design stable?

Evidence Based on the Report of the Presidential Commission:

1. Force flowlinesconcentrate around pins - poor load distribution. Joint
rotates, affecting seal performance. Ice and putty create detrimental
secondary forces.

2. Critical tasks of load-carrying and sealing are combined instead of
being separated.

3. Self-reinforcing used, but minor gas leaks create a self-damaging
situation.

4. Design unstable - joint gap leads to seal leak
- joint rotation leads to bigger leak
- putty allows gas channeling
- gas channeling leads to burnt seals
- burnt seals lead to bigger leak
- bigger leak leads to high temperatures at joint
- high temperatures lead to hole in casing
- hole in casing leads to strut failure
- strut failure leads to catastrophic failure.

8.4 General Guidelines for Embodiment Design

8.4.1 Use of Calculations

Calculations are an essential part of engineering design work, and many
are usually required. They should be carried out and recorded in a careful
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manner for later reference, and computer printouts should be carefully anno
tated and documented for easy understanding by other engineers. One of
the difficulties with the analysis of the tri-axis transfer press design mentioned
in earlier chapters was the lack of recorded calculations. All that existed were
some preliminary hand calculations and some undocumented computer print
outs oflater calculations. The in-house program used for the computer calcula
tions had been modified and adapted to such an extent that the original
programmer was no longer able to provide the necessary documentation
retroactively.

A few guidelines for use of calculations are as follows:

Approximate calculations should be used throughout the embodiment design
phase to determine effects and consequences (gain insight) .
More accurate calculations (and repeat of first-order calculations) should
be carried out as the layout and form design is firmed up (see French, 1999).
Calculations should be completed on standard format sheets, which include
the date, project nature, title of calculation, assumptions made, and symbols
used. Origin of equations, etc. should be referenced in a right-hand
margin.
Calculations should be indexed, checked (by another person), and retained
with the project file.

Example: Seat Pan for the "life" Office Chair

The front edge of the seat was designed to flex in order to reduce pres
sure points behind the knees. The seat pan also included localized "soft"
spots to accommodate the ischial bones, reducing both pressure points
and the tendency to slip forward in the seat. These concepts were proven
using early prototypes, which showed that flexibilitycould be achieved by
making slotted holes in the seat. Further development of this concept
required and investigation into the effect of various hole patterns on
front-edge deflection and ischial bone accommodation. Prototyping was
considered too expensive and time consuming. The team used Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) to predict deflections and stress levelsfor numer
ous different hole patterns. Although they were experienced in the use of
FEA, the team employed external consultants to check the analysis using
independent FEA methods before final prototypes were manufactured.
These prototypes were built using final materials and production
processes. Figure 8.6 shows a deflection plot for one of the final seat pan
designs as produced by an external consultant. A color reproduction of
this plot is provided. See also color plate provided.
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Figure 8.6. FEA plot for the life chair seat pan.Courtesy of Formway Design.See plate section for color version.

8.4.2 Materials Selection

Selecting materials in design was once a relatively simple matter, but with the
rapidly increasing range of new materials and complex alloys the task of selec
tion has become difficult and demanding. Improved materials can lead to better
products, easier manufacture, longer service life, and lower cost. It used to be
that a large number of brochures, handbooks, catalogs, directories, and materi
als specialists had to be consulted to ensure that the most appropriate material
was found. However, during the past decade there have been enormous
advances in the materials information available from databases and the Inter
net, with built -in procedures to assist the design engineer in the selection
process . For example, the Cambridge Engineering Selector (Cebon, 2003) now
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covers manufacturing process information as well as cost, availability,form, and
physical data. Essentially, it is becoming possible to design a material to suit a
specific application as well as to select a material most appropriate to a partic
ular design. These developments should help to overcome:

• a tendency to avoid use of new or alternative materials;
• inappropriate use of materials;
• waste of materials resources.

However, it should be stressed that great care is needed when selecting a
material that may not have been tested sufficiently under real-life conditions for
a particular application. For example, if a plastic type of material is selected for
an application where traditionally metals have been used, then secondary prob
lems, such as inadequate stiffness, degradation from exposure to ultraviolet
light, and a greater likelihood of failure in the event of a temperature excursion,
may offset advantages such as lower manufacturing cost and better corrosion
resistance. For simple materials selection, the following is a suggested
guideline:

• Determine basic form of component.
• Determine form, availability, and cost of several candidate materials (raw or

semi-finished).
• Use computer-based selection procedure or Internet product information

search, as appropriate.
• Match form and manufacturing process of available material against form

design of component.
• Select the most appropriate materials and check physical properties against

basic functional requirements.
• Iterate if necessary.
• Refer to database or data sheets for material details and make final selection.

8.4.3 Design Standards and Codes

In general, design standards encapsulate what has become accepted best prac
tice for the design of particular types of product, and they provide at least a
baseline set of criteria for the evaluation of designs produced, as discussed
further in Chapter 11.Common ones are:

• Company standards;
• Industry standards;
• National standards;
• International standards.

Compliance with applicable standards is strongly recommended, as a
minimum requirement, even for those considered to be "voluntary standards:'
In the event of a safety or performance problem with a product, the very first
questions are likely to be:
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• What standards were applicable to the product?
• Does the product comply with current standards?
• If so, where is the evidence of this?
• If not, why not?

The design manager, called in to testify regarding the quality of a product
design, starts in a weak defensive position if an applicable standard existed
yet it was not complied with. Not to know of the existence of such a standard
is usually indefensible. Standards are often limited in scope and may contain
conflicting requirements or ambiguities. In this case, an interpretation should
be sought and kept in the records for future reference. Some standards have
been developed based on insufficient practical experience, and the design
manager may simply disagree with what has been required. If a strong enough
argument can be made and submitted to the committee responsible then the
standard may be changed accordingly. With this in mind, many companies
encourage their design staff to become involved with the committees that
develop the standards in their line of business.

Codes (and Codes of Practice) provide general design rules for specific types
of product, especially when safety is a key issue, such as with pressure vessels.
They often incorporate other standards, and their adoption by regulatory author
ities is often used to make compliance mandatory.The basic idea of a Code is to
keep designers on the right track by giving them guidance through encapsulated
experience. For example, the pressure vessels for the erosion-corrosion reactors
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter were originally designed from basic
stress equations,not according to the ASME Boilerand Pressure Vessel Code.This
is why the top cap in the conceptual design (Figure 8.2) looks so thin . Maybe the
vessel would hold the pressure safely with such a thin cap, and in fact both pres
sure vessels passed their first round of tests with blank caps to that design.
However, once holes are drilled for fittings, the bolts are not evenly torqued,
minor operational damage or degradation occurs, seal surfaces become marked
or pitted, and a whole host of other engineering factors are taken into account
then it becomes apparent that a thicker cap is essential. How thick is thick
enough? Calculations according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section VIII, Division 1 rules are based on simplified empirical equations that
result in a conservative design considered safe for all operating conditions.
Division 2 rules require a more detailed analysis of the specific design to
establish a better understanding of the vessel's engineering performance, and
then allow higher stress levels to be used, which results in a less conservative
design .

Some guidelines for the use of Standards and Codes:

• Use them whenever appropriate. They can save money, time, and arguments.
• Check which standards and codes apply to the product or system being

designed. There may be several and they may conflict.
• Obtain the latest edition of any standard or code to be followed.
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• Meet the requirements as closely as possible (even if they are not mandatory).
• Safety standards take priority over rationalization procedures and economics .

8.4.4 Purchased Components

Generally, it makes economic and practical sense to buy ready-made assemblies
and components whenever possible, and the main thing to ensure is that the
item bought meets the specification stated. For example, many of the quality
problems with Jaguar cars manufactured during the 1970sstemmed from faulty
or low-quality purchased components, and the quality of the cars dramatically
improved when Jaguar started billing suppliers with the full cost of claims
caused by failure of such components. In the USA,where the home market is
huge compared with many other countries, there is more scope for using pur
chased components. Mail-order catalogs are a way of life. For a very short while,
one of us once worked for a Chicago company making a variety of large auto
matic assembly machines where all the parts were purchased except for spe
cialized operating stations. Machines were designed and built in a maximum of
3months by teams of two, who were then removed from the machine. A"debug
ger" was then given 3weeks to make the machine "work:' It was then delivered
to the customer. No drawings were ever done (in fact they were banned); there
were no operating instructions, no spare parts and no documentation. It was a
"mind into metal" approach, which happened to be successful as long as it was
confined to the design of machines involving components such as dial plates,
rollover cams, and standardized mechanisms.

The following are a few guidelines for the use of purchased components:

• Use them whenever possible .
• Obtain price and delivery quotations.
• Specify functional and quality requirements in agreement with the supplier.
• Inspect components on arrival .
• Insist that components meet agreed specification .

8.4.5 Layouts and Models

Layouts and models are important tools for communication, negotiation, under
standing, and development throughout the design process . Until a layout was
done, the team designing the gasifier test rig was unable to negotiate for proper
space for the control room . Until a model was built, the team designing the
Scotts Rotary Lawn Spreader described in Chapter 7 was unable to gain support
for the project. It is said that layouts and models externalize personal thinking
and facilitate communication between the right-hand and left-hand sides of the
brain. Certainly, layouts and models help the design engineer to visualize the
complete design clearly.

The following are a few guidelines concerning layouts, drawings, and com
puter printouts:
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• Use standard sheet sizes, or computer-generated format, for all work.
• Label and date all layouts and printouts.
• Use a standard titleblock (or devise one) for all drawings, including name,

date, and tolerancing.
• Number all layouts and drawings according to a rational system (e.g. by sub

system and sheet size). Allow for addition of new drawings and revisions.
• Choose scales that will assist in building up and checking assembly drawings .
• For mechanical assemblies use a different sheet (and number) for every

component.
• Use the smallest convenient size sheets for each drawing.
• Comply with the current national standards.
• Retain original copies in file with revisions shown.

8.4.6 Prototypes and Testing

The question of whether or not a prototype is built as part of the design process
depends on what is being designed . In the case of some high-volume products
it is now possible to have sufficient confidence in the design to allow manufac
ture of the first units directly on the production line, whereas in the case of
others, specially built prototypes are needed for extensive field-testing before
final design. In the case of one-off (or low-volume) products, manufacture of
the final product often proceeds directly from design, and a systematic testing
and commissioning procedure is generally required before acceptance by the
customer. Whichever approach is appropriate for the project in question, there
are some useful general guidelines concerning prototypes and testing . The
following set has been adapted from project planning rules suggested by The
Technology Partnership (1988) in the UK:

• Prove new technologies separately.
• If major tooling is required, prove the design first.
• Test the hardware that is developed.
• Anticipate having to do modifications.
• Expect and allow for integration problems.

Example: Gasifier Test Rig

The developed concept, or embodiment design, of the gasifier test rig is
shown in Figure 8.7. Bycomparison with the reactor concept in Figure 7.8,
it will be seen that the design has passed through another development
phase. Many different approaches are used for developing concepts, with
the one chosen depending on the nature of the project. For the gasifier test
rig the approach used was progressive detailing of layouts, rather than pro
totyping, modeling, experimenting,or computing. In practice, it was found

Continued
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difficult to classify work hours specifically as "conceptual design:"'embod
iment design:' or "detail design:' but it had to be done in a definite way for
analysis; so, all those hours between the meeting when the design
specification was finalized and the meeting when the concept was finalized
were classified as "conceptual design,"Subsequent hours were divided into
"embodiment design" or "detail design:' depending on whether they con
tributed to the development of the reactor concept and overall layout
(embodiment design) or they dealt with individual components, detail part
drawings, or detail calculations (detail design). This proved adequate
except for those hours spent on cost-justification documentation and those
spent on design of the control system. The cost-justification documents
referred to the developed concept, so these hours were categorized as
embodiment design. For the control system design, each interchange was
considered individually. There were task clarification hours for the con
tract controls engineer, as well as embodiment and detail design hours, but
the conceptual design had been completed previously.

Whereas conceptual design was mainly concerned with the reactor
assembly, embodiment design was concerned with the development and
integration of allseven sub-systems for the gasifier test rig. Figure 8.7shows
the developed concept of the reactor only. Examples of its features are:

• Sub-assembly cartridge for the specimens and instrumentation
modified to incorporate partial separation of tars and gases.

• Heating element cartridge modified to accept four independently con
trolled elements instead of two.

• Double O-ring seals with leak detection and provision for emergency
nitrogen pressurization between them.

• Annular-groove weld preparation in pressure vessel cap to permit the
welding of replacement "inner reactor chamber" tubes to this cap with
no need for certified inspection.

These features , and the many others like them, may be considered in terms
of the embodiment design guidelines recommended by Pahl and Beitz
(1984), and may be assessed according to the embodiment design check
list. For example, almost all the guidelines were used in the development
of the "inner reactor chamber" welded fabrication, as shown in Figure 8.8.
The overall output from the embodiment design phase of the project
included: the developed reactor concept; the equipment selection and
incidental design for the seven sub-systems; the preliminary and detailed
overall layouts ; a more detailed cost estimate with cost-justification doc
umentation; and the control system design complete with the P&I
diagram. Final layouts produced were well received by the "customer" and
"users:' and through them the project gained more support at this stage.
The quality of output from this phase was considered satisfactory, but pro
ductivity was low. Embodiment design took 77Gh (35% of the engineer
ing design effort) .
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8.S Embodiment Design Checklist and Work Sheet

The Embodiment Design Checklist shown in Figure 8.9 lists a set of points for
the design manager to consider during reviews of the design work at this stage
of development. They are based on the guidelines for embodiment design as
described in this chapter and are best used in the form of questions to ask the
design team. The Embodiment Design Work Sheet shown in Figure 8.10 may
then be used to assess the project status and define action items for completion
before the design is finally approved for the detailing of all components. Of
course, this does not mean that detailing cannot start before this . In fact, the
detailing of many standard components may even be complete by this stage.
However,it provides the design manager with a final check on important issues
concerning the design before it is too late for corrections or modifications to
be made. As it is likely that many more hours of design effort will go into this
phase than the conceptual design phase, the design manager may find it helpful
to use the embodiment design checklist and work sheet more or less continu
ously to ensure that all aspects of the work are completed in a timely and well
organized fashion. Figure 8.11 provides a worked example for the developed
concept for the Life chair shown in Figure 8.12.

The completed work sheet showed a good level of confidence in the func
tional requirements for the Life chair. Contributing factors were:

1. The overall geometry of the chair was considered to be good; however, the
method of attachment of the back suspension fabric was unresolved.

2. The motion of parts factor was considered to be good, e.g. the mechanism
connecting the seat pan to the back frame ensured that good eye height was
maintained as the user reclined in the seat.

3. The team had identified the forces involved.An extensive FEAwas performed
on all parts to check the stresses and deflections. Specialist FEA engineers
had also verified this work.

4. The energyneeded was considered to be good. The chair was designed to be
self-adjusting, and its normal operation required a minimum amount of user
input and energy.

5. Suitable materials had been obtained for all parts. The critical components
had been manufactured with final materials and final processes, e.g.
the seat pan was injection molded using a soft tool. Although it was per
ceived that the structural properties of rapid prototyped parts would be
better in the production version, there was uncertainty over the final cost of
these parts.

6. The control system consisted of very simple mechanisms, such as the mech
anism for linking the seat to the back support. Although the reliability of
these control systems was unproven, the team was confident that they would
be reliable owing to their simplistic construction.

7. Information flowwas considered to be good. Instructions for use of the chair
were included as a permanent fixture.
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EMBODIMENT DESIGN CHECKLIST

REQUIREMENTS CONTRIBUTING
POINTS TO CONSIDERFACTORS

Overallgeometry Fit of part, assemblyof parts, simplicity,clarity

Motionof parts Will it work, other functions needed, working principle,division of tasks
Forcesinvolved Strength, stability, stiffness, fatigue life, side effects, flow lines

FUNCTIONAL Energyneeded Supply, storage,efficiency, sell reinforcing,sell help

Materialsto be used Degradation, wear, corrosion, expansion and contraction

Controlsystem Reliability, assembly, testing, troubleshooting

Informationflow Necessary, sufficient, calculationscorrect

Operational Safetyhierarchy, safe life, fail safe, redundancy, protection, warnings

SAFETY Human Regulations, standards,codes, history

Environmental Harmfuleffects, long term effects

Qualityassurance Overallsystem, life-cycle,standardsand codes

QUALITY Qualitycontrol Manufacturing quality, measurement, monitoring

Reliability Operation, maintenance, user environment

Productionof components Can parts be made, layoutand drawingsadequate

MANUFACTURING
Purchaseof components Reliablesources,timing, quality assurance, appropriateuse
Assembly Simple assembly, clear sequence

Transport Safe internal transport, safeexternal transport

Designschedule Currentstatus, planning, problems

TIMING
Developmentschedule Test equipment, test plan, documents, certification

Productionschedule Timing, materials supply

Deliveryschedule On time or not, ways of improving

Marketinganalysis Review and update
Designcosts Percent completion , phase diagram , cost overruns

ECONOMIC Developmentcosts Phase diagram, supplierestimates, item by item estimate
Manufacturing costs Toolingcost update, materialsadditional cost
Distributioncosts How to be shipped, distributionnetwork

User needs Reliableand easy to use

ERGONOMIC Ergonomicdesign User friendly, good physicallayout
Cybernetic design Good controls

ECOLOGICAL Materialselection Source, supply,disposal,mixture,safety

Working fluid selection Safety, toxicity, replenishment

Customerappeal Survey, comments

AESTHETIC Fashion Competition

Futureexpectations Reliability of predictions

Distribution Quietness, vibration, handling

LIFE-CYCLE
Operation Simpleinspection

Maintenance Simplemaintenance, usersafety, who doesit?

Disposal Recycle, scrap

Figure 8.9. Embodiment design checklist
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EMBODIMENT DESIGN WORK SHEET PROJECT: _ DATE: _

REQUIREMENTS CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

-Good "-V"* .- - 0
..

Overallgeometry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I
MocJon 01parts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FUNCTIONAL Fon:es imoIved 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Ene<gyneeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Malorials to be used 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ConlrOlsystom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Inlonna__

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operational 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SAFETY Human 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ErMrnnmontal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0OuaIrtyauuranc:e 0
QUALITY OuaIrtyconlrOl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reloabl rty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ProducIion 01",,"-IS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I MANUFACTURING

I Purchase 01",,"-IS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Assembly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transport 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OesIgnldledule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I TIMING
I 0ewl0pmen1- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Productionochedulo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oo&Nysd>odule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Marl<ellng analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Design oosts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMIC
I

0ewl0pmen1 coslS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Manulactunng COSIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Distribution COSIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Uso<noodl
ERGONOMIC EtgonomIcdesign 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cybemebc deslgn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECOLOGICAL Matoria l soloction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WortUng ftuid_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Customer appeal
AESTHETIC Fashion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fulu<eexpeclalJOnl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disttibutlon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I LIFE-CYCLE I Opera- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 8.10. Embodiment design work sheet
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EMBODIMENT DESIGN WORK SHEET PROJECT: LIFE CHAIR DATE: JUNE 2001

REQU IREMENTS CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

-Good "'"'- -. - 0
NiA

o-angeometry 0 • 0 0 0 • 0

I I
Motion01parts • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

FUNCTIONAL Foo:esifMlM>d 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
I Ene<gyneeded • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Materials to be used 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
ConllOlsySlom • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Inbrmalion l\ow • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

()pefational • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
SAFETY Human • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

EnvIronmental • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Quality assurance • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
QUALITY Quahly oonllOl 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

Reliability 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0

Production 01c:ompono<11S 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

I MANUFACTURING 1 Purchase 01c:ompono<11S 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Assembly • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Transpor1 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Design schedule 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0

I TIMING
I DeveIopmenI schedule 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
I Production schedule 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

DelIveryschedule 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0

Marl<e1Jng onaIysis • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

I I Design costs 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
ECONOMIC I DeveIopmenl costs 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

MaroJfac:luring costs 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
DistribuIion costs 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0

U_needs • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Cybernetic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ECOLOGICAL
Mal_I seIe<:I>Dn • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
WoOOng "uid seIoction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •
Cuslomer appeal • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

AESTHETIC Fashion • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Fulunt axpeclalions • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Distnbulion • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
L1FE-CVCLE

1 Operalion • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
I Maintenance • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

DIsposal • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Figure 8.11. Example ofembodiment design work sheet
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Figure 8.12. CAD model showing the embodiment design solution for the Life chair.Courtesy of Formway Design

safety and compliance with safety standards were considered to be critical
to the success of the Life chair project. Contributing factors were:

1. The worst-case load scenarios had been thoroughly analyzed and tested for.
The team was confident of the operational safe-life. In cases where failure
had potential to result in injury (e.g. failure of the back frame), extra redun
dancy was included in the structure.

2. The team had been thorough in ensuring that they met the applicable safety
standards, and the human influence was positive.

3. Environmental safety, in this case, concerned the chair's ability to provide
long-term support to the human body safely. The team considered that the
chair delivered a better level of long-term support than any of the competi
tor products.

Factors contributing to quality included:

1. Quality assurance was tested against relevant industry standards. The chair
was found to perform to the highest level in all cases.

2. Quality control factors had not been considered. The design team realized
that this was a weakness and they were preparing to put a quality control
strategy in place.
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3. Reliability had been established to an acceptable level for the prototype.
However,the team was not confident about the product's performance in the
user environment.

Contributing factors for the manufacturing requirements were:

1. The team was happy with the production of components influence: compo
nents could be manufactured and controlled at a production level.There was
uncertainty, however, regarding larger production runs; the team members
were not experienced at manufacturing mass-production quantities.

2. Reliable suppliers had been identified for the prototyping phase and many
had supplied components for batch production runs of other furniture.
There was uncertainty regarding the purchase of components factor because
of the unproven ability of suppliers to meet the demands of larger produc
tion runs reliably.

3. The final layoutwas elegant in terms of design for assembly.This was attrib
uted to the use of modular components requiring a minimum number of
assembly operations. Many of the components could be assembled without
tools, and this had a positive influence on manufacturing requirements.

4. The transport influence was positive because the product could be safely
handled both within the production process and externally.The chair design
allowed for separation into efficient packaging elements that could be easily
reassembled when the product reached its final destination.

Factors contributing to the timing requirements were:

1. The final layout details took longer than planned and the design schedule
had not been met. This delayed negotiations with potential manufactur
ing partners and had a negative influence on the development of the
chair.

2. The development schedule allowed time for final testing; however, the cur
rent status was marginal due to insufficient contingency for unplanned
events.

3. Production schedule had not been considered; this factor was to be revised
once a partner had been found.

4. The delivery schedule for the final working prototype was unrealistic and
needed revision.

Drivers for economic requirements were that the product be cost competi
tive and be considered value for money. Contributing factors were:

1. The marketinganalysis for the local market was thorough and had involved
feedback on the prototype from preferred customers . The USmarket needed
to be reviewed.

2. Design costs were still within budget; however,additional design contracting
staff were required to complete the embodiment phase. The current status
was marginal-good.
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3. Development costs, though expensive, were within budget because only one
set of soft injection-molding tools had been acquired when multiple sets had
been budgeted for.

4. Projected manufacturing costs were conservative; however, the teams inex
perience at mass production created uncertainty.

5. Distribution costs were uncertain because the Formway team had no estab
lished distribution network in the USA. Despite this, they took as many steps
as they could to make cost predictions.

Ergonomic factors were a focal point for the Formway design effort. In terms
of meeting the user needs and from an ergonomic design perspective, the chair
performed better than hoped and out-performed competitor products. Con
sidering cybernetic design factors, a minimum number of user control inputs
were needed and the control devices were easy and obvious to use.

Ecological factors were strongly positive. Materials selection was from
approved suppliers and a minimum quantity of materials had been used.

Aesthetic qualities were a primary driver for the Life chair project. Initial
reaction from customers indicated a strongly positive customer-appeal factor.
Customers liked the minimalist aesthetic look, which was also positive from a
fashion perspective because it followed current trends. This meant that the
product was likely to be stable in the marketplace.The future expectations factor
was good. This was because the demands of different users could be met by
either dressing the chair up or down with different fabric qualities or by adding
or removing component blocks, such as the arm rests.

Factors influencing the life-cycle requirements were:

1. Distribution had been planned for in the local market; however,distribution
remained unresolved for Europe and the USA.

2. Operational factors were good because the layout allowed simple inspection.
3. The maintenance factorwas good; the chair was designed for easy assembly

and disassembly, allowing straightforward replacement of components.
4. Disposal factors had a good influence on life-cycle requirements. The proto

type chair was made from like families of recyclable materials. Contamina
tion had been reduced by using natural finishes te.g. polished aluminum)
and by avoiding the use of composite materials.

The completed work sheet shows a good level of confidence in terms of
the functional, safety, ergonomic, and aesthetic performance of the prototype.
Areas of weakness are quality, timing and economic factors. These weaknesses
were generally associated with the fact that the Formway team was developing
a product to be sold at much larger production volumes than they were
familiar with.
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8.6 Tips for Management

8.6.1 Overall Product

• Test functional performance - must meet or exceed customer expectations.
• Check for economic feasibility - cost must be acceptable to the customer.
• Check safety performance - must meet applicable safety standards.
• Test ergonomic performance - user expectations must be satisfied.

8.6.2 Overall Design

• Insist on clarity, simplicity, and safety in the design.
• Ensure that force transmission paths will be satisfactory.
• Ensure satisfactory allocation of functional tasks to components.
• Ensure that self-help has been appropriately incorporated.
• Ensure that self-damaging effects have been investigated.
• Ensure that the design will perform in a stable manner.
• If planned instability is used, ensure required effect will be achieved.

8.6.3 General

• Ensure that calculations are appropriate, adequate and correct.
• Ensure that calculations have been recorded in a professional manner.
• Ensure that the most appropriate materials have been selected or designed.
• Ensure that the requirements of applicable standards and codes are met.
• Ensure that purchased components have been incorporated effectively.
• Ensure that models, layouts, printouts, and drawings have been used to best

advantage.
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Final Design: Detail Design for Manufacture

9.1 The Importance of Detail Design
9.2 The Design Manager and Detail Design
9.3 Quality Assurance
9.4 Interaction of Shape,Materials,and Manufacture
9.5 Manufacturing Drawings and Information
9.6 Standard Components
9.7 Assembly
9.8 Testing and Commissioning
9.9 Detail Design Checklist and Work Sheet
9.10 Tips for Management

9.1 The Importance of Detail Design

One of the most difficult things for a design manager to get across to corporate
management, the design team, and customers alike is the importance of small
details in design. There is a tendency to leave the details to a student assistant,
the draftsperson, or perhaps the computer! This is a serious mistake. Most
accidents and disasters involving engineering design issues can be traced back
to errors, inexperience, or poor judgment in detail design. We have personally
investigated many fatal or serious injury accidents in which simple deficiencies
in detail design were the direct cause or a major contributor. A fewexamples are:

• Omission of a plastic locking plug on a 3/16-inch diameter screw thread (fatal
truck collision).

• Internal corrosion of a steel box-section suspension arm (vehicle rollover).
• Threading a load-bearing 4mm machine screw into a sheet metal hole (loss

of one eye).
• Failure to remove feathering and burrs from a stainless-steel tray (severed

nerves in a finger).
• Failure to provide anchoring for the fixed end of a cantilevered step (slip and

fall back injury).
• Use of a cattle clasp as a tow hook on an equipment tether (fatal pipeline

accident).
• Spring-loaded cable anchored to easily removable door bracket (loss of one

eye).
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Each one of these accidents could have been prevented by more care in
carrying out or checking the detail design, without needing any engineering
analysis, calculations, or sophisticated knowledge. It is the responsibility of the
design manager to ensure that sufficient emphasis is placed on excellence in
detail design, to make sure that there is competent staff to carry it out, to check
carefully for possible problems, and to warn of the dangers if detail design is
not treated with sufficient respect.

9.2 The Design Manager and Detail Design

A moment of truth for the design manager comes when a design is approved
for manufacture. Now what was on paper or in a computer is going to become
a reality, at great cost in materials and manufacturing effort. There is no turning
back. Every single component in every single sub-assembly in every single unit
of the system is going to have to be made or procured, then fitted together with
all those other components that have never been together as a whole before.
There are bound to be a few sleepless nights before the design "works" as
intended. The problem is that, with any kind of sophisticated piece of equip
ment, the design manager cannot personally check every drawing or calcula
tion that has been done.There may be hundreds, if not thousands, of documents
or their equivalent, and the interrelationships between them can be extremely
complex. The design manager, therefore , has to develop a "nose" for potential
problems and be on the lookout for them throughout the detail design phase,
not just in a final review. The idea behind this chapter is to help the design
manager develop a systematic thinking process, which will help ferret out detail
design problems before they cause serious mischief.

In passing, there is one simple technique that one of us has often used on
design projects coming close to manufacture. Perhaps it arose out of needing
something more challenging than counting sheep during occasional sleepless
nights . In your mind's eye, think of all the components that have been detailed,
visualize their manufacture, then assemble the whole system, component by
component. Continue by thinking of a user starting up the equipment or
product and think through different ways of operating and maintaining it right
to the point when it is worn out. Maybe you nod off before getting very far along
in this thinking process, but the exercise is systematic, it keeps the thinking
going at night, and it can also help you to get to sleep!

9.3 Quality Assurance

"Quality assurance is an all-embracing term that covers every activity and func
tion concerned with the attainment of quality" (Morrison, 1985). As stated in
the Scott Fetzer Quality Improvement Guidelines: "Quality means meeting cus
tomer requirements and exceeding customer expectations .. . The customer
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includes the end users of products and services as well as other Scott Fetzer
employees" (Birmingham, 1991).

As discussed in Chapter 2, with reference to Figure 2.1, quality assurance
must be considered as an integral part of a design project and not something
that can just be added in at the end. Quality assurance requires specific quality
management as prescribed, for example, by the ISO 9000 series of International
Standards for Quality Management listed in Chapter 11.The implementation of
quality management may often be enhanced by the application of specific tools
such as Taguchi methods and QFD already discussed in Chapter 3. This is men
tioned again here to highlight the need for the design manager to work particu
larly closely with the quality assurance team during the final phase of design
before manufacture. By use of the more sophisticated approaches now becom
ing accepted, it becomes possible to combine the quality assurance and design
functions into a fully integrated quality engineering approach for some types
of design project (Clausing, 1994). The design manager needs to work towards
quality improvement on a continuing basis and should be involved directly with
the implementation of quality improvement measures. A useful source of infor
mation on this issue is the American Supplier Institute in Dearborn, Michigan,
which has published many helpful techniques, guidelines, and case studies in
various forms, such as on Taguchi methods (ASI, 1990; ASIIJSA, 1990).

Example: Electronic Deadbolt for Locking Doors
Courtesy of Manz Engineering Ltd.

For many years, a unique electronically controlled dropbolt (deadbolt)
system for the remote locking of building doors has been manufactured
by a small family business in New Zealand. The complete unit fits inside
the doorframe mortice, with the cylindrical deadbolt solenoid operated
through a mechanical linkage and powered by a 12-24 V electrical supply.
Alignment of the bolt and striker plate is sensed magnetically during
operation, and an electronic circuit board provides monitoring, opera
tional, and safety capabilities. From its origins as a simple electrical
device, incremental detail design developments have transformed it into
an exceptionally high quality, robust, and reliable product, marketed
internationally through major suppliers to the security industry. Each
unit is assembled, tested and packaged by hand, and most of the parts are
machined in-house or manufactured locally.

One day a large order was received from a multinational electro
mechanical security equipment corporation based in Germany. This
sudden demand caused a scramble in the four-person company, so as to
deliver the first batch of 500 units on time. Then, unexpectedly, their

Continued
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product was rejected for not meeting the customer's quality assurance
requirements. The entire shipment was returned on a single massive
pallet. This was a devastating blow to a tiny, specialty manufacturing
company, but it accepted the loss and investigated the problem. They
heard that the corporation sales and marketing staff had seen a sample
lock at a trade show and were impressed enough to order the units
through the purchasing department without the necessary engineering
approval. The engineering department rejected the units for several valid
reasons , including:

• Chatter marks on the countersunk screw holes in the faceplate.
• Use of "flying leads" for electrical supply wiring, instead of connectors.
• Lifetested to only 200000 cycles instead of the required 1000000 cycles.

The machining tolerances on the faceplate countersunk holes were
revised and samples sent to define the tolerance band on diameter and
depth. Connectors were fitted to the circuit board and a plastic injection
molded component was modified to maintain the same overall dimen
sions (involving the high cost of adding material back into a die cavity).
Life tests revealed some wear in the mechanical linkage above 300000
cycles with normal lubricants, but this was eliminated by using ROCOL
J166anti-seize grease. Finally,the product met all the customer's require
ments and was accepted as their first product line to be manufactured by
an outside company.

Although this was a costly exercise, the manufacturing company
regarded it as a beneficial experience , as it resulted in a much-improved
product, regular orders, and a long-term working relationship, with the
following lessons learned:

• Always obtain written design specifications from the customer.
• Notify the customer of any component or other changes in advance.
• Send samples and obtain approval for any changes, prior to

manufacture.

9.4 Interaction of Shape, Materials, and Manufacture

Each individual component has a certain geometrical shape, is made from a par
ticular material,and is made by a particular manufacturingprocess. These three
things are important in themselves, but the interrelationships between them are
equally important.

The shape of a component is generally set by spatial and functional require
ments, modified by constraints such as weight or interference with other com
ponents. The dimensions and description of surfaces on a drawing commonly
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define the shape, and this is an area where the computer has long been of
assistance in design.

It used to be that a material was selected for a particular component from a
limited range available. Great advances in materials science have changed this
in a number of ways. The range of materials available has increased, with
performance characteristics more precisely controlled and quantified. In many
cases it is now possible to design a material for the specific application, which
means addressing the issue of materials right from the beginning of the design
process. Certainly, the designer has a much better range of materials to choose
from; but the selection process is more complex, and the way the material is
processed and handled during manufacture has to be considered in detail. For
example, consider the feedwater lines for high-pressure power boilers. Although
the ASME code specification for the pipe steel composition has remained essen
tially the same for decades, the carbon steels manufactured today that meet the
same specification in fact have slightly different characteristics than those
manufactured years ago. The composition of the SA-106B steel is specified as:
carbon 0.3%; manganese 0.29%;phosphorus 0.048% max.; sulfur 0.058% max.;
and silicon 0.10% min. There is no exclusion on having, for example, a small
percentage of "tramp metal" such as chromium, in the steel; indeed, when pipe
material that was installed in the mid-1900s is analyzed it is common to find a
small percentage of chromium present. The current steels are much "cleaner"
because of improved steel-making technology, and the expensive chromium
element is unlikely to be present in this particular steel, where it is not a
required part of the composition. The presence of the "tramp" chromium actu
ally provided a certain level of protection from corrosion, a fact that was not
recognized until quite recently when some serious feedwater line explosions led
to detailed failure investigations. It is now becoming a practice to specify a low
alloy steel such as SA-335 for these feedwater lines, with 1.0 to 1.5% chromium
and 0.44 to 0.65% manganese to help protect against flow-accelerated corrosion
and flow-assisted chelant corrosion (Hales et al., 2002).

Product manufacturers also have to adapt when faced with designs specify
ing unfamiliar materials. A company that had an excellent reputation for
high-quality work on tooling for the manufacture of Rolls Royceaircraft engines
changed from traditional tool- and die-making to the manufacture of end
effectors for robots due to economic pressures. All of a sudden the customers
began to reject their work. It transpired that while the tool-and-die business pri
marily involved the use of hardened steels, the end-effector business primarily
involved the use of softer aluminum alloys.The toolmakers were damaging their
own products by,for example, sliding them across a metal-clad bench or nicking
them during assembly. The whole company had to be re-educated in how to
design, manufacture, and protect assemblies involving aluminum parts.

Often, it is not only the physical and mechanical properties of a material that
are important. The thermal, electrical, and chemical properties may need to be
taken into account in case of peculiar or adverse effects. Heat treatment and
special surface treatments are commonly used to enhance the properties of a
material after machining, and the specifications for such treatments are becom-
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ing more stringent. If the process is not controlled carefully enough then the
material may not meet the physical characteristics the designer has assumed
for calculating strength, wear, and fatigue performance. Service failures could
occur. Integrated suites of computer programs, such as the Cambridge Engi
neering Selector, CES4 (Cebon, 2003), are now available to assist in the
specification, selection and design of materials, taking into account the pro
duction processes and heat treatments. The Cambridge Engineering Selector
was developed specifically from the designer's point of view, rather than from
the materials science point of view usually encountered with earlier materials
database programs.

With regard to manufacture, it is essential for the design manager to team
up with the manufacturing staff and to work with them directly. The intent of
the design engineers must be fully communicated and understood by those
manufacturing and assembling the parts. For the design of mass-produced
products, the techniques advocated by Taguchi (Clausing, 1994) have been
developed to help make this link effectively and efficiently. Manufacture today
is a closely controlled process in almost every field, and the manufacturing
process to be used greatly affects the design of a product. The quality of the
components manufactured is also critical. If the components are not made
as designed then there are bound to be problems . As previously mentioned
in another context, one of us investigated design problems in a case where
an extremely large prototype tri-axis transfer press failed to perform to
specification. The contract had been set up in such a way that there was no inter
action between the design team in one company and the manufacturing team
in another. To complicate matters further, one company was in North America
and the other was in Europe. Language difficulties created misunderstandings
through memoranda, and when the drawings were translated the intent of the
designer was not fully communicated. Mixed imperial and metric units were
used, which had to be rationalized. Material specifications were not exact equiv
alents from one country to the other, and it was not clear that specified surface
treatments and heat treatments were ever carried out according to the original
drawings. Approximately 60000 h of engineering design work was involved and
some 4000 manufacturing drawings were shipped from the designing company
to the manufacturing company. The customer ended up with a machine that
could work only at low speed, so they would not pay the manufacturer, and the
manufacturing company would not pay the designing company on the basis that
the design was faulty.The cost of claims and counterclaims far outweighed the
project cost, and most of the problems could have been avoided had there been
closer communications between the two companies during detail design.

9.4.1 Shape-Material Interaction

An overall guideline of particular importance to the design engineer is to design
a component so that it can be made as closely as possible to its final shape ("near
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net shape") by means of a primary process . In other words, to be made in "one
bang" if possible. Every secondary forming operation and every machining
operation costs money and increases waste. A hollow shaft is made more eco
nomically from a pre-finished tube than from a solid bar, and perhaps the
design can be adjusted to accommodate this. Components must be strong
enough to carry the loads imposed during operation. But how strong is
strong enough? This depends on the nature of the component and the risk asso
ciated with any potential failure. It may depend on deflection, fatigue life,
corrosion resistance , strain hardening, stress-corrosion resistance, or numerous
other factors. Part of detail design is to assess what type of failure might
occur with a particular component and to design to an acceptable level of
resistance to such failure. A safety factor may be introduced to account for
uncertainties in the analysis, with the size of safety factor depending on the
cost, feasibility, and benefits of doing more detailed analysis. For example, the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, has two sets of rules: Divi
sion 1,based on simplified assumptions and calculations using a general "safety
factor" of four, and Division 2,which uses a less conservative "safety factor" but
requires far more detailed calculations. If the vessel you are designing is rela
tively small and will operate at low pressure, then the cost of performing the
additional analysis probably would not be offset by any reduction in material
thickness of the pressure-vessel components. You may not even be able to take
advantage of an allowed thinner wall if it does not calculate to a standard thick
ness. However, if you are designing a large high-pressure vessel, as for a coal
gasification plant, then the reduction in wall thickness permitted through
use of Division 2 rules can result in major cost savings. Reductions in thickness
may even enable the use of a less expensive manufacturing process for the
components.

Another point to consider is that a material may be strong enough in the
sense that the calculated internal stresses are low,yet it may fail in its intended
purpose because of excessive deflection when the external forces are applied.
An example of this involves the handrails around scaffolding. Scaffolding safety
standards often require that handrails accept a certain horizontal force without
exceeding the yield strength of the material or causing permanent deformation.
However, if this is the only criterion used, then it is quite possible to design
handrails that meet the standard yet deflect so much that they would fail to
restrain a person from falling overboard.

A few general hints with regard to shape-material interaction are as
follows:

• Use axial forces whenever possible.
• Concentrate material away from the neutral axis in bending.
• Beware of high stresses in bending.
• Complementary shear stresses can be used to advantage in design of thin

sections .
• Thin-walled closed sections are good for torsion.
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9.4.2 Shape-Manufacture Interaction

The shape of a component may look fine on a drawing, but it could create all
kinds of problems for manufacture. For example, a new design of timing gear
for a truck engine initially had four windows in the web instead of three as pre
viously designed. The manufacturing engineers asked the design engineer why
it had four windows instead of three. There was no particular reason, except
that it seemed to look better. Whereas the previous gears could be finish-turned
in one chucking operation using a self-centering three-jaw chuck, with four
windows in the web they would have to use an independent four-jaw chuck,
requiring much more set-up time. They settled for three windows.

Continuing with the same example, it turned out that the supplier of the
forging blanks had recently moved operations from Canada to Italy,and since
that time 90% of the gears needed balancing after machining instead of only
10%. Even though the forgings were within tolerance dimensionally, the shape
of the webs varied sufficiently to cause balancing problems. The design engi
neer was asked to specify closer dimensional and geometrical tolerances on
the new design to fix the problem. Specifying tighter tolerances is generally
considered to increase costs; but, as this example shows, it depends on the
circumstances. The way to make a proper assessment is to talk with the
manufacturing staff. There is no sense in struggling to widen tolerances on a
part that for other reasons would be machined on a jig-borer anyway. The part
will not be any cheaper. However, if by widening a tolerance the part could then
be simply milled, then it would be worth considering. It must be very frustrat
ing for a manufacturing engineer to put a lot of effort into meeting precisely
what was asked for on a drawing, only to find out later that constraints that
made things tricky were fictitious to start with. Geometric tolerances need
careful thought, as they can create unexpected problems for the manufacturer.
In one case the designer had defined a reference datum that could not be meas
ured from on the actual part. The manufacturer set up an equivalent datum that
could be measured from, but this introduced a sufficient difference in the
geometric tolerance stack-up that a large casting had to be scrapped after
machining.

Surface finish, residual stresses, and flaws in the material are important
when it comes to detailing, and the design manager is often called on to make
quick decisions when these cause problems during manufacture. An additional
factor in the gear example above was the distortion that occurred during
machining of the forged gear blank due to relief of residual stresses, and the
design engineer was also asked to consider this aspect in the new design. Some
times a decision must be made on whether to accept or reject a part that
has had expensive machining carried out prior to finding a flawin the remain
ing material. The manufacturing engineer may want to press ahead, making
minor dimensional changes so that the flawcan be machined out. Certainly, the
supplier will make light of it and upper management will not want any more
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delays.There is a strong temptation to go ahead, and if long lead times or crip
pling costs are involved then it may be the only way. However, the design
manager takes a big risk in agreeing to accept flawed material or changing
dimensions to accommodate defects.Asa general rule, approval should be given
only after a thorough review of all the design implications of the change. It is
easy to overlook or forget one or two of the reasons why a particular dimen
sion or tolerance was set the way it was, and there is no "comeback" once the
changes have been approved. A typical case was when one us had ordered a
pressure vessel with a forged shell in the form of a 724mm diameter nozzle,
108mm wall thickness and 610mm long, for continuous high-temperature
operation at over 200atm hydrogen pressure . Delivery was long overdue and
things were getting desperate when the manufacturer called to say that they had
just made a mistake in cutting the end off the forging. Somehow, it ended up
being cut on an angle, so that the nozzle was too short on one side. We could
have a short nozzle, a nozzle built back up with weld, or a new one at some
distant time in the future. The tight project deadline left no choice but to build
up the wall with weld and then re-machine.

However, before approval was given to the manufacturer, a design exercise
was carried out to see what the implications would be, and to work out an
acceptable procedure that we were confident would meet the ASME code
requirements. In the end the vessel was assembled according to the drawings
and was still in operation 12years later.

9.4.3 Material-Manufacture Interaction

It is common for materials to have their characteristics changed as part of the
manufacturing process, and the designer has to be sufficiently knowledgeable
in materials science to understand what can or cannot be done and what the
implications are. Heat-treating to harden or soften metals is an obvious
example. As the design and use of materials gets more sophisticated, so does
the interaction with manufacture, such as with the use of high-strength, low
alloy steels in car bodies. It seems a good idea to use stronger steels and thus
reduce weight in car bodies, but this creates secondary problems that must then
be resolved in their own right. There are springback problems in dies, and deep
drawing is difficult.The thinner material "oilcans" more easily,and loss of thick
ness from physical damage or corrosion is more critical. The sheet may have to
be protected by galvanizing or other coating, which introduces additional
manufacturing processes. These were important issues at the time when these
steels were introduced into car-body manufacture, and it took a lot longer
than expected to reduce the weight of vehicles without compromising safety or
operational life.
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Example: Gasifier Test Rig

Detail design theory draws together techniques used in the "form" design
of individual components and guidelines for completing and checking the
final production documents. Form design is concerned with the interac
tions between shape, materials, and the manufacturing process for
components, and the integration of components into assemblies. The
output from the detail design phase has traditionally been in the form
of detail drawings, but it is now often in the form of digitally stored man
ufacturing information. For the gasifier test-rig project there were no
facilities for "computer-aided drafting" available at the time, and all draw
ings were produced manually. Although there was overlap between the
embodiment design and detail design phases, there was a precisely
defined point at which detail design started. This was a meeting with
the design office manager to agree on a schedule, starting from that day,
for the completion of all necessary manufacturing drawings. It marked
a definite change of emphasis on the project. Had everything gone as
planned, the drawings would have been completed within the time limit
set. However,despite the careful planning, no qualified detail designer was
available until well into the agreed period. This delayed the work for
5months.

The "inner reactor chamber" welded assembly, described previously in
Chapter 8, provides a typical example of a shape-materials-manufacture
interaction problem tackled during detail design, as shown in Figure 9.1.
It included: selection of materials; use of the pressure vessel codes BS5500
and ASME Section VIII; dimensional and geometrical tolerancing;
welding sequences during assembly; selection of standard O-rings using
the manufacturer's guidelines; and questions of thermal expansion, creep,
and heat transfer.

The output from the detail design phase, up to the cut-off point for
project data collection, included:

• 42 pages of pressure-vessel calculations;
• 8 pages of scrubber calculations;
• 19 pages of steelwork calculations;
• 18 pages of other calculations;
• 65 detail drawings;
• 14 files of supplier information with index.

Although the work completed was assessed as satisfactory, the pro
ductivity during this phase was poor due to sporadic drafting assistance.
Detail design took 875h (40% of the overall engineering design effort),
excluding the estimated hours for completion of the drawings after the
cut-off point for data collection.
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Differential expansion in bolting & between flanges.

Condensation of corrosivegases on Inner surface.

High pressure O-ring seals require lowest possible temperature.

DiffICult to get materialof required thickness&
acceptable to BS 5500.

Heavy cap of expensive alloy so must minimize
weight to minimize cost.

Butt weld of thick cap to thin reactor tube with
different alloys requirescareful weld preparation
& filler materialselection.

Insulation required to minimize heat transferby
I§_-~~-- convection.

n - - -- Difficult to obtain required diametertube in suitable
material (probably imported & with minimum order
charge).

'Ho~------ Temperatures of up to 1300' C in wall at holiest point
but to achievelow temperatures at each end requires
minimizing heat transferby thinning wall wherever
possible.

Very few metalscapableof operatingat 1300' C.

Insertsrequired to preventbed rotation.

Hot corrosionon imer wall extremely severe- requires
aluminized surface.

Differential pressure of 6 Bar (max.) across tube wall 
N2 outside& hot corrosive gasesplus solids inside.

Wearof wall surfaceas coal bed movesdown means
that reactor tube needs to be replaceable.

Inlet gases to be hot - requires fine alloy tubing capable
of high temperature corrosive duty.

Conicalbottom required to assistflow of solids.

Outlet tube to locate auger filled from bottom and to
ensurecorrect alignment of reactorat all times - diffICult
welding job.

Figure 9.1. Problem ofmaterials selection for GTR reactor chamber
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Example: Seat Pan Detail for the Life Chair

The interaction between shape, materials and manufacture required
significant consideration and resulted in considerable rework in the
detailed design of the Life officechair.Although the team had built a pro
totype that had exceeded all expectations , it was the final detailing that
would be critical in ensuring the introduction of a reliable and cost
competitive product to the market.

The cost of the mater ial used to make the seat pan for the prototype
was found to be too expensive for mass production.A more cost-effective
material was found; however, this affected the interaction between mate
rials and shape. The structural properties of the new material were dif
ferent, and this required changes in size to provide the required flexibility,
and hence comfort, while ensuring adequate strength. A more detailed
stress analysis was performed at the detailed phase to reduce stress
concentrations.

Interactions between shape and manufacture for the seat pan involved
the detailed specification of tolerances on dimensions and tolerances on
surface finish for the injection-molding die. These details produced a
good fit between the seat pan and its undercarriage, along with the
required surface finish.

The interaction between material and manufacture was governed by
the flow of materials in the injection-molding process. The compatibility
of the material with this method of manufacture was critical in achiev
ing the best quality seat pan. To refine the final seat pan solution, the
specific material properties, along with the die geometry (including
positions of runners and gates), were input into a mold flow analysis
program. This analysis was used to specify the optimal injection-molding
parameters, such as pressure, temperature, and flow rate and runner
geometry. Figure 9.2 shows one of the outputs from the mold flow analy
sis for the seat pan. See also color plate provided.
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Figure 9.2. The mold flow analysis for the seat pan on the Life chair.(ourtesy of Formway Design.See plate
section for color version.

9.S Manufacturing Drawings and Information

Every detail of the design engineer's final design must somehow be communi
cated to the manufacturing department with sufficient clarity for all the parts
to be made and assembled correctly. Whether this is done through the use of
computers or drawings on paper depends on the circumstances, but in the end
it is the quality of the design engineer's thinking that will determine the quality
of the final product most . A poor concept cannot be made good by excellent
detail design, and an excellent concept will be destroyed by poor detail design.
To be successful, the design manager must be capable of eliciting a winning
concept from the design team, then nurturing the idea right through to the very
end. At the detail drawing phase this can get very tedious , and the work is totally
different from the early days of the project. It is literally a matter of going
through every single component drawing to make sure that it is done, it is ade
quate, there are no mistakes , the material is available, the component can be
made, and the component will do its job.

Dimensional and geometric tolerances need to be checked. For example, is
the reference surface used as a datum for the geometric tolerancing actually a
surface from which measurements can be made in the shop, and is there a way
of measuring what is asked for? Are the tolerances fighting each other?
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9.6 Standard Components
There is a huge selection of standard components available to the design engi
neer. The main difficulty in using standard components is sifting through the
information to find what is wanted. However,databases for helping with this now
exist, and search engines on the Internet, such as "Google,"are fast becoming the
best way of finding available components.Certainly, there is no excuse for spend
ing design time redesigning what has been done many times before. The things
to concentrate on are efficiency in sourcing components and effectiveness
in obtaining and maintaining adequate quality of the incoming items. In the
USA,which has a long history of excellent mail-order service, it is someti.mes
possible to do a complete design project using items from a single catalog, as
discussed in Chapter 8. This may not sound very elegant to the purists, but it is
an effective way of getting something put together in a short time, and the
following are some other advantages of using (on-line) catalog items wherever
possible:

• Performance and dimensions specified.
• Price accurately known.
• Delivery controlled.
• Can be returned if necessary.
• Illustrations and array of options encourages creative thinking process .

9.7 Assembly
Although the design team may have assembled a prototype and may have a clear
idea in principle of how an item of equipment or a product should be assem
bled, in practice assembly is a complicated business. Again, the manufacturing
department should be involved at an early stage in design . Parts must be stored,
handled, joined, fastened, adjusted, and inspected during the course of assem
bly.Texts are available which cover this in detail, and only a few pointers for the
design manager will be offered here.

Storage is costly and fraught with unexpected problems. The parts get lost,
the parts get stolen, the parts get damaged, the warehouse floods. There is no
end to the tale of woe.As design involves something new,it is common for pecu
liar packages to start arriving at shipping and receiving with no home to go to,
no name attached, and no explanations. It is up to the design team to negotiate
storage space and handling for equipment, material, and parts to do with the
project, then to oversee their disposition on arrival . Perhaps the manufacturing
department will take care of it or help. Perhaps there is an empty room some
where, or perhaps the company is well enough organized to have special pro
cedures for new hardware. In any case, things must be planned out ahead of
time, approvals obtained for the handling and storage of parts, and warning
given of their imminent arrival.
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If large equipment is involved then the problems multiply. Cranes are
needed, the thing is bigger than expected, the crate will not come apart, the crate
broke open on the journey, and everyone stops work to watch. It is always inter
esting when something new comes in, but it can be extremely harrowing for the
design manager unless the event is well planned in advance. Author Hales was
design manager for a test facility involving a series of large pressure vessels,
compressors, generators, and other equipment. Almost every major delivery
caused uproar in the company because of the disruption and difficulties with
maintenance and buildings staff.

9.8 Testing and Commissioning
It is not often realized how much time and cost is involved in the testing of new
products or in the commissioning new equipment. The design manager must
realize that, for any projects with characteristics high on the Rodwell scales of
magnitude, novelty, or complexity (see Chapter 3), careful planning and
budgeting will be required for testing and commissioning. In the case of a
commercial or consumer product, extensive field tests may have to be
carried out to confirm the functional performance and the operation of
safety systems. Mandatory testing may have to be performed by designated
organizations such the Underwriters Laboratory in the USA before the product
can be approved for sale on the open market. In the case of large one-off
machines or equipment, it is common for functional testing to be required
on assembly at the manufacturer's plant, followed by extensive commis
sioning trials after final installation at the customer's facility. In extreme
cases, the cost of commissioning may be as high as 25% of the total cost of the
project.

If testing and commissioning are not accounted for realistically in planning
the project then there will be insufficient time and money to prove the product
or shakedown the equipment when the time comes. There is a high risk that
the project will fail, even if the design is satisfactory. This was a major cause
of machine failure in the case of the tri-axis transfer press, used as an example
in Chapter 3. It is important that testing and commissioning is carried out
in a systematic fashion, and the design manager needs to become familiar
with the methods and techniques available appropriate to the particular
project.
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Example: low-cost lawn Spreader

The Scotts" EasyGreen Model ER-2A Rotary Spreader is one of several
well-known lawn spreaders available to consumers in the USA. It is sold
either packed in a box disassembled or assembled by the retailer at a
slightly higher cost. It so happened that one of the authors of this book
needed a small lawn spreader with good distribution control for use on
narrow lawn areas between flowerbeds. The various demonstration
models were carefully inspected and the Scotts" EasyGreen Model ER
2A in disassembled form was chosen. The reasons for the purchase of this
particular machine instead of others were as follows:

• small size
• low cost
• neat and sturdy appearance
• easy to clean
• obvious care and attention given to detail design
• description on box suggested good control
• spreader matched lawn-care product that was to be used.

The box was opened and this author was so impressed by the way the
parts were packed and presented for assembly that a full photographic
record was made of the unpacking and assembly process. Figure 9.3shows
the cover page of the assembly instructions, and Figure 9.4 shows the
assembly instructions (much reduced in scale). The assembly process was
much simpler and quicker than expected, as the parts were designed to
fit in only the correct way.For example, use of a hollow plastic pinion and
shaft with an innovative hexagonal snap arrangement reduced assembly
of the pinion gear, bearings, impeller, and agitator to a few seconds. The
detail manufacturing drawing for the pinion gear and shaft is shown in
Figure 9.5.The rate pointer illustrated in Assembly Step 4 (Figure 9.4) and
in the operating instructions (Figure 9.6) was designed to snap on to the
rate scale in a similar fashion.
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toassemble thisspreader:
• Adjustable or ¥a" open-end wrench~-""~~
• Flat-blade screwdriver
• Wide-jaw or"Channel-Lock" pliers
• Hammer

Theonly
tools you'll needtoassemble yourEasyGreen spreader,please

takea moment to readthispublication.The
assembly isreally quiteeasywhen youfollow
thesimple directions we've provided. Justa few
common handtoolsare needed; theyare shown
to the right.

Use and care
of your spreader
isalsoeasy, especially with thehelpful hintson the
backof thispublication. If youhaveanyquestions
abouttheassembly or useofyourEasyGreen,
just callthetoll-free numberlisted below. Our
specially trained lawnconsultants are waiting to
helpyou.

Before you begin

Assembl~ Use,
andCare

forpurchasing a Scotts.Easyflreen, spreader.
OM.Scott& Sonsintroduced thefirst homelawn
spreader in 1946andhascontinued tooffersuperior
quality that translates intomoreaccurate application,
a better-looking lawn, anda longer-lasting, more
durablespreader.Thelawncareindustry's most
extensive research, design, andtesting have
goneintomakingtheEasyGreen thefirst
rotaryspreader withtheaccuracy ofa Scotts
dropspreader. Withitsdurable rustproof parts,
theEasyGreen isguaranteed togiveyougreat
results-now andformanyyearstocome.

Thank you

Questions?
Call theScottstoll-free Consumer Hotline: 1-800-543-TURF
Figure 9.3. Scotts EasyGreen® lawn Spreader. Courtesy of O.M. Scott &Sons Company
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9.9 Detail Design Checklist and Work Sheet

As for previous chapters, a checklist and work sheet were developed for use by
the design manager in reviewing and assessing the work of the design team
during this phase of the design process. The Detail Design Checklist, shown in
Figure 9.7, provides a list of points covering aspects of detail design that need
to be questioned by the design manager prior to manufacture.The Detail Design
Work Sheet, shown in Figure 9.8, is used to record the status and action items,
so that the design effort can be completed without missing out any important
items.

Following the successful completion of a working prototype, Formway Fur
niture Ltd signed a licensing agreement with Knoll Inc., and the two companies
collaborated to produce the detailed manufacturing information so that
the Lifechair could be manufactured on a mass-production scale.Although the
detailed design information and manufacture of components was shared, the
two companies had independent assembly facilities. Formway was to assemble
and distribute chairs for the Australasian market, while Knoll supplied the USA
and Europe. The work sheet in Figure 9.9 provides a worked example from the
detail design of the Lifechair. This work sheet considers the production of com
ponents for the supply to the global market (i.e. manufacture of all parts) and
the assembly and distribution from Formway to supply to the Australasian
market. Figure 9.9 is an assessment of the chair after the pre-production
run. Chairs from this batch were to be used as demonstrators at the NeoCon
trade fair.

The completed work sheet showed a good level of confidence in the func
tional requirements for the Life chair. Contributing factors were:

1. The overall geometry of the chair was considered to be good; however, some
fine-tuning was required at a detailed level to correct tolerances on the seat
pivot mechanism.

2. The motionofparts factor was good; however, the stiffness of some parts was
different from the prototype due to the use of more cost-effective materials
in the mass-production version .

3. The forces involved factor was marginal due to indications of poor per
formance on initial fatigue and creep tests. It was decided to revise ma
terials selection for some parts to ensure adequate creep and fatigue strength.

4. The user input energy needed factor was good; however, it was influenced
by the seat and back-mechanism tolerances; the long-term performance of
these joints had yet to be proven.

5. The materials factor was marginal, owing to cost constraints prohibiting the
use of some materials. This caused problems with structural properties, and
new materials needed sourcing.

6. The control system influence was considered good. Special consideration had
been placed on eliminating pinch points in the seat and back mechanism,
resulting in an elegant solution.
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DETAIL DESIGN CHECKLIST

REQUIREMENTS
CONTRIBUTING

POINTS TO CONSIDERFACTORS

Overallgeometry Interference, assemblysequence, tolerances, surfacefinish
Motionof parts Displacement, velocity, acceleration, position, fatigue,stiffness
Forcesinvolved Weight of components, deflection, vibration,resonance, creep,flow,

FUNCTIONAL strength,residualstress
Energyneeded Torque, speed, horsepower, powertransmission
Materials to be used Hardness, surfacefinish, friction, lubrication, replacement
Controlsystem Bulton/switchdesign/layout, emergencies, safety, operation
Information flow Assembly, operation, maintenance, safety

Operational Modesof operation, abusiveoperation, maintenance

SAFETY Human Failuremodesand effectsanalysis

Environmental Specificissuesrelatedto design

Qualityassurance Certification, designand manufacture records

QUALITY Qualitycontrol Inspection and componenttesting, production documents

Reliability Simulatedtestslfieldtests/statistical analysis

Production of components Manufactured as designed, revisions

MANUFACTURING
Purchase of components Inspection records
Assembly Stacking, fit of parts, minimizing operation, easeof assembly
Transport Packaging, protection, storage, inventorycontrol

Designschedule Disruption causedby revisions

TIMING
Development schedule Problemdiagnosis, debugging procedure, testingmaterials

Production schedule Inventorycontrol
Deliveryschedule Acceptance criteria,commissioning

Marketing analysis Customerreaction, user field tests, data collection
Designcosts Recording problems and solutions

ECONOMIC Development costs Costof redesign
Manufacturing costs Recordof manufacturing problems/costs
Distributioncosts Recordof packaging/distribution costs

Userneeds Functionalperformance, suggested improvements
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic design Understanding/useof instructionmanual/controls/ease of use

Cybernetic design Reaction of machineto controls, feedbackto user

ECOLOGICAL
Materialselection Machining, assemblyor operational problemsfound?

Working fluid selection Filling, spillage,leakage, maintenance, filtration

Customerappeal Surfacefinish, overallquality, colors,textures, consistency

AESTHETIC Fashion Userreaction/comments/consumer reports

Futureexpectations Commentfrom field tests/commissions

Distribution Loading/unloading, labeling, transport mode

LIFE-CYCLE
Operation Monitoring, feedback, returns, recalls
Maintenance Sparepartssupply, spareparts inventoryltracking, service facilities
Disposal Rebuild, remanufacture

Figure 9.7. Detail design checklist
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DETAIL DESIGN WORK SHEET PROJECT: ___ DATE: _

REQUIREMENTS CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS

-a- ""'- -- - 0
NlA

Overal geometry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I
Motionof parts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FUNCTIONAL F0rt:8S irMlIwId 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Energyneeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Materials Ie be used 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CootrcIsyStem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Informatioo lIoN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Opo<alional 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SAFETY Human 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EnWonmontai 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0OuaGlyassuronce

QUALITY Oualycootrol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R_ ly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Production 01components 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I MANUFACTURING
I Purchase of components 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Assembly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tronsport 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Design schedule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I TIMING I lleYelollment schedule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I ProduetJon sc:hedule 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DeIiYety scIleduIo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mar1<oting analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I Design costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ECONOMIC I

lleYeIopmonl costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ManuIaduring costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dislnbution costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0User_s
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic desig n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cybomobc design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECOLOGICAL
Mator\also_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wor1<ing IluidsoIodxln 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Customerappeal

AESTHETIC Fashion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Futuro oxpodabons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Distrillu1ion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I LIFE-CYCLE I Opo<alion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Mainlenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 9.8. Detail design work sheet
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CONTR IBUTING
FACTORS

DATE: JUNE 2002LIFE CHAIRPROJECT: _

REQUIREMENTS I
DETAIL DESIGN WORK SHEET

R_
Good ~ ~ - 0

NlA

o-a geomelry 0 • 0 0 0 • 0

I I
MolionolpatU • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

FUNCTIONAL Forces"- 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0r Energyneeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •Malerials 10 be used 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
Controloyslom • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
In""mation lIow • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0
SAFETY 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0• 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0
QUALITY 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

Production 01cornponenU 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0I MANUFACTURING
1 f'urdlase 01components 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0
I Assembly 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0

TIllnsport 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0

Deslgn~o 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0

I TIMING
1 OoYolopmonllChedulo 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0
I Production schedule 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

DoirYory schedule 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0

Mar1<oIing onalysis • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

I I DesIgn costs 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0
ECONOM IC r 00Y0l0pm0n1 costs • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ManuIacluring costs 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0
Oislnbution costs 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0

User needs • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
ERGONOMIC Ergonomic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

C';bemolic design • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

ECOLOGICAL Malerial seIoction 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0
Wortting IIulcI seIoction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •
Customot 0_1 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

AESTHETIC Feshlon • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
Future oxpoclations • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Oislnbution 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0

I lIFE-CVCLE
I Operation 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0
r Maintenanc:::4t 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0

Disposal • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

Figure 9.9. Example work sheet
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7. The information flow factor was enhanced by publishing a comprehensive
document of assembly instructions and by including general and technical
information on a product Website.

Safety and compliance with safety standards needed to be verified for the
final production version of the Life chair. Contributing factors were:

1. Although the prototype had been tested to international standards,
extensive further testing was conducted to determine the safe operational
life for the chair made from final materials and production processes.
Maximum overload conditions and misuse scenarios such as "office-chair
racing" were also considered.

2. Further work was in progress to correct human influences. The late change
in materials made some safety standards difficult to obtain . Although many
of Formway's competitors were not meeting all of the standards, Formway
set compliance as a mandatory requirement.

3. Environmental safety was good because the chair delivered a good level of
long-term support to the end user.

Factors contributing to quality included:

1. Formway had obtained certification for qualityassurance; however,the team
viewed this factor as marginal, because improvements were needed in
keeping manufacturing records such as version controls.

2. Quality control systems were in place, but improvement was needed. The
quality of components delivered by suppliers was inconsistent, which was
partly due to poor control of production documentation.

3. Reliability needed to be proven for the production version. This would
require hard and fair user trialing of the chair in its final working
environment.

The Formway team was in unfamiliar territory in terms of high-volume
manufacturing, and factors were assessed as follows:

1. The production of components factor was marginal to good: components
were manufactured as intended; however, there were revision control issues
that needed to be resolved.

2. The purchase of components factor was poor due to the lack of purchasing
control; this needed to be revised by implementing an effective purchasing
control system.

3. The initial product assembly sequences and operations were efficient;
however, there were some minor incidences of product damage that had
occurred during assembly. It was perceived that these incidences could be
resolved by making minor detail design changes, such as including larger
chamfers on holes to allow easier lead-in on some components.

4. Transport issues needed resolving. The packaging was efficient in terms of
space saving; however, packaging needed redesign to reduce the likelihood
of product damage.
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Factors contributing to the timing requirements were:

1. The current status of the design schedule was poor due to time overruns
when transferring the detailed manufacturing information from Formway
in NewZealand to Knoll in the USA.This was attributed to the different CAD
systems used by the two companies, and this had a strongly negative
influence on the project.

2. The target for the development schedule was to produce a camera-ready
product for the 2002 NeoCon trade fair in Chicago. The time scale for the
product development was realistic; however, the time to get the collabora
tive working arrangement established took longer than expected.

3. Production schedule influence at Formway was poor. Knoll had a very good
production schedule in place for their US manufacturing plant; however, at
Formway,the inventory control system for the local market was inadequate.

4. The delivery schedule for the production version was too tight due to high
customer demand, and this negatively influenced the project.

Drivers for economic requirements focused on reducing manufacturing costs
to an acceptable level. Contributing factors were:

1. The marketinganalysis of early production chairs involved "hard and fair"
customer trials. Customer reaction was better than expected.

2. Formway and Knoll used different CADsoftware to produce their engineer
ing drawings . At the detail design stage, Knoll re-modelled the Formway
drawings using the different CADsystem. This process was problematic and
caused significant design costoverruns.

3. Development costs were positive due to lower than expected tooling costs.
This had a positive influence on the project.

4. Manufacturing costs were strongly negative, as the team found that they
needed to make unexpected cost reductions prior to the production
ramp -up.

5. Distribution costs were higher than expected due to duty and currency
differences. The high demand for the product also resulted in higher dis
tribution costs because more urgent/expensive shipping was required.

Good ergonomics was critical to the long-term success of the chair. Con-
tributing factors included:

1. Early customer trials showed that the chair performed in a reliable manner
in terms of meeting user needs. Although the Formway team was happy
with these early results they knew that the real test would be in long-term
in-service performance of the chair and this had yet to be proven.

2. The ergonomic and cybernetic design requirements had been satisfied and in
most cases exceeded. Some further work was identified to refine the lumbar
control.

The ecological integrity of the prototype had been preserved in the pro
duction version. Some minor changes included more glass-filled product to
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achieve higher strength; however, the current status of materials selection was
good.

User feedback showed a high level of customer appeal attributed to the aes
thetic qualities of the first production version. From a fashion perspective the
product was good because it had the "clean-green" minimalist aesthetic look.
The product is also potentially adaptable to future office requirements, e.g. with
allowance for a pallet for portable computing devices. Future expectations
factors were good because issues had been resolved that allowed tool-less
replacement of items such as seat covers.

Factors influencing the life-cycle requirements were:

1. Distribution had a strongly negative effect on the product life-cycle.This was
due to product damage that occurred in shipping the product from the man
ufacturing facility. It was proposed that this issue be resolved by building
closer relationships with the freight companies and by improvements in
labeling and packaging.

2. Operational factors were found to be marginal due to time constraints, which
did not adequately allow for in-service testing.

3. The maintenance factor was marginal because the spare parts supply and
service facilities were not in place. The company did, however, have exten
sive experience in furniture maintenance, and they were committed to cor
recting in-service faults.

4. The disposal factor had a good influence on life-cycle requirements. All parts
were recyclable and the use of composite materials was minimized. The
chairs had a lO-year warranty, which increased the likelihood that they
would remain in service for longer.

The completed work sheet shows that the level confidence in terms of the
functional, safety, ergonomic, and aesthetic performance has been sustained in
moving from the prototype through to producing the manufactured chair. As
in the embodiment design work sheet (Figure 8.11), areas of weakness that
remain are quality, timing, and economic factors. Furthermore, the detail design
work sheet shows weaknesses in factors influencing the life-cycle requirements.
Although the Formway team had a proven track record in the manufacture of
products for the Australasian market, it was clear from the detail design work
sheet that the design team needed to focus on producing the detailed produc
tion control documents required to make the product in much larger volumes.
Converting the Formway CAD models over to suit the software used by Knoll
was another stumbling block, and this had a most significant negative effect on
timing requirements. From the results of this analysis, it is questionable as to
whether the product should have been ramped up into full production before
correcting these factors .
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9.10 Tips for Management

• Detail design is of critical importance to a successful product.
• Carefully check sufficient details to ensure that design quality is acceptable.
• Pay careful attention to the interaction between shape, material , and

manufacture.
• Check components for adequate strength and adequate stiffness.
• Check for problems with fatigue, residual stresses, flaws, tolerances, and

surface finish.
• Check to see that the most appropriate material sections have been used.
• Check that heat treatments and surface treatments have been properly

specified.
• Consider as many failure modes as possible, by formal analysis if

necessary.
• Check that standard components have been used appropriately.
• Check that proper specifications have been called out for joining and

fastening.
• Check to make sure that it is possible to assemble everything according to the

drawings.
• Check the assembly instructions for accuracy, detail, and practicability.
• Ensure that adequate testing and commissioning procedures have been

compiled.
• Ensure that all manufacturing and production documents are properly in

order.
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Users and Customers: Design Feedback

10.1 Expectations
10.2 Use and Abuse
10.3 Maintenance
10.4 litigation
10.5 Design Quality Assessment Work Sheet
10.6 Tips for Management

10.1 Expectations
Well-designed products tend to be readily accepted and absorbed into
general usage, setting the standard until superseded by improved models or
a completely new development. The expectations of customers and users
change with time, not always in a predictable fashion. Once upon a time it
was accepted practice to use a starting handle to hand crank one's car, and
many a sore thumb resulted from hooking it over the handle in the wrong
way. In 1912, Cadillac led the way in introducing starter motors . These soon
became the norm, and hand-cranking became an annoyance one put up with
to get going when the battery "went flat;' which it did with monotonous
regularity. Now the expectation is that the car should start at the turn of a key,
thousands of times, year after year, without any attention whatsoever. Anyone
designing a product must, as a minimum, meet current user expectations or
the product will not sell, and the trick is also to try and work out how user
expectations will change in the future so as to meet those better than the
competition (Cagan and Vogel, 2002). For example, the concern for product
quality, product safety, and environmental issues is likely to increase steadily,
so design engineers must continually improve their knowledge and skills in
these areas.

It is interesting that user expectations do not always increase and may
change in unexpected ways. For example, mail-order catalogs for "high-tech"
luxury items such as the motorized tie rack found that their products started
to become used as examples of the wasteful "throwaway society" having
complete disregard for the environment. The emphasis in the catalogs soon
changed, and so did many of the products. Alongside the motorized tie rack
appeared a home composting unit made from recycled plastic, and posters of
endangered wildlife on recycled paper. Expectations also vary considerably

205
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from country to country, and products may have to be designed to adapt to this .
For example, in the USA, all electrical appliances have been sold with a plug
molded onto the electrical cord for decades, whereas in the UK, up until 1992,
appliances were sold with three bare wires poking out of the cord.The user was
expected to find a plug from somewhere else and wire it up (often wrongly)
before the appliance could be used. It is reputed that one company in the USA
had to set up a small production line for cutting plugs off cords, to meet the UK
requirements!

10.2 Use and Abuse

Design engineers can no longer assume that only reasonable people will be
using their products. Plaintiff's lawyers have seen to it that products must
be designed to cater to the most extreme use of products, almost to the point
where it has become ridiculous. Is it really the designer's problem if someone
gets injured while using a rotary lawn mower to cut a hedge? Of course, many
products were, and perhaps still are, inherently hazardous, but the burden cur
rently put on design engineers to make a product "safe"no matter how it is used
can severely limit the application of innovative ideas or the development of oth
erwise useful products. In the USA, one single serious product liability lawsuit
can put a manufacturing company out of business. It is not only the cost, pub
licity, and aggravation surrounding the lawsuit itself, but also the destruction
of the creative spirit and the retrenching to a position of such caution with
regard to design of new products that the competitive edge is lost before any
design starts.

Of course safety is important, and great improvements have been made
through standards and regulations to ensure that products meet basic safety
requirements before they are sold to the public. The problem is that on some
issues, such as warnings, there has been overkill, whereas on others there are
fundamental safety problems that have not been addressed adequately. A
hammer, for example, is designed primarily to hit things with. Hitting things
is a risky business, but very useful at times. If we did not have hammers then
we would use something else to hit things with. In all honesty, can we really
blame the hammer manufacturer if we hit our thumb instead of the nail? On
the other hand, vertically opening garage doors counterbalanced with springs
have a fundamental safety problem. When the door is closed the springs are
tensioned, ready to injure you if they break or let loose. When the door is open
it is ready to fall on your head if anything breaks or lets loose. The problem is
that the door seems quite innocuous. It takes only a small force to move it up
and down, and there is no "open and obvious" hazard as there is when hitting
things with a hammer. The garage door system has a hidden hazard, in the sense
that it is never in a "zero mechanical state" (Barnett and Switalski, 1988)while
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operational. There is a large amount of potential energy locked up in the system
at all times, and this regularly causes mischief. A personal friend has had a
narrow escape from injury several times when springs let loose on garage doors.
One time he was up a ladder, which was destroyed beneath him by a flailing
spring. Another time the spring completely disappeared and was not found for
several years. When there is no injury such "near misses" go unreported, and if
statistics are based only on reported incidents involving injury or death then
the true extent of the hazard is not apparent. This is not to say we should elim
inate such garage doors. They are generally a boon and a great improvement
over their clumsy forerunners. However, it is a design area where safety needs
to be considered at a deeper philosophical level than current practice.

Example: Hearing Protectors

Eschenbrenner v. Willson Safety Products, Arkansas, Independence
County Circuit Court , No. CIV-86-28, June 2,1989.

Eschenbrenner, 23, was wearing a set of Willson Model 358A noise
reduction headphones when a co-worker pulled the ear cups away
from his head and let them go. The cups rotated so that their hard plastic
sides snapped against Eschenbrenner's face and jaw. He suffered tem
poromandibular joint dysfunction, resulting in chronic pain. He is
barely able to open his mouth and requires a liquid diet. A factory worker
who had earned approximately US$16000 annually, Eschenbrenner
was able to return to work for a short time as a restaurant manager.
However, he became disabled when activity aggravated his
condition.

Eschenbrenner sued Willson, the manufacturer of the noise protectors,
alleging defective design, in that the headphones should have had a brake
mechanism. This would have prevented the ear cups from swivelling
around so that their hard side faced the wearer 's head . The plaintiff pre
sented evidence that such a modification would have cost only 50 cents
per unit.

The jury awarded US$590 513.
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10.3 Maintenance
Another area of design where there have been dramatic changes over the
years is with regard to the maintenance of products in service. It was not long
ago when our cars had grease nipples sprouting from every joint and they
had to be "taken in to be greased" or "lubed" every so many miles. In fact,
many service facilities still use such terminology, and perhaps charge naive
customers for a "greasing" they do not get because there is no longer anything
to grease. New materials and designs have reduced routine car maintenance
requirements to an extremely low level. However, this introduces another
problem. The less maintenance that something needs and the longer it runs
without trouble, the less attention it is likely to get from the user. Then, all of
a sudden, the one item that should have been changed or checked on a
regular basis fails in service and the design is called into question on the
basis of terms such as foreseeable misuse. It is often possible to overcome this
type of problem once it has been identified and reported back to the design
engineers. For example, car brakes now last a long time, are self-adjusting,
and require almost no maintenance. Yet if the bonded pads wear out on the
front disks, then brakes that the driver has come to rely on may one day not
be able to stop the car quickly enough to prevent an accident. An attorney
friend came in one day complaining that his brakes were making the most
frightful squealing noises all of a sudden. What on earth could be the matter?
No,the pads had not been checked recently.And yes, that was the problem. The
cunning design engineer had inserted metal "squealers" into the pads to alert
the driver that the brakes needed checking. Not only that, but the noise is also
designed to be so horrible that it forces the driver to do something about it
immediately.

10.4 Litigation
When designing a "one-off" or "special-purpose" piece of equipment, such as
our example of the gasifier test rig referred to previously, then it is likely that
the users are known to the design team and have helped in the design.
They are likely to be trained in the use of the equipment and if there are
difficulties in service the designers can be called in to advise or modify
something . The probability of an accident is low, although the consequences
of an accident may be high. On the other hand, when a product is designed
for the mass market, with users from all walks of life, in many different
environments, the probability of an accident happening somewhere, sometime,
is high, although the consequences may be low. In either case the question
of liability cannot be ignored, but in the case of the mass-produced product
it is almost certain that there will be product liability lawsuits to resolve,
even with the most innocuous products. If there are a lot of people involved
in the manufacture and distribution of the product then it is also likely
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that there will be other types of lawsuit as well. The design manager can
no longer afford to avoid the issues in the hope of being lucky, or that the
product is considered so good that nobody would ever attack it in court.
The approach has to be one of minimizing the risk (in financial terms) to the
company or its insurance carrier.Minimizing the probability of an accident hap
pening by safety in design is only one aspect of minimizing the risk. There is a
lot that the design manager can do to make sure that, if a lawsuit is filed against
the company, the costs of the litigation process and the case settlement costs
are also minimized.

Having a clearly defined, visible, and systematic approach to the design
process is a move in the right direction. Design records, such as notebooks,
should be carefully organized and kept, decisions logged, and the implications
of later modifications thoroughly reviewed from the legal point of view.If the
new version of the machine is advertised as being "safer" than the old model,
does this imply that all the old ones in use are unsafe? It is essential that a
product meets mandatory performance, safety,and other requirements, and to
minimize risk it is generally important that products meet all applicable vol
untary standards as well.Tosay that one did not know they existed undermines
the credibility of the design team, and not being aware of changes to existing
standards is damaging to say the least. Merely meeting the standards may not
be a strong defense either. In many cases this is just a starting point for the
expensive discussions that follow. It is important for the design manager to
consult with corporate attorneys and understand how to develop a strong
defense posture from the start.

Even the way the design team presents itself physically in the defense
of its product has a strong bearing on the outcome of a case, especially if
it goes all the way to a jury trial. Design engineers are trained to search
for information, jot things down, ask questions, and tryout new ideas. This
approach is disastrous in court. Every word is recorded, each blink of the
eye is observed, every comment is dissected, and attorneys enjoy needling
during cross-examination. How does one defend that nifty little rail designed
behind the seat on a railway track laying machine when the jury hears it
described as an "iron bar pressing on the necks of the American Worker"?Com
panies manufacturing products such as nailing guns, where the chances of an
accident are higher than normal, are now tending to give design teams specific
training in how to present their work and handle product liability claims against
the product.
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Example: The Bicycle
WOMAN PARALYZED IN FALL
FROM GIVEAWAY BIKE
RECEIVES $7 MILLION IN LUMP
SUM SETTLEMENT

MADISON, W is.-(By a BNA Special
Correspondent)-A Wisconsin woman par
alyzed after falling from a bicycle she got in
a retail promotion received a $7 million
lump-sum set tlement from the retailer ,
importer, and manufacturer (Klomberg v.
Americon TV and Appliance. Wis Circtt
MilwaukeeCnty, No. 89-CV-011310, set
tlement approved 1/30/91).

Attorneys said a trust established for
Nola J. Klomberg, 44, of Sussex, W is., who
was totally paralyzed from a brain injury in
the fall, will receive £3.7 million of the set 
tlement. Her husband, James Klomberg,
will rece ive $750,000; a son, Kurt,
$250,000; her attorneys $1.8 million; and
$500 ,000 will go toward health care and
pretrial costs .

According to her complaint, Klomberg
fell off the Firenze bicycle in September
1988, after the front fork wobbled uncon
trollably. Her son got the bike in 1986 as
part of a "Get a Bike" promotion run by
American TV and Appliance, where the
familybought an entertainment center.

Retailer Paid $5 ,5 million
According to plaintiffs' attorney Robert L.
Habush, Pacific Cycles Inc. of Taipei,
Taiwan, made the bicycle to order for dis
tr ibutor Diversified Investments Corp. of
Madison, Wis., and Amer ican TV of
Madison, Wis.

Pacific paid $500,000 in the settlement.
Diversified paid $1 million, and American
paid the rest, the manufacturer's attorney
said.

The importer and reta il seller of the
bicycle were held to a higher standard of
care than usual because they put a label on
the bicycle reading "Competition High-

Tension Steel" that promoted it as compe
tit ion caliber, Habush told BNA Feb. 13.

"After it got into this country,
Diversified and American decided to put a
label on the bicycle which attempted to
portray it as a competition cycle with high
tens ion steel." Habush said. "That was an
independent act besides the manufacturing
defects."

According to the manufacturer's attor
ney, John M. Swietlik, "There is no such
thing as high-tension stee l." The correct
term would be high-tensile steel for com
petition bikes, he said.

'Potentially Monstrous' Verdict Feared
American agreed to pay most of the settle
ment because the insurance policies of the
manufacturer and importer were limited
and American faced a "potentially mon
strous" verdict , its attorney, Don Carlson,
said. Under Wisconsin strict liability law, a
retailer is held to the same standard as a
manufacturer, he said.

"American insisted that the bike meet
appropriate standards as part of its specifi
cations," Carlson said. "If the bike had met
the standards, it would not have been any
problem."

Carlson said he could not discuss
Amer ican's act ions, including when the
bike was labeled, due to potential legal
exposure.

Carlson is with the Milwaukee law firm
Riordan Crivello Carlson Mentkowski &
Steeves. Habush is with Habush Habush &
Davis, in Milwaukee. Swietlik is with
Kasdorf, lewis & Swietlik, also in
Milwaukee.

Reprinted with permission from Produa
Safety andUability Reporter, Vol. 19, No.8,
p. 189 (Feb. 22, 1991). Copyright 1991 by
the Bureau of Nat ional Affairs, Inc.
(800-372-1033).
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10.5 Design Quality Assessment Work Sheet
At this stage, when the design work is complete and when the product is
ready for manufacture, it is important to conduct an overall review of the design
to make sure that nothing obvious has been overlooked during the design
work. The Design QualityAssessment Work Sheetshown in Figure 10.1 poses a
set of simple questions for the design manager to ask of the design team on
all phases of the design process. Filling out the work sheet is a subjective
exercise, but one that enables the design manager to record what level of per
formance is to be expected from the design and to highlight any possible weak
nesses. An example quality assessment work sheet for the Life chair is shown in
Figure 10.2. The assessments of the phases of task clarification, conceptual
design, and embodiment design indicate a high levelof design acceptability. The
task clarification phase ensured that the product met the user needs and pro
moted stability in the market. The conceptual design phase resulted in the
inclusion of novel design features in the final solution. The outcome of the
embodiment phase was an elegant layout, which was demonstrated in proto
type evaluations.

The assessment work sheet for the Life chair shows that the majority of
factors influencing the detail design were marginal. The shape-material
manufacture interactions were hampered by late changes in materials to meet
unexpected cost constraints. The structural properties were marginal due to the
loss of"design intent" (e.g. changes in details such as fillet radii geometry) when
changing drawings from one CAD format to another. While the testing and
commissioning procedures were adequate in identifying the structural proper
ties, they failed to identify other problems such as squeaking in dry-mechanism
joints. The in-service use of the first few production chairs was problematic due
to minor, but annoying, mechanism noise and other minor issues. As a conse
quence of this, Formway stopped production and completed a full review of the
design detail phase. These detail issues were resolved and problems with prod
ucts already in service were rectified. The hatched "check boxes" in the detail
section of Figure 10.2 show the detail design improvements. The structural
changes were made after the initial production run, and the other changes were
made after the detail design review.

The Life chair case study is in marked contrast to many other design proj
ects we have analyzed. For example, consider Figure 10.3.This shows a similar
type of assessment for the aft field joint used in the solid rocket booster for the
Space Shuttle Challenger (Hales, 1987,1989),based on the Report of the Presi
dential Commission (1986). It is interesting to note that in this case the work
sheet exhibits a general trend from high design acceptability at the beginning
of the design process to low acceptability at the end. Perhaps the design weak
nesses would have been handled differently if the managers had asked this
simple set of questions as the project progressed.
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10.6 Tips for Management

• Treat product liability seriously.
• Use a systematic approach to engineering design .
• Keep clean and full design records .
• Meet applicable regulations, standards, and codes.
• Carry out an overall design review prior to manufacture.
• Carefully attend to any design weaknesses identified.
• Educate design staff with regard to product liability lawsuits.
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DESIGN QUALITY ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
PROJECT: DESIGN ACCEPTABILITY

TASKCLARIFICATION: High Marginal Low
1. Designproblem clearlydefined? c=J c=J c=J
2. Agreed design specification? c=J c=J c=J
3. Specification circulated to all involved? c=J c=J c=J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN I· CONCEPT GENERATION
1. Problem abstracted? c=J c=J c=J

2. Brokeninto sub-functions? c=J c=J c=J

3. Several concepts produced? c=J c=J c=J

4. Manyworkingprinciplesconsidered? c=J c=J c=J

5. Principlessuitablycombined? c=J c=J c=J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN II • SELECTION AND EVALUATION c=J c=J1. Conceptvariantsfirmedup? c=J

2. Conceptvariantsevaluated: Technical? c=J c=J c=J

Economics? c=J c=J c=J

3. Conceptweakspots identified? c=J c=J c=J

4. Costestimates developed? c=J c=J c=J

5. Conceptformallypresented for approval? c=J c=J c=J

EMBODIMENT DESIGNI • OVERALL LAYOUT
1. Designsimple? c=J c=J c=J
2. Designfunctionclear? c=J c=J c=J

3. Designformclear? c=J c=J c=J

4. Safety: Safe-life design? c=J c=J c=J
Fail-safe design? c=J c=J c=J

Redundancy built in? c=J c=J c=J

Protection built in? c=J c=J c=J
Warnings provided? c=J c=J c=J

5. Primarychecks: Function OK? c=J c=J c=J
Economics OK? c=J c=J c=J

SafetyOK? c=J c=J c=J

Ergonomics OK? c=J c=J c=J

6.Secondary checks: Production OK? c=J c=J c=J
Qualityassurance OK? c=J c=J c=J
Assembly OK? c=J c=J c=J
Transport OK? c=J c=J c=J
Operation OK? c=J c=J c=J

Maintenance OK? c=J c=J c=J
CostsOK? c=J c=J c=J

Schedule OK? c=J c=J c=J

EMBODIMENT DESIGN II • DETAIL LAYOUT
1. Forcetransmissionpaths: Flowlines OK? c=J c=J c=J

Deformation OK? c=J c=J c=J
Secondaryforcesa problem? c=J c=J c=J

2. Appropriate divisionof tasks? c=J c=J c=J
3. Self-helpused: Self-reinforcing? c=J c=J c=J

Self-balancing? c=J c=J c=J
Self-protecting? c=J c=J c=J
Self-damaging? c=J c=J c=J

4. Designstable? c=J c=J c=J
5. Calculations appropriate, adequate, correctand checked? c=J c=J c=J
6. Materials selected and usedappropriately? c=J c=J c=J
7.Applicablestandards and codesmet? c=J c=J c=J
8. Boughtout components selectedand usedappropriately? c=J c=J c=J
9. Engineering drawings professionally completed and updated? c=J c=J c=J

DETAIL DESIGN· COMPONENTS AND ASSEMBLY
1. Shape, material and manufacture interactions OK? c=J c=J c=J
2. Strength, stiffness, fatigue. creep ... OK? c=J c=J c=J
3. Residualstresses, flaws, corrosion allowance ... OK? c=J c=J c=J
4. Tolerances, surface finish, dimensional stability... OK? c=J c=J c=J
5. Easyto assemble components withoutambiguity? c=J c=J c=J
6.Testing and commissioning procedures adequate? c=J c=J c=J
7. Production and certification documents in order? c=J c=J c=J

Figure 10.1 . Design quality assessment work sheet
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DESIGN QUALITY ASSESSMENT WORK SHEET
PROJECT: LIFE CHAIR DESIGN ACCEPTABILITY

TASKCLARIFICATION: High Marginal Low
1. Design problemclearlydefined? - c:::J c:::J
2. Agreeddesignspecification? - c:::J c:::J
3. Specification circulatedto all involved? - c:::J c:::J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN I • CONCEPT GENERATION
1. Problemabstracted? - c:::J c:::J
2. Broken into sub-functions? - c:::J c:::J
3. Severalconceptsproduced? - c:::J c:::J
4. Manyworkingprinciplesconsidered? - c:::J c:::J
5. Principlessuitablycombined? - c:::J c:::J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN II • SELECTION ANDEVALUATION
1. Conceptvariants firmed up? - c:::J c:::J
2. Conceptvariants evaluated: Technical? - c:::J c:::J

Economics? - c:::J c:::J
3. Conceptweakspots identified? - c:::J c:::J
4. Cost estimatesdeveloped? - c:::J c:::J
5. Conceptformallypresentedfor approval? - c:::J c:::J

EMBODIMENT DESIGN I • OVERALL LAYOUT
1. Designsimple? - c:::J c:::J
2. Design functionclear? - c:::J c:::J
3. Design form clear? - c:::J c:::J
4. Safety: Safe-life design? - c:::J c:::J

Fail-safedesign? - c:::J c:::J
Redundancy built in? - c:::J c:::J
Protectionbuilt in? - c:::J c:::J
Warningsprovided? - c:::J c:::J

5. Primary checks: Function OK? - c:::J c:::J
Economics OK? - c:::J c:::J
SafetyOK? - c:::J c:::J
Ergonomics OK? - c:::J c:::J

6. Secondarychecks: Production OK? c:::J - c:::J
Qualityassurance OK? c:::J - c:::J
AssemblyOK? - c:::J c:::J
Transport OK? c:::J - c:::J
OperationOK? - c:::J c:::J
Maintenance OK? - c:::J c:::J
Costs OK? - c:::J c:::J
Schedule OK? - c:::J c:::J

EMBODIMENT DESIGN II • DETAIL LAYOUT
1.Forcetransmission paths: Flowlines OK? - c:::J c:::J

Deformation OK? - c:::J c:::J
Secondaryforcesa problem? - c:::J c:::J

2. Appropriatedivision of tasks? - c:::J c:::J
3. Self-helpused: Self-reinforcing? - c:::J c:::J

Self-balancing? - c:::J c:::J
Self-protecting? - c:::J c:::J
Self-damaging? - c:::J c:::J

4. Designstable? - c:::J c:::J
5. Calculations appropriate, adequate, correctand checked? - c:::J c:::J
6. Materialsselected and used appropriately? - c:::J c:::J
7. Applicablestandardsand codesmet? - c:::J c:::J
8. Boughtout components selectedand used appropriately? - c:::J c:::J
9. Engineering drawingsprofessionally completed and updated? - c:::J c:::J

DETAIL DESIGN· COMPONENTS ANDASSEMBLY
1. Shape,materialand manufacture interactions OK? IZiZ!l - c:::J
2. Strength, stiffness, fatigue, creep ...OK? IZiZ!l - c:::J
3. Residual stresses, flaws, corrosionallowance ... OK? - c:::J c:::J
4. Tolerances, surfacefinish, dimensional stability ... OK? IZiZ!l - c:::J
5. Easyto assemble components withoutambiguity? - c:::J c:::J
6.Testing and commissioning procedures adequate? IZiZ!l - c:::J
7. Production and certificationdocuments in order? IZiZ!l - c:::J

Figure 10.2. Example ofdesign quality assessment work sheet for the life chair
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DESIGN QUALITY ASSESSMENT WORK SHEET
PROJECT: AFT FIELDJOINT DESIGN ACCEPTABILITY

TASKCLARIFICATION: High Marginal Low
1. Design problemclearlydefined? - c::::::J c::::::J
2. Agreeddesignspecification? - c::::::J c::::::J
3. Specification circulated to all involved? c::::::J - c::::::J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGNI . CONCEPT GENERATION
1. Problemabstracted? c::::::J c::::::J -2. Brokeninto sub-functions? c::::::J - c::::::J
3. Severalconceptsproduced? c::::::J c::::::J -4. Manyworking principlesconsidered? c::::::J - c::::::J
5. Principlessuitablycombined? c::::::J - c::::::J

CONCEPTUAL DESIGNII • SELECTION AND EVALUATION
1. Conceptvariantsfirmed up? - c::::::J c::::::J
2. Conceptvariantsevaluated: Technical? c::::::J - c::::::J

Economics? - c::::::J c::::::J
3. Conceptweak spots identified? c::::::J c::::::J -4. Cost estimatesdeveloped? - c::::::J c::::::J
5. Conceptformallypresentedfor approval? c::::::J - c::::::J

EMBODIMENT DESIGNI • OVERALL LAYOUT
1. Designsimple? c::::::J c::::::J -2. Designfunctionclear? c::::::J - c::::::J
3. Designformclear? c::::::J - c::::::J
4. Safety: Safe-life design? c::::::J - c::::::J

Fail-safe design? c::::::J c::::::J -Redundancy built in? c::::::J - c::::::J
Protection built in? c::::::J c::::::J -Warningsprovided? c::::::J c::::::J -5. Primarychecks: FunctionOK? c::::::J - c::::::J

Economics OK? c::::::J - c::::::J
SafetyOK? c::::::J c::::::J -Ergonomics OK? c::::::J - c::::::J

6. Secondarychecks: ProductionOK? c::::::J - c::::::J

QualityassuranceOK? - c::::::J c::::::J
AssemblyOK? c::::::J c::::::J -Transport OK? - c::::::J c::::::J
Operation OK? c::::::J c::::::J -Maintenance OK? c::::::J - c::::::J

Costs OK? c::::::J - c::::::J

ScheduleOK? c::::::J - c::::::J

EMBODIMENT DESIGNII • DETAIL LAYOUT
1. Forcetransmission paths: Flowlines OK? c::::::J c::::::J -Deformation OK? c::::::J c::::::J -Secondaryforcesa problem? c::::::J - c::::::J
2. Appropriate division of tasks? c::::::J c::::::J -3. Self-helpused: Self-reinforcing? c::::::J - c::::::J

Self-balancing? - c::::::J c::::::J
Self-protecting? c::::::J - c::::::J
Self-damaging? c::::::J c::::::J -4. Designstable? c::::::J c::::::J -5. Calculations appropriate, adequate, correctand checked? c::::::J c::::::J -6. Materialsselectedand used appropriately? c::::::J - c::::::J

7. Applicable standardsand codes met? - c::::::J c::::::J
8. Boughtout components selectedand used appropriately? c::::::J - c::::::J
9. Engineering drawingsprofessionally completed and updated? - c::::::J c::::::J

DETAIL DESIGN· COMPONENTS ANDASSEMBLY
1. Shape,materialand manufacture interactions OK? c::::::J - c::::::J
2. Strength, stiffness, fatigue, creep ... OK? c::::::J - c::::::J
3. Residualstresses, flaws,corrosionallowance ...OK? - c::::::J c::::::J
4. Tolerances. surfacefinish, dimensional stability ...OK? c::::::J c::::::J -5. Easy to assemble components withoutambiguity? c::::::J c::::::J -6.Testing and commissioning proceduresadequate? c::::::J c::::::J -7. Production and certificationdocumentsin order? - c::::::J c::::::J

Figure 10.3. Example of design quality assessment work sheet for the Space Shuttle Challenger
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11.1 General Issues

In coming up with a design that meets user needs in the best way possible,
tradeoffs must be made amongst the requirements of function, safety, timeli
ness, cost, ergonomics, the environment, and aesthetics . Established standards
and codes help to provide the design engineer with a basis for making judg
ments such as "how safe is safe enough" in a professionally acceptable manner.
The application, interpretation, and development of appropriate standards,
codes, and certifications are issues of increasing importance to design engi
neers, especially with the more global approach to design and manufacture. Not
only do the local requirements vary widely from place to place, but also so do
user expectations and attitudes concerning the performance of products and
equipment. Such factors can create unanticipated delays and additional design
costs that are sufficient to jeopardize the future of a complete project, as shown
by the example in Hales and Poczynok (2001), especially when combined with
cultural and language misunderstandings. This chapter on standards and codes
is included simply to highlight a few important issues and to provide a useful
list of international contacts for basic information. The massive task of trying
to assemble a coherent picture of what standards and codes exist in different
countries, and how they all relate to each other, is something that really was not
practicable until the Internet became a reality, but now it is possible to get a
good overview by visiting the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) Website and those of the various organizations listed. For this reason the
list has been updated to include the Website address for each contact, both
within the text and electronically on the CD accompanying the book.
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11.2
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Basic Definitions
As a starting point for some discussion on standards and codes, consider the
following dictionary definitions.

Standard:
[T]hing serving as a basis for comparison; document specifying (inter)nationally agreed
properties for manufactured goods etc. (Oxford)

Adegree of quality, levelof achievement regarded as desirable and necessary for some
purpose. (Longman)

Code:
Systematic collection of statutes , body of laws so arranged to avoid overlapping; set of
rules on any subject. (Oxford)

A collection of statutes, rules etc. methodically arranged. (Longman)

Thus, standards are more concerned with setting a level of performance,
quality or safety by the definition of criteria, whereas codes are more concerned
with ensuring a level of performance, quality or safety through adherence to a
set of rules or guidelines . The variety of each is enormous; the requirements
vary from area to area, and often there are inconsistencies that are complicated
to resolve. It may be very difficult for the design engineer even to determine
which standards or codes apply under particular circumstances, let alone to
interpret the details of the "fine print:' Some are in ISOunits, others are in impe
rial units, some are international, others are national, others are regional, and
others are local. Some are specific to a particular product, whereas others are
more generic; some deal with the minute details of a material composition,
whereas others deal with the testing of whole assemblies or lay down safety pro
cedures . Even the terminology used varies from one document to another, and
subtle differences in meaning can sometimes lead to expensive misunder
standings. From an engineering design perspective , most codes and standards
are helpful in that they:

• Define rules or criteria for basic safety.
• Differentiate mandatory ("shall") from recommended ("should")

requirements.
• Offer additional guidance and commentary.
• Encapsulate field experience.
• Reflect a consensus .
• Are continually updated.
• Allow for special cases.

However, it must be appreciated that they:

• Are not "cookbooks" for design.
• Lag contemporary events, such as failures and accidents.
• Become increasingly complex with time.
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From the design manager's point of view, the important thing is to
know which standards and codes apply to the particular product in any of
the countries where it may be used, how the applicable documents may be
obtained, and what the implications are of noncompliance. Is the standard
mandatory by regulation or jurisdictional adoption, is it voluntary within the
industry, or does it simply reflect "accepted professional engineering practice"?
Is it an industry-wide standard or a specific company standard? Who set
the criteria and on what basis? Does the standard apply to only one product
or to a range of similar products? Whereas there are many standards
specific to the design of particular products, so far there only a few that
address the engineering design process in general, such as the German stan
dards VDI 2221 and VDI 2223, and the British BS 7000 series. With regard to
the overall issue of product quality, the series of ISO 9000 International Stan
dards for Quality Management (ISO,2000) is becoming accepted worldwide as
a means to help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of company operations.
The national standards institutes of some 140 countries are now members of
ISO. Specific terminology used in the standard is explained on the ISO Website
page: http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/is09000-14000/basicslgenerallbasics_S.html.
Certification means the written assurance by an appropriate independent, exter
nal organization to the effect that it has audited the company's management
system and verified that it conforms to the requirements specified in the stan
dard. Registration means that the auditing organization has then recorded the
certification in its client register. By this process the company's management
system is certified and registered. Certification and registration is not an ISO
9000 requirement, but the independent audit may be needed for business
reasons such as:

• contractual or regulatory requirement;
• market requirement or to meet customer preferences;
• risk management;
• staff motivation.

Accreditation means that the organization providing certification has been
officially approved as competent to carry out certification in the company's
business area by a national accreditation body. As stated within the ISOWebsite
information: "In most countries, accreditation is a choice, not an obligation and
the fact that a certification body is not accredited does not, by itself, mean that
it is not a reputable organization. For example, a certification body operating
nationally in a highly specific sector might enjoy such a good reputation that it
does not feel there is any advantage for it to go to the expense of being accred
ited. That said, many certification bodies choose to seek accreditation, even
when it is not compulsory, in order to be able to demonstrate an independent
confirmation of their competence :'

It is important for the certification of a company to be carried out by a rep
utable and accepted organization, and the ISOsuggests the following guidelines
to help in the selection process:
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• Evaluate several certification bodies.
• Ensure adequate standard of auditing, noting that the cheapest may eventu-

ally prove the most expensive if unacceptable .
• Ensure certificate is recognized by company customers.
• Establish that the certification body has auditors with relevant experience.
• Check that the focus of the certification body is on performance rather than

on conformity.
• Clarify whether or not the certification body has been accredited and, if so,

by whom.

Despite all this, it has been known for a company to become "ISO 9000 reg
istered" simply by demonstrating that it meets all the paperwork requirements,
while in practice its design process remains dysfunctional and of unacceptably
poor quality. Unless the design manager ensures that the engineering design
process as actually carried out within then the company meets the intent of the
standard wholeheartedly then the company may be operating under false pre
tences, with a high risk of an accident or design failure. In the event of liability
claims the company is then in a decidedly vulnerable position.

11.3 Safety Standards

The most controversial standards are often those concerned with safety. They
are of concern to the design manager as they strongly influence the design,
operation, and maintenance of technical systems and products. When accidents
occur in which the design of a product or technical system is alleged to have
been a contributor, the question of whether or not the design met applicable
safety standards is pivotal.

A safety standard is a document intended to specify components and prac
tices that will result in predictable and acceptable levels of safety. The concept
of what is safe needs more careful definition in the design context than in
general usage, and its definition is dependent on a set of related ones, as shown
by the following definitions adapted from Hebert and Uzgiris (1989):

• Hazard

• Harm
• Accident
• Risk

• Safe

• Safety

- A condition or situation exhibiting the potential for
causing harm.

- An adverse effect that occurs in an accident.
- An undesirable event or failure that results in harm.
- A measure of the probability and severity of harm; the

potential of a hazard to cause harm.
- A characterization of a machine, product, process, or

practice whose attendant risks are judged to be acceptable.
- A state or condition wherein people and property are

exposed to a level of risk that is judged to be acceptable.
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• Safetystandard - A set of criteria or means for achieving a level of riskthat
is judged acceptable by the body formulating the safety
standard.

In terms of these definitions, the task of the design engineer is to design
a safe system by identifying the hazards and controlling the associated risks
to within acceptable limits. The criteria for what is acceptable are set, in part,
by safety standards. Although compliance with applicable safety standards
is generally understood to be a necessary condition for safe design, it may
not be a sufficient condition. The standard may not have kept pace with indus
try or new developments, and it may not address all the hazards involved.
It is up to the design engineer to identify hazards, whether or not they are
described in the standard, and to make sure that the issues are adequately
addressed.

11.4 Some Reference Articles on Safety Standards

The following articles and papers were prepared by the staff of Triodyne Inc.,
Northbrook, IL 60062, USA.

Barnett, R.L. (1983). On safety codes and standards. Triodyne Inc. Safety Brief 2 (I), 1-5
(www.triodyne.com).

Dilich, M.A., Rudny, D.E (1989). Compliance with SafetyStandards: A Necessarybut not Sufficient
Condition.Paper ASME 89-DE-1. ASME International, New York.

Hamilton, B.A.(1983). Manag ing a standards collection in an engineering consulting firm. Special
Libraries74 (1),28-33.

Hansen, C.A., Hebert, J.J., Dilich, M.A. (1989). Standards Identification and Retrievalfor the Design
Engineer. Paper ASME 89-DE-2. ASME International, New York.

Hebert, J.J., Uzgiris, S.c. (1989). TheRole of Safety Standards in the Design Process.Paper ASME89
DE-3. ASMEInternational , New York.

11.5 Some Reference Articles on
International Standards

EC (1986). A Journey Through the EC: Information on the Member States and the Development
of the European Community. Office for Official Publications of the European Communities,
Luxembourg.

AI-Khalaf, KY. (1991). The Saudi Arabian Standards Organization (SASO). ASTMStandardization
News 19 (9),48-51.

ANSI Battles EC Code (I991). Tooling & Production 57 (3),20.
Breitenberg, M. (1991). Questions and Answers on Quality, the ISO 9000 Standard Series, Quality

System Registration, and Related Issues (NISTIR 4721). US Department of Commerce, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD.

EC Testing and Certification Procedures under the Internal Market Program. US Department of
Commerce, International Trade Administration, Washington, DC, 1 November, 1991.

European Community '92 Update, Business America. US Department of Commerce, International
Trade Administration , Washington, DC, 25 February, 1991.
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Lipin, O.F. (1991). Gosstandart International: the USSRnational system for standardization, metrol
ogy, and product quality control. ASTMStandardization News 19 (9),44-47.

Reihlen, H. (1991). Standardization and certification in Europe - 1992 and beyond. ASTM
Standardization News 19 (6),38-43.

Saunders, M. (1991) . ISO 9000 and Marketing in Europe: Should US Manufacturers be Concerned?
US Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg,
MD.

Toth, R.B. (1984). Putting the US standards system into focus with the world. ASTMStandardiza
tion News (December), 16-20.

USand ECImprove MarketAccess OverTesting and Certification. Europe Now. US Department of
Commerce, International Trade Administration, Washington, DC, September 1991.

11.6 ISO 9000 International Standards for
Quality Management

ISO 9000: 2000 Quality Management Systems - Fundamentals and Vocabulary.
ISO 9001: 2000 Quality Management Systems - Requirements.
ISO 9004: 2000 Quality Management Systems - Guidelines for Performance Improvements.
ISO 19011 Guidelines on Quality and/or Environmental Management Systems Auditing.
ISO 10005: 1995 Quality Management - Guidelines for Quality Plans.
ISO 10006: 1997 Quality Management - Guidelines to Quality in Project Management.
ISO 10007: 1995 Quality Management - Guidelines for Configuration Management.
ISO/DIS 10012 Quality Assurance Requirements for Measuring Equipment - Part 1: Metrological

Confirmation System for Measuring Equipment.
ISO 10012-2: 1997 Quality Assurance for Measuring Equipment - Part 2: Guidelines for Control of

Measurement of Processes.
ISO 10013: 1995 Guidelines for Developing Quality Manuals.
ISO/TR 10014: 1998 Guidelines for Managing the Economics of Quality.
ISO 10015: 1999 Quality Management - Guidelines for Training.
ISO/TS 16949: 1999 Quality Systems - Automotive Suppliers - Particular Requirements for the

Application of ISO 9001: 1994.

11.7 National Standards for Engineering
Design Management

11.7.1 Germany

VDI 2221: Systematic Approach to the Design of Technical Systems and Products, May 1993.
VDI 2223: Systematic embodiment design of technical products, January 2004.
VDI 2234: Basic Economical Information for Design Engineers, January 1990.

11.7.2 UK

BS 7000-1: 1999 Design Management Systems. Guide to Managing Innovation.
BS 7000-2: 1997 Design Management Systems. Guide to Managing the Design of Manufactured

Products.
BS 7000-3: 1994 Design Management Systems. Guide to Managing Service Design.
BS7000-4: 1996 Design Management Systems. Guide to Managing Design in Construction.
BS7000-5: 2001 Design Management Systems. Guide to Managing Obsolescence .
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BS 7000-10: 1995 Design Management Systems. Glossary of Terms Used in Design
Management.

11.8 Tips for Management

• Find out which codes and standards apply to your products or equipment.
• Set up a library of codes and standards, including company standards.
• Keep codes and standards up to date.
• Test products according to relevant mandatory and voluntary standards.
• Keep careful records of all testing procedures and test reports.
• Become involved with developing codes and standards through membership

of committees.

11.9 Contact Information and URLs for Standards
and Codes

The following organizations make their catalogs of standards available through
their Websites. They provide the design manager with a starting point for build
ing up a personal library of information on standards relevant to a particular
design situation. The outlook for standards is continually changing, and the best
way to keep abreast of the latest requirements is by direct contact through
Website, telephone, or fax machine. The contact addresses and Websites listed
were correct at the time of going to press, but they are likely to change with
time, so space has been left beside each one for notes and updating.

11 .9.1 International

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
1, rue de Varembe, Case postale 56
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
+ 41 22 749 01 II
www.iso.org
(ISO Key-Word-in-Context (KWIC Index) of International Standards)

International Electrotechnical Commission
3, rue de Varembe
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
+ 41 22 919 02 II
www.iec.ch
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11.9.2 Europe

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC)
35, Rue de Stassart
B-1050 Brussels
Belgium
+ 32 2 519 6871
www.cenelec.org
(CENELECCatalogue)

Russian State Committee for Standards
Leninsky Prospekt 9
~osco\V,B-49, 119991
Russian Federation
+ 095 236 03 00
www.gost.rulslslgost.nsf

European Committee for Standardization (CEN)
36 Rue de Stassart
B-1050 Brussels
Belgium
+ 32 2 550 08 11
www.cenorm.be

The following institutions are CEN national members:

Asociaci6n Espanola de Normalizaci6n y Certificaci6n (AENOR)
Genova, 6
28004 Madrid
Spain
+ 34 91 4326000
www.aenor.es

Association Prancaise de Normalisation (AFNOR)
Avenue Francis de Pressense 11
93571 Saint Denis La Plaine Cedex
France
+ 33 1 41 628000
www.afnorJr
(AFNOR Catalogue)

British Standards Institution (BSI)
389 Chiswick High Road
London W4 4AL
United Kingdom
+ 44 208 996 90 00
www.bsi-global.com
(BSI Standards Catalogue)
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Czech Standards Institute (CSNI)
Biskupsky dvur 5
110 02 Praha 1
Czech Republic
+ 420221 802 100
www.csni.cz

Dansk Standard (DS)
Kollegievej 6
2920 Charlottenlund
Denmark
+ 45 39 96 61 01
www.ds.dk

Deutsches Institut fur Normung e.V. (DIN)
Postfach
10772 Berlin
Germany
+ 493026010
www.din.de
(DIN Technical Indexes German Standards)

Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione (UNI)
via Battistotti Sassi lIB
20133 Milano MI
Italy
+ 3902700241
www.uni.com

Finnish Standards Association (SFS)
Maistraatinportti 2
00240 Helsinki
Finland
+ 3589 1499331
www.sfs.fi

Hellenic Organization for Standardization (ELOT)
313, Acharnon Street
11145 Athens
Greece
+ 30 210 21 20 100
www.elot.gr

Hungarian Standards Institution (MSZT)
O1l6istr. 25
1091 Budapest
Hungary
+ 36 1 456 68 00
www.mszt.hu
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Icelandic Standards (1ST)
Laugavegur 178
IS-lOS Reykjavik
Iceland
+354 520 7150
www.stadlar.is

Institut Belge de Normalisation (IBN)
Avenue de la Brabanconne 29
1000 Bruxelles
Belgium
+ 32 2 738 01 05
www.ibn.be

Instituto Portugues da Qualidade (IPQ)
Rua Ant6nio Giao, 2
P-2829-513 Caparica
Portugal
+ 351 21 294 81 00
www.ipq.pt

Malta Standards Authority (MSA)
Second Floor, Evans Building
Merchant Street
MT-Valetta VLT03
Malta
+ 356 21 242420
www.msa.org.mt

National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI)
Glasnevin
Dublin 9
Ireland
+ 353 1 8073800
www.nsai.ie

Nederlands Normalisatie-instituut (NEN)
PO Box 5059
2600 GB Delft,
Netherlands
+ 31 15 269 03 90
www.nen.nl
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Norwegian Standards Association (NSF)
PO Box 353 Skeyen
N-0213 Oslo
Norway
+ 4722049200
www.standard.no/nsf

Osterreichisches Normungsinstitut (ON)
Heinestrafle 38
1020 Wien
Austria
+ 431213 00
www.on-norm.at

Service de l'Energie de l'Etat (SEE)
Organisme Luxembourgeois de Normalisation
BP 10
2010 Luxembourg
Luxembourg
+ 352 46 97 46 1
www.see.lu

Slovak Standards Institute (SUTN)
Karloveska 63
PO Box 246
SK-840 00 Bratislava
Slovakia
+ 421 2 60 29 44 74
www.sutn.gov.sk

Swedish Standards Institute (SIS)
Sankt Paulsgatan 6
SE-118 80 Stockholm
Sweden
+ 46 8 555 520 00
www.sis.se

Schweizerische Norrnen-Vereinigung (SNV)
Burglistrasse 29
8400 Winterthur
Switzerland
+ 41 522245454
www.snv.ch
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11.9.3 North America

Association of American Railroads (AAR)
50 F Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-1564
USA
+l (202) 639-2100
www.aar.org

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
25 West 43rd Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
USA
+l (212) 642-4900
www.ansi.org
(ANSI Catalog of American National Standards)

American Petroleum Institute (API)
1220 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4070
USA
+l (202) 682-8000
www.api.org

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959
USA
+l (610) 832-9585
www.astm.org
(ASTM Publications Catalog)

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Three Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-5990
USA
+l (212) 591-7722
www.asme.org
(ASME Publications Reference Catalog)

Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
5060 Spectrum Way
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 5N6
Canada
+l (416) 747-4000
www.csa.ca
(CSA Services and Information Catalogue)
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National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
100 Bureau Drive , Stop 2150
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-2150
USA
+l (301) 975-4040
www.nist.gov

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
3 Park Avenue, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10016-5997
USA
+1 (212) 419-7900
www.ieee.org

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
1 Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02269
USA
+1 (617) 770-3000
www.nfpa.org
(National Fire Codes)

National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
USA
+1 (703) 605-6000
www.ntis.gov

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
400 Commonwealth Drive
Warrendale, PA 15096-0001
USA
+l (724) 776-4841
www.sae.org
(SAE Handbook)

Triodyne Inc.
666 Dundee Road, Suite 103
Northbrook, IL 60062-2732
USA
+l (847) 677-4730
www.triodyne.com
(Safety briefs)
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Standards Council of Canada (SCC)
270 Albert Street, Suite 200
Ottawa, Ontario
KIP 6N7
Canada
(613) 238-3222
WWW.scc.ca

Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062-2096
USA
+1 (847) 272-8800
www.ul.com
(UL Standard for Safety Catalog)

11.9.4 Pacific Rim

Japanese Standards Association
4-1-24 Akasaka Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-8440
Japan
+81 335838005
www.jsa.or.jp
(IIS Yearbook)

Standards Australia
286 Sussex Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
+ 61 2 8206 6000
www.standards.com.au

Standards New Zealand
155 The Terrace
Private Bag 2439
Wellington
New Zealand
+ 64 4 498 5990
www.standards.co.nz
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HERA Information Centre
NZ Heavy Engineering Research Association
PO Box 76-134, Manukau City
Auckland
New Zealand
+64 9 262-2885
www.hera.org.nz
(Collected papers on quality assurance)
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Chapter 12

Engineering Design Process:
Review and Analysis

12.1 Summary
12.2 Forensic Analysis ofEngineering Design Issues
12.3 Analysis ofthe Engineering Design Process

12.1 Summary
The successful management of engineering design projects requires an under
standing of the context within which the project takes place, a professional and
systematic approach to the guiding of design team activities, and an ability to
monitor and assess the quality of design work as it is completed. This is a chal
lenging and complex task involving the handling of diverse influencing factors,
continuous team building, monitoring of design progress, and facilitating tech
nical reviews.

The checklists and work sheets introduced in this book provide a simple
means to help an engineering design manager assess the influences on a project
at five levels of resolution, to monitor design progress during a project, and to
maintain the quality of designs produced. At the same time they provide a stan
dardized record of the project management issues in a Web-based format . This
historical data, which up to now has been difficult to collect from projects
in industry, may be used for planning the management of future projects and
is important for building up the design knowledge base of a company over a
period of time.

A systematic approach is encouraged in using the checklists and work
sheets, starting with those to help identify important factors influencing the
project and progressing through those addressing specific design issues up to
the point of a major design quality review prior to manufacture. Where appro
priate, guidelines are offered to help the design manager in assessing the quality
of the design work being produced before any hardware has been made or
tested. The whole approach involves no more than asking a specific set of
questions during each phase of the engineering design process, based on some
recommended procedures and guidelines for each phase. Although simple, this
can provide a revealing and coherent assessment of a design at any point along
the way.

233
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The context model or map of the engineering design process described in
Chapter 2 provides a structure for the checklist and work sheet approach. It is
also intended as an aid to visualizing the project from different viewpoints at
the five following levels of resolution:

• External environment level
• Market level
• Company level
• Project level
• Personal level.

For management purposes, the design process associated with a particular
project up to the final testing and manufacturing stage is considered to pass
through the following four main phases, once a proposal or brief has been
accepted:

1. Task clarification
Through task clarification activities, the problem is defined .
Output is an agreed design specification.

2. Conceptual design
Through conceptual design activities, alternatives are generated, selected,

and evaluated.
Output is an accepted concept.

3. Embodiment design
Through embodiment design activities, the chosen concept is developed and

proved.
Output is a definitive layout.

4. Detail design
Through detail design activities, every component is completely specified.
Output is manufacturing information.

There are now well-accepted guidelines that address specific issues
throughout the design process, and from a management point of view it is
helpful to categorize them according to these four phases. The checklists and
work sheets associated with each phase then provide a consistent and struc
tured way of making sure that important issues and engineering details are
addressed and reviewed progressively during the course of the project. By
the end of detail design it is intended that the engineering design manager
should feel confident that the project has been handled in a professional manner
and that the work sheet records provide a summary of what was done, in a
manner analogous to quality assurance records compiled during product
manufacture.

When it comes to a final assessment of the design for acceptance purposes,
it is often difficult to establish realistic criteria on which to make sound judg
ments. The system of work sheets helps to generate a solid foundation of quan
titative and qualitative data for making such final assessments. This becomes
extremely important if there are problems with the product in service at a later
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stage and the design engineer is called on to justify decisions made during the
course of the design process . It is much more difficult and expensive to recon
struct a design history after the fact than to record it on simple data sheets as
the design progresses. The question of whether or not a design meets applica
ble codes or standards often arises during the lifetime of a product and, again,
if consistent records have been kept during the design process then the ques
tion is readily answered. If no records exist then there is an element of doubt,
which is difficult to dispel no matter how acceptable the design is in other ways.
Often, there will be a generic requirement for the designer to "meet all appli
cable codes and standards;' but it has become increasingly difficult to deter
mine what the "applicable" codes or standards actually are. Indeed, there may
be conflicting requirements, where different organizations cover the same
issues, but from different points of view. In order to avoid future accusations,
the design manager is well advised to identify all applicable documents and to
resolve any apparent anomalies by formal agreement. Chapter 11 is intended to
help, by providing sources to contact for identifying codes and standards that
apply in different circumstances. It is not necessarily sufficient merely to meet
applicable codes and standards, but at least they offer a consensus starting point
for assessing the quality of an engineering design.

12.2 Forensic Analysis of Engineering Design Issues

The creative and innovative nature of engineering design, resulting in a con
tinuous stream of new products and equipment for human use worldwide,
involvesboth technical and financial risk. Inevitably there will be disputes, fail
ures, and accidents, some of which may rise to the level of a major catastrophe.
When an engineering failure occurs and the excitement over "what broke" dies
down, the hunt for who to blame and who is going to pay becomes a main focus.
The spotlight often turns to the design itself, and occasionally to the design
process that led to the design. The systematic approach to managing the engi
neering design process as presented in this book may also be used to help inves
tigate what went wrong when a failure occurs or where there is a dispute over
design process issues.

Many products and items of equipment come into being without a fanfare,
perform well in service, and pass quietly into oblivion as new designs take over.
However,when there is an accident or some kind of failure, the most mundane
design can suddenly become the focus of intense scrutiny and bitter argument.
The legal profession in the USA, for example, has established for itself a set of
criteria for what it regards as a "design defect;' as distinct from a "manufactur
ing defect" or a "warnings and instruction defect" (American Law Institute,
1998).These criteria, together with definitions regarding negligence, form the
basis on which a design and the design process creating it will be judged in the
event of a product liability or engineering failure lawsuit. It is important for
those involved in the engineering design process to become familiar with the
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various legal perspectives and criteria against which they may be judged if
things go wrong (Barnett, 1998).It is also important to understand the negative
influence that such criteria can have on future innovation (Hales, 1999).There
is a tendency for lawyers to see design in simplistic "black and white" terms,
especially if this is beneficial to the outcome of their case, and the root cause of
the problem is only of interest if it helps the lawyer to win. Forensic engineer
ing, or the application of engineering knowledge to legal problems, is an
established field with well-developed techniques for the gathering of evidence,
analysis of failures, investigation of accidents, review of safety issues, and the
presentation of conclusions in the form of "expert opinions:' "Opinions" in the
sense of an expert in a forensic engineering case are concise summary state
ments of conclusion "to a reasonable degree of engineering certainty" devel
oped from review and analysis of all the available evidence at the time. They
are likely to be challenged, word-by-word, not only during the course of the
particular case, but also every time the issue arises in future cases. A set of
opinions, therefore, represents a personal position, which needs substantial
evidentiary support to survive. A forensic engineer with the assignment to find
out "what happened:' based on all the available evidence, needs an analytical
approach that will enable professional opinions to be developed independently
from anyone else's personal assessment.

12.3 Analysis of the Engineering Design Process
Although there are many ways for a design to have come into being, when it
comes to a retrospective analysis of what actually happened during a project, it
is helpful to have a systematic and structured way of mapping the evidence.The
more the information can be sequenced and broken down into measurable com
ponents the more likely that objective conclusions will result and the better the
chance there will be of developing defensible opinions . A good starting point
is simply to take each of the four design process phases, task clarification, con
ceptual design, embodiment design and detail design, and see what evidence
is available on how each was done. The sequence is not as important as the
assessment of the activities and output associated with each phase. There must
have been some kind of problem or design specification to start with, and there
must have been some kind of concept from which a final design evolved.
The concept must have been developed to a greater or lesser degree in order for
the thing to be made at all, and every component must have been detailed at
least to the point where the product or system could be manufactured. The avail
able documentation on activities in each phase then provides information and
data for analysis. It can also be compared against any testimonial evidence as
to what took place during the design process. Often, it is found that there were
strong external influencing factors impinging on the design process at differ
ent levels of resolution and at various points in time, which had a negative effect
on the project outcome.
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The same checklists used for reviewing issues during the course of a project
may also be used to analyze the design of an existing product and the engi
neering design process that created it in the first place. Such a systematic
approach to analyzing failures in engineering design can provide a powerful
means of identifying the root cause correctly, defining it precisely, and pre
senting the results in a concise and understandable fashion. By use of timeline
analysis, logic diagrams , review of activity records, and detailed inspection of
documents such as design specifications and drawings, it is often possible to
develop precise opinions, each with an adequate basis for defense through dep
ositions and trial if necessary. For example, in one very large case, the deposi
tion testimony of the design team members described how various concepts
were generated and evaluated before a final concept was selected, but by ana
lyzing the project time records it was found that it would not have been pos
sible to carry out that amount of design work within the time recorded. The
conclusion was that the design had been copied. This was further corroborated
by the fact that spelling and dimensioning mistakes on the CAD detail draw
ings were found to be identical to mistakes made on the drawings of another
company years before.

Example: Automatic Hot Melt Coater/laminator Machine

To protect large underground steel pipes from corrosion it is common to
wrap them spirally with a laminated tape, the impermeable outer plastic
layer of which squeezes a viscous paint-like adhesive against the pipe
surface. Until the adhesive is applied to the pipe it is sandwiched between
the outer layer and a thinner plastic film "release layer:' The tape is man
ufactured as a continuous web, in a machine which unrolls the plastic
sheet materials, injects hot, melted adhesive between the two layers and
rewinds the laminated web onto a cardboard core, similar to that used
for paper-towel rolls only much larger. When a finished roll gets to
about 1M in diameter the web has to be cut and transferred to a new core,
already prepared with diagonally wound sticky tape to anchor the cut end
of the web and maintain tension. Continuous production of the laminated
web requires automatic roll changes, while maintaining precise control of
heat, speed, and tension. Although this is not easy, it can be achieved by
installing an indexing turret rewind station for automatically cutting the
web and laying it onto a new core.

A tape supply company ordered just such a custom-designed auto
matic machine from a company specializing in hot-melt injection
systems, which in turn subcontracted the design and manufacture of the
web transport system to an appropriate machine manufacturer. During

Continued
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commissioning, numerous problems surfaced. In particular, a "hot wire"
cut-off device had been fitted, with a taut heated wire that was supposed
to sever the laminated web by rapidly melting through it during the roll
change cycle.This was fitted to the same swinging arm assembly that also
operated the "lay-on roll", used to press the end of the cut web against
the sticky tape on the new core. Unfortunately, the hot wire cut-off failed
to work except on the thinnest materials . Even when the machine pur
chaser replaced the whole device with a pneumatically operated knife
blade it was so unreliable that operators had to stand by with utility knives
on each side of the machine so as to finish cutting the web manually if
necessary. For many of the tape products the operators simply disabled
the entire swinging arm assembly to give themselves enough room for
cutting the web manually during every roll change. Of course, disabling
the swinging arm assembly also disabled the lay-on roll, which had always
functioned satisfactorily but happened to be fitted to the same arm
assembly. As the machine had been designed to operate automatically,
without any provision for operator intervention, cutting the web was a
hazardous operation. On each side of the machine a person had to perch
with one foot up on a steel bar to gain enough height, then lean across to
the center of the web so as to start cutting from the middle outwards in
unison with the other person. What was even more difficult and haz
ardous was laying the cut end of the web onto the sticky tape of the core
by hand. This meant trying to simulate the line contact force of the lay
on roll by a wiping motion of one's hand, instead of it being applied auto
matically along the full length of the roll as designed.

One day an assistant operator, having already cut the web,was attempt
ing to press the free end against the core along its length when his right
hand fingers caught on the sticky tape and were pulled into the rewind
ing web as it started its first wrap around the core. He was hauled over
the top of the roll and dropped on to the floor, while his right arm was
torn from his body as the trapped hand continued to be wound into the
roll. Although he survived, his right arm was gone. During the ensuing
lawsuit, which involved all the parties, there were a great many issues
argued back and forth. For several years the defendants stuck to the
theory that the plaintiff simply lost his balance while cutting the web and
somehow caught his hand in the "nip point" underneath, where the web
fed into the roll. However, the machine geometry and testimonial evi
dence clearly showed otherwise. The firstfunction of cutting the web had
already been completed before any problem occurred. It was during the
second function, of laying and pressing the web onto the new core, when
the accident happened. The immediate cause of the accident was the fact
that the two critical functions of cut-off and lay-on had been combined
on the same swinging arm insteadof beingseparated, when it was known
that the hot-wire cut-off was an unproven concept, installed without field
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testing. Had these two functions been separated and designed so as to
operate independently from each other, as recommended by Pahl and
Beitz (1984) in their embodiment design guidelines (see Section 8.3.2),
disabling of the unusable cutting mechanism would not have affected the
normal function of the automatic lay-on roll and this accident would not
have happened.

The root cause of the accident was a defective engineering design
process:

• Design specification - omission of requirement to provide for safe
manual operation.

• Conceptual design - selection of hot wire cut-off concept without
proving it would work.

• Embodiment design - combining critical functions for economy
instead of separating them for reliability.

• Detail desigp. - detailing and installing an unproven concept
without contingency design.

There were also contributing factors from negative influences on the
design process:

• Corporate structure - sale and restructuring of hot-melt injection
company during project.

• Corporate systems - inadequate project communication during
company reorganization.

• Customer expectations - unfulfilled key expectation of automatic
machine operation.

• Customer involvement - attempts to rectify machine without
sufficient design expertise.

All of which led to the following consequences:

• Late delivery of machine, with recriminations and lost production.
• Unacceptable machine performance for 3years.
• Horrible accident to valued employee.
• 5years of litigation regarding accident, settled 10years after machine

manufacture.
• US$2 million settlement cost on a US$1.4million project.
• Bankruptcy of machine manufacturer.

In summary, the activities of the design team, the influences on the design
team, and the consequent output from the design team are key issues, both in
managing engineering design and in any forensic analysis of the design process.
Byapplying what has been presented in this book it is possible to review design
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situations in a systematic , efficient, and effective way. The more precisely and
confidently an analysis of the design process can be carried out and presented,
the less likelihood of design failures in the first place and the more likely
that any dispute over engineering design issues can be resolved at an early stage,
thereby helping to reduce the enormous losses associated with accidents,
failures and legal liability.
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ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 62,
143,163,183 ,186

Accounting systems, 39, 40
Approaches to managing engineering

design
holistic, 20
quality engineering, 18, 149, 164
systematic, 18-22,63 ,64,119,222

Appropriate technology, use of, 18,32
Assembly

layouts and models, 164
storage and handling, 190, 191

Bids, see Project proposal, 95, 100
"Breakthrough" new products, 34
Brief, see Project proposal

design, 68, 95-96
safety, 229

British Standard BS 7000,219
Budgets, see cost estimates

Cadillac, 205
Calculations, guidelines for, 159-160
Cambridge Engineering Selector, 62, 161
Cambridge University, vi, 3, 5, 98
Checklist

conceptual design, 134
design context, 44
design specification, 116
detail design, 198
embodiment design, 170
personnel profile, 88
project profile, 76
project proposal, 103

Clarification , see Task clarification
Clarity in design, 150
Communication channels and

interactions, 64-65
Computers and engineering design, 20,

62

Concept, the
developing, 141
selection and evaluation of, 126
as solution to the problem, 120, 122

Conceptual design
checklist, 133-134
divergent and convergent thinking

during, 119-120
drawings, 143
estimating costs during, 127-129
generating ideas during, 122-123
models of, 120
as a phase of design process, 25, 68-71,

234
presentation guidelines for, 130-133
selecting and evaluating concepts

during, 120, 126
a systematic approach to, 119-127
vulnerability and weak spots of,

126
work sheet, 135-136

Concurrent engineering, 18
Context

checklist, 43-44
engineering design, 1-2, 5, 9, 20, 23, 25,

28-29 ,34,51,87,233-234
project, 3, 5,20,23,25,27-29,31,34-35,

43,64,233-234
work sheet, 43, 45

Contracts, 95-97,100-101
Convergent thinking, 119-121
Corporate influences, 29, 39

accounting, 39
benefits, 41
management style, 39
organizational behavior, 39
structures, 39
values, 41

Cost estimating
recommended procedure for, 127

247
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sample sheet of, 128
for testing and commissioning, 191

Costs, 66, 72-73, 97,126-127,164
competitive, 34
cumulative graphs of, 73
justification of, 34

Crescents Wrench, 15
Customers

differences between users and, 37-38
expectations, 37-38, 205
see Users

Definition of design, 2
Demands and wishes, (also see

Requirements list), 110-111, 113-115
Design effort, 67-71,197

and phase diagrams, 69
Design engineers, v

role of, v, 221
as distinct from inventors, 122

Design failures, 11-15, 220, 240
Design feedback, 20, 205
Design histories, 51
Design layout, 149, 164-165
Design manager, 58, 85

detail design and, 177, 178
as negotiator, 34

Design methods, 67, 68
in Britain, Germany and North

America, 18
Design problem, see Problem statement
Design process, 2

analysis of, 20
set in context with project, 23
models of, 18,25,29
four main phases of, 25, 68
"need" in, 95
outputs from, 25
phase overlap, 68
review and analysis of, 236
schematic of, 19

Design project
characteristic features of, 55
types of, 74

Design quality assessment work sheet ,
211,213

Design records, importance of, 109-110,
209

Design research, 20, 31, 40

Design review meetings, 51, 74,115,133,
169,197,211

Design specification, 111-114, 119
checklist, 116
QualityFunction Deployment (QFD)

and,107
timescale and, 109-110
work sheet, 117

Design standards and codes, see
Standards and codes

Design task, see Task Clarificat ion
Design team, 58

activities of, 1,67 ,97,233
building, 58
combination of design task and, 55
influences on, 83
managing, 83
motivating, 85
negotiating ability and power, 59
output from, 67
personal output from, 87
productivity of, 87
relationships, 58-59, 87
self-perception inventories of,59
team roles in, 58
work effort of, 67

Design tools and techniques, 62, 66-67
Design, conceptual, see Conceptual

design
Design, detail , see Detail design
Design, embodiment, see Embodiment

design
Design, systematic approaches to, see

Systematic approaches to Design
Detail design, 25, 204

assembly during, 190
commissioning during, 191
deficiencies in leading to design

failures, 177
the design manager's role during, 178
drawings for, 189
as distinct from embodiment design ,

68, 141
interaction of shape, materials and

manufacture during, 180
manufacturing drawings and

information produced during, 189
as a phase of design process, 25, 68
quality assurance and , 178
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standard components and, 190
testing during, 191

Divergent thinking, 119-120
Division of tasks, guidelines for, 156
Dra~ings, 18,62,100

conceptual, 130
detail,189
manufacturing, 189

EasyGreen® Lawn Spreader, 192-196
Economic loop for a typical project,

25-26
Effective engineering design, 43

example of, 71
Efficient engineering design, 43

example of, 71
Embodiment design , 25, 68,141

checklist , 170
design standards and codes in, 162
as distinct from detail design, 68,

141-149
division of tasks during, 156
guidelines for, 149-165
incremental design approach and, 141
using layouts and models during, 164
as a phase of design process, 25, 68
prototypes and testing in, 165
work sheet, 171

Engineering analysis compared with
engineering design, 108

Engineering design as compared with
engineering analysis, 108

Engineering design process, see Design
process

Engineering design team, see Design
team

Engineering design, definition of, 2
forensic analysis of issues, 235

Engineering project
economic loop for, 25, 26
typical inputs to and outputs from,

23-24
environment, 25

Engineering, concurrent, 18
Enthusiasm, in design manager and

design team, 39, 41, 85, 88,130
Environmental issues, 31
Eschenbrenner v. Willson SafetyProducts,

207

Index 249

European Committeefor Electrotechnical
Standardization (CENELEC), 224

European Committee for Standardization
(CEN),224

European Standards for Quality
11anagement,224

Examples, introduction to, 3

Fail-safe design, 152
Failure, see Design failures
Fisher & Paykel, Dishlirawere, 16
Force transmission, guidelines for,

155-158
Foreseeable misuse, 38, 206
Form design, 180-185
Formway Life chair project

as an example, 5
corporate influences on, 49
design task influences on, 76-77
design team influences on, 78-79
design tools influences on, 79-80
macroeconomic influences on, 46
microeconomic influences on, 46, 48
personnel influences on, 89-92
example work sheets for, 47, 78, 90,105,

118,136,172,200,214
Forrnway Furniture, Inc., 5,197

Gantt chart, 99
Gasifier Test Rig (GTR), 3-5, 33, 37, 40-43,

61,66 ,68-74,86,98-99,113-114,
127-128,130-131,165-168,186-187

Generating ideas, 122
Guidelines for management of

engineering design, vi, 1

Herald of Free Enterprise, capsize of,
158

Holistic approach to engineering design,
20

Hot melt coater/laminator machine, as
example, 237

Humor, as a tool for design manager, 86

Incremental design approach, 24,141
Influences

corporate, 39
on design task, 55, 97
on design team, 58-60, 83
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macroeconomic, 31
micro economic, 34

Integrated product development, 18
International Standards for Quality

Management, ISO 9000, 179
Intermediate technology, use of, 32
Inventor approach, v, 122
Involvement, by design manager, 41

Jaguar, 87,164
Japanese companies

incremental design approach in, 24,141
QualityFunction Deployment (QFD)

in, 63, 179
Taguchi Methods in, 63,179

Knoll Inc., 7, 63,197

Layouts
use of, 164
guidelines for, 165

Levels of resolution, 20-21 , 23, 29
corporate, 29
macroeconomic, 31
micro economic, 34
personal or design team personnel, 25,

83
project, 55

Life Chair,S, 46-51, 63, 76-80, 84, 88-92,
101-102,105,110,118,120,123-124,
127,133 ,136-140,169,172-175,
188-189,197,200-203,214

Life-cycle engineering, 18, 19
Life-cycle, see Product life-cycle
Litigation, and design records, 208
Low Cost Rotary Lawn Spreader, see

"Scotts" Basytsreene lawn spreader

Macroeconomic influences, 31
Maintenance of products in service, 208
Management and managing engineering

design, 39-43
improving within a company, 17,75
skills for, 42
structural approaches to, 39
style of,42
tips for, 22, 51, 80-81, 92,102,115,140,

176,204,212
phases for, 68

Management, upper, 39, 100

Manager, design, see Design manager
Manufacturing, 20

draw ings, 189
information, 189
interaction with materials and shape,

184-185
schematic of basic design and

manufacturing process, 19
Manz Engineering Ltd, electronic

deadbolt example, 179
Market and marketing, 18, 34
Mass-produced products, 3, 63,182
Materials

Cambridge Engineering Selector and,
62,161-162

guidelines for selection of, 161
interaction with shape and

manufacture, 180-185
specification, III
tramp metal in steel, 181

McKinsey 7-SFramework, 39
Methods, design, see Design methods
Microeconomic influences, 34
Millennium Footbridge, 11
Models, use of, 164
Monitoring

design process, 67-74
design team, 83-88

Motivation, in design team, 85

Need, in design process, 18,34
Negotiating, 59

design manager's role in, 34,100
team role in, 59

O. M. Scottand Sons Company, 192
Organizational behavior, 39
Outputs

from design team, 67
from phases, 20

Percent completion, 68-74
phase diagrams as a means to assess,

68-70
Personnel profile

checklist, 88
work sheet, 88-89

Phase diagrams, 68-74
percent completion as shown by, 68, 70,

73
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timescale estimates based on, 73
Phases of design process

general , 68
conceptual design, 119
detail design, 177
embodiment design, 141
proposal, 95
task clarification, 107

Problem statement, 107
Problem, defining the, 120
Process, see Design process
Product design specification, see Design

specification
Product integrity board meetings, 75
Product liability, 206-209

lawsuit concerning Willson
headphones, 207

litigation and, 208-209
standards and codes and, 163,209
use and abuse and, 206

Product life-cycle, 34
Product planning, 34
Project, engineering design

characteristic features of, 55,191
context, 23
economic loop for, 26
plan using Gantt chart, 110

Project brief (also see Project proposal),
95

Project profile
checklist, 76-77
work sheet, 76

Project proposal
bids and , 95
checklist, 101, 103
debriefing on, 101
guidelines for preparing, 96-98
negotiations and oral presentations for,

100
project brief and, 95
request for, 95
structure and content of, 97
work sheet, 101, 104

Proposal, (also see Project proposal)
Prototypes, 165
Purchased components

and mail-order catalogs, 164

Quality Function Deployment (QFD), 63,
107,179

Index 251

product design specification and, 107,
111

Quality assurance , 20, 179
Quality management, 75,179,219,222

Random influences, 33
Records, 209

for future reference, 2
importance of keeping, 109, 209

Redundant design, 152
Relationships in design team, 87
Request for proposal, 95, 97
Requirements list, 110

demands and wishes and, 110
design specification and, 111

Research, design, 3, 5, 31
Resolution level, see Levels of resolution
Resources, 34, 36
Review meetings , 74,169,197
Risk, technical and financial, 57, 97, 209

Safe-life design, 152
Safety

direct and indirect approaches to in
design, 152-153

definitions of, 220
embodiment design and, 151
hierarchy for design, 151
personal protection, 153
product liability and, 206
standards and codes and, 162-163
training and instructions, 153
use and abuse and , 206
warnings, 153

ScottFetzer
product integrity board meetings of,

75
quality assurance by, 178-179

"Scotts" EasyGreen® lawn spreader,
192-198; (also see EasyGreen® lawn
spreader)

SegwayTMHuman Transporter, 15-17
Selecting and evaluating concepts,

126
Self-help,guidelines for, 157
Self-Perception inventories, 59-61
Shape

form design and, 184
interaction with materials and

manufacture, 180-185
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Shared values,41
Simplicity in design, 150
Simultaneous engineering, 18
Sony Walkman, management style and, 42
Space Shuttle Challenger, 22,59,151,154,

159
as an example using design quality

assessment work sheet, 211, 215
report of presidential commission on,

211
Specification (also see Design

specificationand Materials
specification),111-114

Stability in design, guidelines for, 158
Standard components, 190
Standards and codes, 162-163,217

catalogs of,223
contacts for,223-231
definitions of,218
European, 224-227
guidelines for, 162-164
international, 221,222, 223-231
national, 221,222
quality management, 219
reference papers on, 221
safety,220-221
use of, 162-163

Structured approach to managing
engineering design, 29,209

Summary,233
Systematicapproach to engineering

design,22,36, 100, 119, 141,178,209

TaguchiAiethods,63,179
in perspective with overall design

process, 64
Taskclarification phase, 25, 107
Taskspecification,111
Team, see Design Team
Technological cycles, 32
Tenacity, as factor in design projects, 85,

88
Testing,165

commissioning and, 191
prototypes and, 165
Underwriters Laboratory (UL), 191,

230

Texas A&Ai University, stadium example,
109

Timescale,project, 57,99
estimating, 70, 109
phase diagrams and, 68-74

Tips for Management,22,51,80-81, 92,
102,115,140,176,204,212

Tolerances, dimensional and geometric,
184,189

Tooling,181, 184
Tri-axis transfer press, as example,

57-58, 160
Triodyne Inc" 221,229
Triodyne SafetyInformation Center, vi

Underwriters Laboratory (UL), 191,230
Users, 37

differences between customers and, 37
expectations of,205
foreseeable misuse by,206
litigation by,206
maintenance of products in service by,

208
needs of,34,37
satisfaction of, 38

Viewpoint
concept of,20
engineering design, 23, 25

Willson headphones example,207
Windowing process, 25,29
Wobbly bridge syndrome, 11
Work effort, see Design effort
Work sheet

conceptual design, 135
design context,45
design quality assessment, 213
design specification,117
detail design, 199
embodiment design, 171
personnel profile,89
project profile,77
project proposal, 104

Work statement, 95
WorldTrade Center, collapse of towers,

13-15
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